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ABSTRACT
Following the publication of the acclaimed A Nation at Risk (1983), government
officials attempted to reform the public school system. Unfortunately, while their
measures constituted major budgetary increases, few led to improvement in student
achievement. As Americans realized that the reforms were not working, support grew
for an alternative initiative- school choice, which is different from the previous internal
reforms in that it constitutes a change in the system's basic structure.
Support for choice expanded to include an array of organizations as a result of
both state and national efforts. While each organization attributes its support to
different factors, the issue has the power to unite otherwise unlikely allies. The issue's
saliency has grown to the extent that it has become a crucial debate in the 2000
presidential election. Choice opposition has also become a pdwerfullobby. Teachers
unions have a major impact on the electoral process through contributions to
Democratic candidates. As a result, those Democrats not ideologically opposed to
choice feel they must stand in opposition to it in order to win elections. Groups such as
Catholics and the poor, who traditionally vote for Democrats, cannot sway their party
due to their inability to match union resources.
There are two major criticisms of school choice policy. First, opponents contend
it is unconstitutional. This 'issue is not easily resolved. Courts have rendered
conflicting rulings on the issue, leaving parents and legislators in a state of limbo. The
Supreme Court thus far has refused to hear voucher arguments, but has upheld tuition
tax credits and other indirect benefits for private and parochial school children.
Second, critics argue choice does not work. This is difficult to refute because
studies of existing programs yield conflicting conclusions. However, each of the studies
is problematic in that it analyzes programs limited by uncontrollable factors. For
instance, court rulings have forced children in and out of their choice schools at such a
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rapid rate that parents are reluctant to participate and legislators are wary of passing
such legislation until the Supreme Court issues a decisive ruling on the issue and
clears up the confusion. The time for such a ruling is long overdue.
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METHODOLOGY
This is a policy paper providing new insight on the theoretical, legal,· and
political aspects of the school choice issue. It will demonstrate the roles that the
federal, state, and local levels of government play not only in school choice policy, but
also in education in general. Furthermore, it will illustrate the roles that the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches play in the education arena and specifically in school
choice. The paper will analyze the activities of each of the branches, focusing for the
most part on actions that have occurred over the past two decades, as school choice
has become a more prevalent concern among Americans. The important role that
interest groups play in influencing public policy will also be analyzed.
There are two major points that this paper will attempt to demonstrate. First,
while the paper will highlight the key roles that the legislative and executive branches of
the federal and state governments play in formulating and debating choice policies, its
main purpose will be to illustrate the importance of the judicial branch in the ultimate
survival or demise of the programs. Specifically, it will focus on the necessity of United
States Supreme Court review of the issue. The paper will argue that no school choice
program will ever be capable enough to endure political pressure and reliable empirical
study until the Supreme Court speaks absolutely on the issue and offers answers to the
questions that have left choice programs in a state of limbo since their inceptions.
The second point that the paper will attempt to demonstrate is that school
choice advocates should not make the argument that choice alone is the answer to the
problems of public education. Critics are often reluctant to listen to choice supporters
because they frame the issue in such a way. In reality, passing solid choice programs
should not cause all internal reforms to cease. School choice constitutes a major
change in the basic structure of the education system. But within the new system that
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emerges out of school choice initiatives, programs such as those calling for more
teacher preparation, merit pay, and other internal reforms will help to educate students
more efficiently. Within the current system, internal reforms do little to ameliorate the
problems faced by American students.
Chapter One will offer an introduction to the paper, describing the events that
led to the current notoriety of the issue. The importance ofthe 1983 release of A Nation
at Risk by the National Commission on Excellence in Education will be touched upon
here and discussed at length throughout the paper. The chapter will go on to explain
why school choice has become an issue and answer the question as to what the
problem is with the current system. Most of the statistics cited, such as graduation
rates, Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, and illiteracy rates, will come from the A
Nation at Risk report. The chapter will set the stage for the remainder of the paper,
demonstrating that there is a real problem with the current system of public education.
The second chapter will describe the underlying philosophy behind school
choice. The basic framework of the chapter will be the four orientations of school
choice-- education-driven, economics-driven, policy-driven, and governance-driven--
formulated by Mary Ann Raywid in her essay entitled "Choice Orientations,
Discussions, and Prospects," in Peter Cookson's The Choice Controversy (1992). The
chapter places the arguments of various choice theorists into each of the categorical
orientations. The chapter also describes how the issue evolved throughout the decades
since Milton Friedman first introduced it in the 1950s. It' describes the manner in
which a broad spectrum of individuals and groups took on the cause for very different
reasons. It also highlights the role that the Reagan and Bush administrations playedin
reformulating the issue to appeal to more Americans.
Chapter Three explains the fact that "school choice" takes on varied meanings
among a variety of groups and individuals. This chapter describes the different types of
choice that are available in different cities and states throughout the nation. Among
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the types highlighted are programs that o~er choice within the public school system,
including charter schools, magnet schools, inter-district and intra-district choice, and
contracted schools, home-schooling, private scholarship programs, and comprehensive
choice programs that actually change entire system structures. The Heritage
Foundation offers a number ofInternet sites that were extremely useful for this chapter.
Chapter Four details the fIrst choice program, implemented in Milwaukee, which
set the stage for those that followed. A comprehensive voucher plan was passed by the
Wisconsin state legisl~ture for the Milwaukee school district in 1990. This program has
ignited a great deal of debate and has become the object of the greatest number of
studies of any plan passed to this point. Cleveland's citywide voucher program and
Florida's statewide are also discussed in this chapter, as are plans that are currently
being debated in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts.
The fIfth chapter builds upon the previous chapter, describing various programs
that have been implemented and debated throughout the nation. The chapter includes
analyses of various tax credit/ deduction and other choice plans either implemented or
currently being debated in such states as Maine, Vermont,Minnesota, Arizona, Illinois,
"Iowa, and Michigan. A number of the battles have taken and are taking place within
the legislative branches of government. Others have found their way into state and
federal courts. Both Chapter Four and Chapter Five utilize court cases printed from the
Lexis-Nexis Internet search tool, studies conducted by researchers such as John F.
Witte and Paul E. Peterson, and a detailed state-by-state anlliysis of choice plans
throughout the nation conducted by the Heritage Foundation. Each of these
documents was found via the Internet. Sections of the Witte and Peterson studies were
also found in various books in Lehigh University's Fairchild-Martindale library.
The sixth chapter focuses on the constitutional questions surrounding school
choice. It actually forms the basis of the paper, due to the fact that most of the
controversy regarding the issue comes out of the belief of many that choice violates the
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principle of separation between church and state. The chapter explains why it is so
important that the United States Supreme Court address the issue to put an end to the
legal questions. The chapter relies on court cases gathered via the Lexis-Nexis search
engine and state analyses included in the Heritage Foundation's web site. Several
articles are cited from major city newspapers and additional information was found on
the Internet from sources such as the Heritage Foundation and the Center for
Education Reform. Clint Bolick, an attorney from the Landmark Legal Foundation who
has represented parents in almost every choice case that has gone before the courts
thus far, is an often-cited expert on the constitutional aspect of the choice issue in
newspapers and on Internet sites alike.
Chapter Seven explains the political phenomenon surrounding the school choice
issue. The administrations of Presidents Reagan, Bush, and Clinton are analyzed in
regard to their impact on the choice arena. Various books from Lehigh University's
Fairchild-Martindale library are used to describe the policies of the three presidents.
Congressional legislation involving the expansion of choice policies into such places as
Washington, D. C. was found via the Congressional Universe search engine. This
engine allows an individual to locate a bill's sponsors and history until final passage,
presidential veto, or demise within either house of Congress.
The chapter also predicts the significant role that school choice will play in th~
2000 presidential election. Although education is primarily a state and local issue, the
views of the national candidates are far from unimportant. They have the national
focus, which gives them the chance to get the issue on the national scene. Candidates
from the Democratic and Republican parties have established web sites, which explain
their views on education reform. These web sites were instrumental in obtaining
information for this section of the chapter. Additional information was obtained from
the 1996 Republican, Democrat, and Reform party platforms, also via the Internet.
The role that interest groups play in the choice arena is also focused upon in
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this chapter. Using Pennsylvania as a case study, due to the fact that school choice is
currently being debated in the Pennsylvania state legislature and was debated in the
1999 Philadelphia mayoral campaign, this section shows the broad interest that the
issue generates among the American public. Groups that would not seem to be very
interested in education have aligned themselves on one side of the issue or the other.
Most of the material for this section came from The Philadelphia Inquirer and The
Allentown Morning Call, major newspapers in two of Pennsylvania's largest cities.
Chapter Eight in essence wraps up the paper and makes the conclusion that
reliable studies cannot be done and legislators will not feel free to approach the choice
issue until the Supreme Court makes a final ruling on the constitutional questions
surrounding the issue. It also argues that school choice alone will not cure the
problems of public education. Choice will change the basic structure of the public
school system, but internal reforms are still necessary to produce the type of schools
that can compete with the rest of the world and educate American students to be
productive members of society. What choice will do is constitute a change in the way
that Americans view education in the future.
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CHAPTER ONE:
A SYSTEM AT RISK
The effectiveness of the American education system is a controversial issue that
has stimulated heated debate at all levels of the government. Throughout the long
history of this issue, various individuals, interest groups, and political parties have
taken positions based on combinations of their moral, ideological, and fiscal ideals.
While there is general agreement among all involved that the education system is in dire
need of reform, the controversy arises over the question as to which policy directions
are most likely to lead to real change.
This movement toward educational reform has come about due to several major
problems with the modern public school system as outlined in a 1983 report entitled A
Nation at Risk. This report, issued by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education, indicated that American national security may be threatened by the growth
of "mediocrity" in the nation's public schools. Among the problems discussed in the
publication are the steadily declining standardized test scores, student grades, and
school standards,and the constantly increasing illiteracy rates and dropout rates in the
public schools. The Commission argues that these problems create a situation that
poses both internal and international risks for the future of the United States.
The most notable point about A Nation at Risk is that it represents a turning
point in the attitudes of government officials, scholars, school boards, teachers,
administrators, and parents as to the importance of education policy and the urgency of
the present situation. Questions have arisen as to what should be done in response to
this crisis in American education now that most can agree that a crisis does, in fact,
exist. Several studies have been conducted as a result of the report, and new policy
directions have been taken. While many of the new policies have produced positive
results, many more have led to new problems.
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A great deal of tension has been created as a result of the publication. Some
experts argue that teaching stronger values is necessary; others maintain that the
answer is increased funding for new educational initiatives. New standards, more
discipline, a back-to-the-basic~ curriculum, stricter teacher certification guidelines...
this is merely a partial list of the alternatives that have been touted as the policy that
will save the children. The dilemma derives from the fact that if Americans cannot
agree as to what the root problems are, how can they agree on the solutions? This
chapter will reveal the most important problems with the current system, describe how
the system was born, and determine who benefits from the system and who, whether
, intentionally or unintentionally, is hurt by it.
THE PROBLEM
Since the publication of A Nation at Risk, several interested parties have built on
the information included in the report. As a result, a plethora of articles, books, and
studies have been published o:p. the subject and the public has learned more about
what the specific problems are and what is at stake in the current debate. Several
problems are consistently cited in much of the literature on the subject. Such problems
include the declining achievement levels of children in public schools, the inability of
American st'qdents to compete with their foreign competitors in the global workforce,
and the overwhelming level of bureaucracy that pervades the system as new programs
are constantly being passed by federal, state, and local entities.
Enhancing Student Achievement
The most important problem with the public education system is that the
achievement levels of children in the public sch~ols have dropped consistently over the
.past few decades. This can be measured in terms of skill levels, standardized test
.,
scores, dropout rates, and illiteracy rates. For years, these schools have been driven by
weakening test scores. For instance, in the past three decades the percentage of 'eighth-
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.grade students who acquired the expected math skills for their grade level has fallen to
approximately 20 percent. 1 In addition, approximately 14 percent of twelfth-grade
. students now reach the expected level for their grade. 2 The number of children
requiring special (remedial) education has increased by 15 percent over the past ten
years.3
The failure of schools in teaching mathematics and reading skills to their
students has also led to a decline in standardized test scores. 4 Average achievement
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) have dropped consistently since 1963.
Twenty years ago, over 116,000 students scored above 600 on the SAT. Now, fewer
than 75,000 students score that high, even though more students are taking the test
and the scores have been re-centered to help account for the downfall. 5 The average
SAT score in 1974-75 was 924, while in 1989-90 the figure was 900.6
A problem that is linked to student achievement is that more students are
dropping out of school than ever before. According to David Harmer, author of several
books dealing with educational policy, one out of every five students in the United
States drops out of high school.7 In fact, every eight seconds a child drops out.8 This
problem also has a cultural bias. As Alexander W. Astin reports in his study entitled
Minorities in American Higher Education (1987), 83 percent of white children complete
high school, while only 72 percent of black children and 55 percent of Chicano, Puerto
lOrnstein and Levine. Foundations of Education (Massachusetts: Houghton-Mifflin, 1993),504.
2 Ornstein and Levine, Foundations, 504.
3 Magnusson, Paul. "John Dewey, Meet Peter Drucker" Business Week 8 Jan. 1996: 74B.
4 Dye, Thomas. "Education, the group struggle" Understanding Public Policy, 173.
5 Harmer, David. School Choice: Why You Need It-How You Get It (Washington: Cato Institute, 1994),
20.
6 Smith, Kevin B. and Kenneth 1. Meier. The Case Against School Choice: Politics. Markets, and Fools
(New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1995), 16.
7 Harmer, School Choice, 10.
S Cookson Peter W., Jr.· School Choice: The Struggle for the Soul ofAmerican Education (New York:
Yale, 1994),3.
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Rican, and Native American children finish out their high school careers.9 This·
presents a problem for these minority students when they are ready to apply for jobs
because the demand·for unskilled labor is declining while the pool of unskilled laborers
is expanding. lO
Another problem that is linked to student achievement is that many Americans
are functionally illiterate. In fact, simple reading and writing test scores indicate that
an estimated 23 to 25 million American adults are illiterate. A 1993 report from the
National Center for Educational Statistics, entitled "Adult Literacy in America," reports
that nearly half of American adults cannot read. 11 Approximately 13 percent of all
seventeen-year-olds and 40 percent of all minority youth in the United States are
deemed illiterate. 12
An ABC News broadcast entitled At a Loss For Words: Illiterate in 'America
(1986), hosted by Peter Jennings, sheds light on the national literacy crisis. During this
broadcast, Jennings stated that 13 percent of American adults are completely illiterate,
a~counting for more than 20 million men and women. However, he further explained
that 20 million more men and women are. marginally illiterate, meaning that they can
read words but cannot tie them together into sentences to give them meaning. 13 He
argued that the fact that adults cannot read presents a major problem for the American
economy. Jim Cates, Director of the Literacy Project at the University of Texas, argues
that the United States faces no greater threat to its national security than the number
of Americans who are illiterate. 14 Children who cannot read become adults who cannot
read, and thus adults who cannot compete with their foreign counterparts.
9 Bowsher, Jack E. Educating America: Lessons Learned in the Nation's Cm;porations (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1989),24.
10 Bowsher. Educating America, 17.
II Harmer, School Choice, 11.
12 Ornstein and Levine, Foundations. 505.
13 Bowsher, Educating America, 25.
14 Bowsher, Educating America, 25.
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Institutions of higher education are adversely affected by the decline in
educational achievement because approximately 21 percent of college freshmen enroll
in remedial mathematics, 16 percent in remedial writing, and 13 percent in remedial
reading. In 1990, a total of 30 percent of all college freshmen took at least one remedial
course, and 74 percent of colleges and universities across the nation were forced to offer
remedial courses for their students. IS
Keeping Up With International Competition
These declining achievement levels present a major problem for the United
States due to the fact that the nation now spends more per pupil than any other
advanced nation on public elementary and secondary education, but continues to lag
behind these countries in productivity. According to international comparisons,
American children are falling behind even many underdeveloped countries in basic
areas such as mathematics, science, geography, and foreign languages. 16 In such
comparisons drawn over the last 20 years, American students were ranked last among
the industrialized nations on seven out of nineteen academic tests, and were not ranked
first or second on a single one. 17
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) regularly reports that
only five percent of American public high school seniors are able to comprehend college-
level math, while the figure is 20-30 percent in other industrialized nations. IS Only
three percent of high school students study calculus, while fifteen percent of Japanese
students do SO.19 Ninety-five percent of American seniors, therefore, would not have the
15 Ornstein and Levine, Foundations, 505.
16 Walberg, Herbert J. "We Spend Too Much On Education and Get Too Little"
http://www.heartland.org/walberg.htm. 1.
17 Ornstein and Levine, Foundations, 505.
18 Shanker, Albert.and Bella Rosenberg. "Do Private Schools Outperform Public Schools" The Choice
Controversy. ed. Peter W. Cookson, Jr. (Newbury Park: Corwin Press, 1992), 132.
19 Brandl, John E. "Governance and Educational Quality" Learning from School Choice.eds. Paul E.
Peterson and Bryan C. Hassel. (Washington: Brookings Institute Press, 1998),57.
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skills necessary to be admitted into college in foreign nations. 2o
The most recent NAEP reading scores demonstrate that while there has been
slight improvement since the 1980s, nearly 40 percent of fourth graders and over 25
percent of eighth graders read below a basic leve1.21 Nineteen ninety-eight (1998) NAEP
math and science scores show that U.S. fourth-graders scored above the international
average in both subjects. However, U.S. eighth-graders scored above the international
average in science, but below it in math. U.S. twelfth-graders scored below the
international average in both subjects. 22
The NAEP also notes that among seventeen year olds, fewer than half are
familiar with the Declaration of Independence, half are unaware of the constitutional
guarantee of religious freedom, half believe that the Panama Canal is a means to get
from New York to London or from New York to San Francisco, a third are unable to
write a persuasive letter, a third do not know what separation of powers means, and
half of eleventh graders are studying pre-high school mathematics or none at al1. 23 ·
The Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), conducted in
1995, tested the math skills of a halfmillion fourth grade, eighth grade, and twelfth
grade students in 41 countries. While fourth graders performed reasonably well in the
study, eighth graders ranked behind their industrial peers and twelfth graders ranked
last among all participating countries.24 This indicates that the longer a student stays
in an American public school, the further behind he falls. Furthermore, in 1996, the
United States had a graduation rate of 72 percent, a figure that lags behind all other
20 Shanker and Rosenberg, "Do Private," 132.
21 "National Test Scores Sound Alann Bell for Kids' Future" News for School Refonners From the
Commonwealth Foundation (http://www.commonwealthfoundation.org) ed. Sean Duffy. 10
March 1999: 1.
22 "International comparisons ofmathematics and science perfonnance of4th-, 8th-, and 12th-grade
students" The Condition ofEducation 1998. Indicator 20. (http://nces.ed.gov/
pubs98/condition98/c9820aOl.htmI), 1.
23 Brandl, "Governance," 56-57.
24 Peterson, Paul E. "School Choice: A Report Card" Learning from School Choice. eds. Paul E.Peterson
and Bryan C. Hassel. (Washington: Brookings Institute Press, 1998),3.
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developed nations. 25
These statistics demonstrate that students are not adequately prepared to
compete in the international economic arena. Andrew Dinniman and Burkart Holzner,
authors of Education for International Competence in Pennsylvania (1988), emphasize
the importance of this problem for American businesses. Dinniman, a former Special
Assistant to the Pennsylvania Secretary of Education, and Holzner, the Director of the
University Center for International Studies at the University of Pittsburgh, point out
that basic skills are currently peing taught during job training because they were not
taught effectively in American schools. This results in a waste of time and resources for
American businesses and military leaders who are angry that they must waste millions
of dollars per year on remedial education and basic skills training for their employees.26
Many business leaders echo these concerns. Pacific Telesis Group has stated
that 60 percent of their applicants fail a seventh-grade level entry test. Motorola has
complained that 80 percent of its applicants fail entry-level tests, which represent a
seventh-grade English level and a fifth-grade math leve1. 27 Motorola is forced to spend
$50 million per year to teach an average of 12,500 workers to understand enough math
and English to perform their job obligations. 28 David Kearns, the former chairman of
Xerox, claims in his book entitled Winning the Brain Race: A Bold Plan to Make our
Schools Competitive (1988), written with Denis Doyle, that 700,000 Americans are
dropouts and another 700,000 are illiterate. 29 Kearns calls the state of public
education a crisis situation, due to the fact that the problems of public education have
forced his company to spend $25 billion per year to teach basic reading, writing, and
25 School Choice Yes! "Are Schools Failing?" http://www.schoolchoiceyes.org/failing.htm. 2.
26 Dinniman, Andrew and Burkart Holzner. Education for International Competence in Pennsylvania
(Pittsburgh: PA Department ofEducation, 1988), 61.
27 Henig, Jeffrey R. Rethinking School Choice (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994),30.
28 Hanner, School Choice, 12.
29 Bowsher, Educating America, 165.
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counting to employees.i3o
Another problem that Dinniman and Holzner point out is that American cities
are becoming homes for a growing number of foreign companies. Clearly, companies
will turn to skilled foreign workers with employment opportunities if American workers
cannot perform the necessary skills. American workers have to be better prepared to
compete with their foreign opponents in the job market, and that preparation comes
only through an adequate education.31
Jack E. Bowsher, former Director of Educational External Programs for IBM and
author of Educating America: Lessons Learned in the Nation's Corporations (1989),
believes that the crisis lies in the fact that educational quality has declined at a time
when it is has become increasingly important for people to understand what is expected
of them in the workforce. He argues that the welfare rolls have burgeoned in recent
decades in large part because Americans no longer qualify for jobs.32
Bowsher discusses the U.S. Department of Education report entitled "Japanese
Education Today" (1987), which compares Japanese education to that in the United
States. The report states that, although the Japanese school system is publicly-
operated, Japan is much more education-minded than the United States. The parent-
teacher relationship and the school-business relationship are very close in Japan.
Although the nation is only about the size of Connecticut, and has few natural
resources, it continues to lead the way in education.33 Dinniman and Holzner point out
that American schools do not stress the importance of teamwork or the necessary skills
in math, reading, and analysis in order to work with changing technology.34 These
factors are important characteristics of the Japanese system.
30 Bowsher, Educating America, 165; Harmer, School Choice, 11-12.
31 Dinniman and Holzner, Education for International Competence, 63.
32 Bowsher, Educating America, 15.
33 Bowsher, Educating America, 19.
34 Dinniman and Holzner, Education for International Competence, 3.
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Ensuring a Bureaucracy-Free Basic Education
Another problem addressed by the National Committee on Excellence in
Education was that secondary education has in place a "cafeteria-style curriculum in
which the appetizers and desserts can easily be mistaken for the main courses."35 The
basics are ignored in favor of high.,tech courses that cover subjects that are interesting
but are not often necessary to a child's educational growth. Modem schools are
expected to perform too many functions, such as providing entertainment, reducing
conflict, producing scientists, ending hunger.' fighting disease, eliminating·
unemployment, and resolving racial tensions, and with each new function comes a new
"essential" course. 36
With the addition of each new role, time is taken away from performing their
basic job-- teaching students how to read, write, add, and subtract. Many school
systems are moving to decrease the number of high school years where learning social
studies is mandatory to three rather than four. How, then, can Americans be surprised
when their children do not know anything about politics, geography, or history?
With each new role also comes more administration to plan and implement the
new programs. As a result, the money that the government keeps pouring into the
system is mostly use~ to contribute to an ever-growing educational bureaucracy.
Although the federal government pays only a small portion of educational costs, about
four to five percent, it imposes many restrictions on state departments of education and
local school boards. In doing so, the United States Department of Education creates "a
great deal of red tape that has little or nothing to do with learning."37
In 1996, Christine Olson, a policy analyst at The Heritage Foundation,
35 Tyack, David. "Choice Options; School Choice, Yes-- But What Kind?" The American Prospect Jan.-
Feb. 1999 (http://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe..;d5=a32663d9d919af5ef5cOd9c3735ce6a6) (4).
36 Dye "Education," 157.
37 Walberg, "We Spend Too Much," 1.
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conducted a study entitled "U.S. Department of Education Financing of Elementary and
Secondary Education: Where the Money Goes." In this analysis, she determined that
out of 14 billion allocated dollars in 1993, $2 billion was allocated for "administrative
overhead."38 Seventy percent of the allocated federal funds are dedicated to
disadvantaged and disabled students in the Chapter One/Title One program and the
Education for Individuals with Disabilities Act programs. 39 Only 26 percent of funds
that reach the school districts actually make it to the classrooms.4o
Forbes magazine issued a report stating that although most people say that the
United States is not spending enough on education, the country is in reality spending
too much. The United States currently spends 25.1 percent of its public school budget
on non-teaching staff, which is more than twice the average of other industrialized
countries. Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) documents
show that the United States dedicates one of the largest shares of its gross domestic
productto education-- 5.6 percent.41 Since the publication of A Nation at Risk,
educational spending has increased by approximately 43.4 percent, and teachers'
salaries have increased by approximately 46.8 percent. However, as the cost of
education is rising rapidly, the quality of education is falling just as fast.
In discussing the current problems in American education, it is imperative to
establish why the current system is set up in the way that it is. One major cause of the
problems in education is that the government has a monopoly in its role as education-
producer. Myron Lieberman, a nationally recognized economist and analyst of
educational issues and author of Privatization and Educational Choice (1989), argues
that a lack of competition is the most pressing problem in the education system. He
38 Olson, Christine L. "U.S. Department of Education Financing ofElementary and Secondary
Education: Where the Money Goes"F.Y.I. No. 126. (http://www.heritage.org/
library/categories/education/fyi126.htrnl) 30 Dec. 1996 (1-2).
39 Olson, "u.s. Department ofEducation Financing," 2.
40 Olson, '.'U.S. Department ofEducation Financing," 5.
4! Peterson, "School Choice," 9.
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cites Japan's system as an ideal one, due to the fact that it relies on competition.
Although Japan does not have competition between public and private institutions, the
public schools are competitive enough with one another, and realize their need to
compete with foreign competitors in the future. This is beyond the realms of thought of
most American students.
Chester Finn, ajournalistfor Education Week, agrees that the government
monopoly in education is a problem. He argues that there is nothing the government
does so well that it should do it alone. 42 Jack Bowsher goes so far as to call the U.S.
system a "socialized business," or the "equivalent" of the former "Soviet Union's
collectivized farms."43 If schools are forced to compete for students, then they would
have to increase educational quality in order to successfully market their product to
their customers. According to Steve Sailer of The Heartland Institute, "if we really care
about our kids and the quality of education they receive, there is no substitute for
competition."44 Currently, approximately 90 percent of American children attend public
schools. 45 History provides the explanation as to why so many families utilize public
education.
THE COMMON SCHOOL
When the Constitution was written in 1789, education was neither universal nor
compulsory.46 In fact, the forefathers feared government-operated schools and believed
that they would be a means for government officials to impose particular views upon
42 McLaughlin, Brother Terence, FSC. Catholic School Finance and Church-State Relations.
(Massachusetts: National Catholic Education Association, 1985),38.
43 Bowsher, Educating America, 28,
44 Sailer, Steve. "Competition, Not Money, Works Wonders in Education"
http://www.heartland.org/sailer.html, ·2.
45 School ChoiceYes!, "Are Schools Failing?," 1.
46 Arons, Stephen. "Educational Choice: Unanswered Question in the American Experience" Family
Choice in Schooling. ed. Michael E. Manley-Casimir. (Lexington: D.C. Heath and Company,
1982),23.
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children.47 Thomas Paine and John Stuart Mill advocated a system in which the
government funded all types of education, but parents chose which schools the money
would be allocated toward. 48 It was not until the mid-nineteenth century that
education became compulsory.
The idea behind compulsory education was that America needed "common
schools" to foster civic ideals and democratic convictions among its young people. This
notion was developed by such individuals as Thomas Jefferson, Alexis deToqueville,
John Dewey, and ultimately Horace Mann. The common school advocates wanted to
entice children of all religious faiths to come together and find a common religious basis
for instruction. 49 They were also afraid that disunion would threaten the nation over
questions such as slavery. Education became the key to keeping the nation together.
Soon after the first common school systems were established, tension surfaced
between Protestant public school boards and teachers and Catholic immigrants from
Ireland and Germany over such questions as which Bible should -be used in the
classrooms. Catholics eventually decided to create their own separate school systems._
Lutherans and relatively small groups from other Protestant denominations quickly
followed along the same path.
The establishment of parochial schools by no means signaled the demise of the
common school. The majority of Americans came from Protestant backgrounds and
approved of the ideals that were being taught in the common schools. Thus, nine out of
ten children remained in the government-operated system. Parents believed that their
children were being trained to become responsible American citizens and that the
schools were reinforcing the moral values that were being taught in the homes. It was
48Spring, Joel. "Dare Educators Build a New School System"Family Choice in Schooling. ed. Michael E.
Manley-Casimir. (Lexington: D.C. Heath and Company, 1982), 33.
48 Greene, Jay P. "Civic Values in Public and Private Schools" Learning from School Choice. eds. Paul E.
Peterson and Bryan C. Hassel. (Washington: Brookings Institute Press, 1998),84.
49 Tyack, "Choice Options," 3.
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not until the twentieth century that the separation between church and state began to
take on new meaning and virtually everything religious was stricken from American
schools. As a result, families began to seek alternatives to what had become a
government monopoly in education.
PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE EDUCATION
Many believe that the common school ideal is still alive and well in the public
school system today. Clinton Administration Education Secretary Richard Riley calls
today's common school "the foundation of a democracy" and an institution that "teaches
children important lessons about both the commonality and diversity of American
culture. "50 However, recent research has shown that the common school ideal may in
fact be a myth. Private schools may actually be even more successful than "common
schools" in promoting democratic values.
Jay P. Greene argues that Americans tend to view private schools as elite, white,
and affluent, while they view public schools as those which teach tolerance, civics, and
commitment to the public good. However, 1992 National Education Longitudinal Study
(NELS) data shows that private schools are in fact the more tolerant, integrated, racially
friendly, and community-minded. The study finds that private school students are
twice as likely as public school students to be in integrated classes in every region of
the nation except the rural south.s1
Racial tolerance is particularly strong in private schools. While 31.2 percent of
private school students said they strongly agreed that students had inter-racial
friendships in their schools, only 17.6 percent of public school students determined
that to be the case. This question was controlled for socioeconomic status and the
racial composition of the students' classes. Sixty-four point three percent of private
50 Greene, "Civic Values," 85.
51 Greene, "Civic Values," 83.
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school students, 64.6 percent of their teachers, and 73 percent of their administrators
strongly disagreed that ethnic fights were common in their schools. Twenty-eight point
six percent of public school students, 39.5 percent of their teachers, and 54.9 percent
of their administrators could say the same.52 John Chubb and Terry Moe of the-
Brookings Institute analyzed NELS data and determined that private schools foster
diversity and integration because they are not as prone to track students according to
intellectual ability.53
Volunteering in the community is also more rampant in private schools than in
their public counterparts. While 63.2 percent of private school students said they
volunteered in their communities, only 45.6 percent of public school students reported
doing SO.54 These figures are controlled for the socioeconomic status of the students.
Greene acknowledges that the high figure among private school students may be a
result of mandatory "volunteer" projects at the schools. However, 29.3 percent of
private school administrators also rate their schools' ability to promote citizenship as
outstanding, while 17.3 percent of public school administrators do so.
Research shows that private schools are not only more successful in promoting
democracy, but they also have a positive impact on the academic performance of
children, especially minority children. This is not because Catholic school children
come from an elite background. As Valerie Lee argues in "Catholic Lessons for Public
Schools," in Ravitch and Viteritti's New Schools for a New Century (1997), contrary to
popular opinion the majority of Catholic school enrollment is not elite-based. The social
differences between public and Catholic school students are minimal. In fact, the
populations of Catholic and public schools are more similar than the populations of
52 Greene, "Civic Values," 99.
53 Greene, "Civic Values," 94.
54 Greene, "Civic Values," 100.
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Catholic and other private schools. 55
However, most data comparing public and Catholic or private schools cannot be
taken as the ultimate truth for a simple reason-- it is extremely difficult to find an
experimental situation in which family characteristics do not affect the results. Three
prominent studies and the criticism that they attracted help to demonstrate this
problem. The first large-scale study of the performance levels of public and private
schools, "High School Achievement: Public, Catholic, and Private Schools Compared"
(1982) was conducted by James Coleman, Thomas Hoffer, and Sally Kilgore. Coleman
etal not only argued that students performed better in private schools, but also that
private school leaders are academically-oriented, while public school leaders are sports
stars.
Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore demonstrate that Catholic school students have
the highest degree of attendance, followed by private school students, and then public
school students. 56 The team alsoJound that the achievement gap between students
from advantaged and disadvantaged backgrounds is dramatically narrower in Catholic
schools than in public schools. This difference, they argue, increases over time. They
found a larger gap be.tween seniors in Catholic and public schools than between
sophomores inthe two groups.57 In addition 24 percent of public school students drop
out of school as compared to 12 percent in Catholic schools and 13 percent in private
schools. 58 This study met the same fate as Coleman's previous one in becoming the
subject of fierce criticism. Critics argued that the researchers did not, and cannot
possibly in the future, fully account for family characteristics.
55 Lee, Valerie E. "Catholic Lessons for Public Schools" New Schools For a New Century: The Redesign
ofUrban Education eds. Diane Ravitch and Joseph Viteritti. (New Haven: Yale University, 1997),
154.
56 Coleman, James, Thomas Hoffer, and Sally Kilgore. High School Achievement: Public, Catholic, and
Private Schools Compared (NewYork: Basic Books, Inc., 1982), 108.
57 Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore, High School Achievement, 195.
58 Coleman, Hoffer, an Kilgore, High School Achievement, 150.
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Kirk A. Johnson, a Heritage Foundation education analyst, conducted a study
entitled "Comparing Math Scores of Black Students in D.C.'s Public and Catholic
Schools" in October 1999. Using data from the 1996 NAEP, he argues that the typical
black eighth-grade student in a D.C. Catholic school achieves higher performance levels
in math than 72 percent of his public school counterparts. Furthermore, fourth-grade
Catholic school students perforril six point five (6.5) percentage points higher and
eighth-grade students in Catholic schools perform eight point two (8.2) percentage
points higher than their public school peers.59
The University of Chicago, at the request of the U.S. Department of Education,
published the "National Longitudinal Study of Youth," which showed that students who
attend Catholic school are more likely to attend college than those who attend public
school. The probability rises from 11 to 27 percent, regardless of race and ethnicity.6o
However, the undeniable fact is that no matter how many variables are controlled, the
possibility remains that family characteristics will affect the results. If parents choose
to use their time and money to find and purchase private schools for their children, it
. follows that they are parents who are at least somewhat involved in the education of
their children. This tendency toward involvement alone may playa role in producing a
successful student. Unfortunately, many involved and concerned parents, the majority
of whom are poor minorities, do not have the opportunities available to other families.
ALTERNATIVES FOR THE FEW--.MONOPOLY FOR THE MANY
Currently, private schools enroll less than 15 percent of all American students.
Of the 15 percent, 90 percent attend religious institutions and of that group 65 percent
59 Johnson, Kirk A, PhD. "Comparing Math Scores of Black Students in D.C.'s Public and Catholic
Schools" The Heritage Center for Data Analysis No. 99-08 (http://www.heritage.org/
library/categories/cdalcda99-08.html) 7 Oct. 1999: 2.
60 Peterson, "School Choice," 23.
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attend Catholic schools.61 The high percentage of children attending public schools is
not an indication that each would attend if alternatives were available. According to
John Coons, one of the authors of the "California Initiative for Family Choice," in our
country the rich get choice but the poor do not.62 Affluent families can exercise
alternatives with their feet by moving to superior school districts or by paying tuition at
private or parochial institutions. Many families are forced to utilize certain public
schools simply because they lack the financial means to move into a better school
district or to attend a private or religious institution. This is especially true of minority
families who ate most often poor and living in central cities. Many minority families
argue that they would take advantage of alternatives if they were available.
Poverty itself is negatively related to strong educational performance. This is
alarming in that one quarter of all preschool-aged children live in poverty. Fifteen
million children are raised by single mothers who earn an average of only $11,000 per
year. The number of children who have no home to sleep in each night in America has .
risen to 200,000. Problems such as drugs, teen pregnancy, abuse, and violence are
endemic across the nation, but especially in poor, urban areas. Every 67 seconds a
teenager has a baby, 350,000 children per year are born to addicted mothers, every
seven minutes a teen is arrested for drug-related offenses, every 36 minutes a student
is killed or injured bya gun and each day 135,000 bring guns to schoo1.63 With
problems such as these to worry about, it is no wonder that school is not foremost in an
impoverished child's mind. Research shows that each of these conditions is related to
poor academic achievement.64
The public school system is trying to overcome societal problems by taking on
6\ Hoxby, Caroline. "Analyzing School Choice Reforms That Use America's Traditional Forms ofParental
Choice" Learning from School Choice. eds. Paul E. Peterson and Bryan C. Hassel. (Washington:
Brookings Institute Press, 1998), 138.
6~McLaughlin, Catholic School Finance, 38.
63 Cookson, The Struggle, 3.
64 Walberg, "We Spend Too Much," 1.
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too many roles at one time. School boards and teachers' unions are pushing their own
conflicting agendas, which range from sports programs to condom distribution.65 They
are making matters worse by using tax revenues to implement programs dealing with
controversial issues such as abortion, sex education, and other secular issues.66 As
former Senator Robert Dole stated during his 1996 presidential campaign, "our schools
are teaching recycling and AIDS prevention, but our kids can't add."67 This is not to
say that social issues are not important; however, students need a basis on which to
build their knowledge about the world.
While poor children unquestionably face the most difficult obstacles in receiving
quality education, middle class families also face impending difficulties. They are
struggling to maintain use of their alternatives because of yearly tuition increases at the
schools that they have chosen for their children. The irony of the situation is that if
economic hardship forces parents to take their children out of their alternative schools
and enroll them in their local public schools, the public education system will become
overcrowded and, quite possibly, bankrupt. These parents have joined poor urban
parents in demanding that something be done to alleviate their financial burden. And
as in most cases, when the middle class stands up, their elected officials take notice.
What can the government do to aid these low-income and middle class families in
providing an excellent education to their children? As mentioned in the previous
chapter, none of the recent reform measures have seemed to do the trick in fixing the
system. Perhaps this is due to the fact that a change within the system is not what is
needed. Perhaps it is the structure of the system that needs an overhaul. A
revolutionary movement is sweeping through the nation that argues this very point.
65 Magnusson, "John Dewey," 74B. .
66 Foster, James D. "Parental Choice: Will Vouchers Solve the School Crisis? Yes" Christianity Today 19
Aug. 1991: 29.
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While each of the initiati~e::> that followed the publication of A Nation at Risk (1983)
constituted an internal change within the public school system, this movement calls for
a fundamental change in the basic structure of the system. The idea, which was
introduced in 1955 and has become extremely popular since'the 1980's, is referred to
as "school choice."
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE SCHOOL CHOICE PHILOSOPHY
The American public education system did not disintegrate overnight. Problems
with the system were first recognized in the 1950s and 1960s, and since that time
several different methods of improving the schools have been proposed. Some have
resulted in positive changes in student achievement, others have done nothing to alter
the status quo, and the rest have exacerbated existing problems. Alternatives that have
been proposed and implemented range from economic to social or cultural in nature.
This section will focus on a rationale that has formed the basis for several different
reform initiatives over the past few decades. This philosophy, which has come to be
referred to as "school choice," dates back to the 1950s. This type of reform is different
from others in that it constitutes a basic change in the public school system as we have
always known it. Rather than seeking to change a policy within the system, it changes
the system's entire structure. School choice, however, is not a simple idea; it takes on a
variety of different meanings. Nevertheless, there is a common foundation upon which
each of the different interpretations rests. This chapter will lay out that foundation and
demonstrate how the philosophy acquired a broad range of support and stimulated the
formation of a rather unique coalition of warriors.
RAYWID'S FOUR CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL CHOICE
Mary Anne Raywid argues that since the 1960s, choice alternatives have fallen
into four distinct categories. In her essay entitled "Choice Orientations, Discussions,
and Prospects," in Peter Cookson's The Choice Controversy (1992) she describes these
four categories as consisting of initiatives which 'are education-driven, economics-
driven, policy-driven, and governance-driven. She acknowledges that while individuals
and policies fit rather nicely into these categories, it is possible for one to be categorized
by a combination' of these alternatives.
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Raywid maintains that the first choice initiatives, which emerged in the 1960s,
can be classified as education-driven. This category is based on Mario Fantini's
philosophy, outlined in his book entitled Public Schools of Choice (1973), and focuses
on both student choice and parental choice. Fantini argues that the American public
education system should be one that offers a variety of different schools, from which
parents and students can choose the program which is best for their individual
families.68 According to Raywid, this orientation never attracted a significant amount of
support or attention. However, it was important in that it began a national
conversation on the basic issue of choice and provided a starting point for future
philosophical debate.
Raywid classifies the economics-driven category of school choice philosophy as
the one that boasts the "most varied sponsorship."69 Republican choice champions are
typically economics-driven advocates.70 Raywid reveals three interrelated arguments
that emanate from this orientation. The first maintains that vouchers and tuition tax
credits should be made available to those who do not utilize the public school system.
The second suggests that the education system should follow a market model, in which
education providers (public, private, and parochial schools) compete for customers
(parents and students).71 The third argument is based on the notion that the
government has had a monopoly in education for years, and that monopoly is always a
negative conception.
Economist Albert O. Hirschman's argument follows this market-oriented
approach to education. He argues in his book entitled Exit, Voice, and Loyalty (1972)
that parents have only one option in the existing government-controlled education
68 Raywid, Mary Anne. "Choice Orientations, Discussions, and Prospects" The Choice Controversy. ed.
Peter W. Cookson, Jr. (Newbury Park: Corwin Press, 1992), 6.
69 Raywid, "Choice Orientations," 7. - .
70 Raywid, "Choice Orientations," 16.
71 RayWid, "Choice Orientations," 7.
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monopoly-- raising their voices in protest. He believes that another opportunity, the
ability to exit the system, should be offered to all trapped within it. While many believe
that choice would cause Americans to abandon the public schools, Hirschman argues
that many will remain loyal to the public system. At the same time, in order to compete
for students the system must be more attentive to parents' voices. However, exit
should be provided to those who seek it through publicly-funded alternatives.
Hirschman utilizes market analogies throughout his book, and argues that control in
the private sphere is almost always preferable to that in the public sphere.72
The policy-driven orientation, like the education-driven category, also laid its
foundation in the 1960s. This category emphasizes the issue of educational equity
under the umbrella of school choice. The majority of Democrats who support choice do
so within a policy-oriented framework, in large part because of their belief in equal
opportunity for minority and low-income families. This orientation is best represented
by the work ofCoons, Clune, and Sugarman entitled Private Wealth and Public
Education (1970). These authors argue that choice is a constitutional right and that
e~ucationalquality must not favor one region over another.73
In 1978, Coons alone formulated a "family power equalizing plan" in which
vouchers would be used to buy education from alternative schools, whether public or
private. The key feature of the plan was that the voucher figure varied depending on
factors such as family income level and amount of tuition. At the time in which it was
introduced, the plan lacked political viability and thus received little attention from
government officials.74 However, a number of current proposals and programs fit into
the framework established by the author.
The governance-driven orientation to school choice is espoused by individuals.
72 Hirschman, Alfred o. Exit, Voice, and Loyalty (Cambridge: Harvard, 1970).
73 Raywid, "Choice Orientations," 9.
74 Raywid, "Choice Orientations," 9.
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and organizations that wish to move educational control to individual families rather
than the government. Advocates include parents' rights organizations that seek
educational accountability and individuals who classify themselves as libertarians.
Americans who classify themselves as Republicans often support choice initiatives that
are governance-driven.75 The orientation often attracts cross-overs from the
economically-oriented category.
Proponents of this theory, such as economist Milton Friedman, often cite John
Stuart Mill, an educational theorist who led the opposition to the establishment of the
common school throughout the world in the' mid-nineteenth century. Mill was
extremely fearful that state control of education would lead to corruption.76
Furthermore, he maintained in 1859 that universal public schooling would threaten
liberty. "An education established and controlled by the State should only exist, if it
exists at ~l, as one among many com~etingexperiments."77 He argued that the
individual is only answerable to the state when his actions affect others and the state
may only exercise authority over him in order to prevent him from harming his fellow
citizens.78
Other notable advocates of governance-driven choice proposals are John Chubb
and Terry Moe, policy analysts at the Brookings Institute. In their book entitled
Politics, Markets, and America's Schools (1990), they argue that individuals should be
free to create their own schools. Because they work for an institution which is widely
known as a liberal think tank, their support has lent a great deal of legitimacy to the
choice movement and has stimulated a number of people to convert to their position.
As mentioned previously, Raywid stresses that the orientations described above
75 Raywid,-"Choice Orienations," 16.
76 Raywid, "Choice Orientations," 11.
77 Hirsch, Donald. School: A Matter of Choice (New York: Centre for Educational Research and
Innovation, 1994), 11.
78 Kane, Jeffrey. "Choice: The Fundamentals Revisited" The Choice Controversy. ed. Peter W.
Cookson, Jr. (Newbury Park: Corwin Press, 1992),56.
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are not mutually exclusive. A number of individuals advocate choice from more than
one of the perspectives, and a number of initiatives can be classified as falling under
more than one as well. The distinctions between the categories help explain why such a
broad coalition of advocates has come together in support of choice policies. Choice is
an issue that brings legislators, interest groups, and other interested parties together
who would normally never find themselves on the. same side of an issue. Raywid's
categorization makes clear the fact that although these parties agree on the philosophy
behind the issue, they base their views on divergent factors. The next section addresses
the evolution of the issue and of the extraordinary coalition that has formed around it.
A UNIQUE COALITION
Kevin J. Dougherty and Lizabeth Sostre argue in their essay entitled "Minerva
and the Market," also found in Cookson's The Choice Controversy (1992), that weare
currently riding in a "third wave" of educational reform. While the first and second
waves focused on standards and teacher autonomy, this wave emphasizes parental
control of education,79 This wave began in 1955, when choice was first proposed by
economist Milton Friedman in Capitalism and Freedom. Friedman wrote that the
education system should be approached as one would approach industry.so Parents
should. parallel consumers, the schools should be viewed as producers, and education
should correspond to the product that is to be sold by the producers and bought by the .
consumers.
At first, Dougherty and Sostre argue, the choice issue was taken up only by
business leaders who believed that choice would produce better-educated employees
and an improved economic future for the nation. As such, it appeared to many to be an
upper-class issue. However, since that time a coalition of various individuals and .
79 Dougherty, Kevin J. and Lizabeth Sostre. "Minerva and the Market" The Choice Controversy. ed. Peter
W. Cookson, Jr. (Newbury Park: Corwin Press, 1992), 24.
80 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 27.
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groups has formed to show their support for school choice and to lobby for choice
initiatives at the federal, state, and local levels of government. The new coalition,·which
gathered a great deal of strength and a significant number of members in the 1980s,
now includes white middle-class parents, black parents, business leaders, the Catholic
Church, the majority of conservative politicians, a significant number of liberal
politicians, and state governors, among others.
, The 1970s and 1980s are characterized by increased involvement of the Catholic
Church in the choice movement. Increasing migration of Catholics out of the cities and
into the suburbs was a troubling problem for the Church due to the fact that most
Catholic schools are located in urban neighborhoods. The Church's support for choice
grew out of a growing sense of economic trouble for the nation's parochial schools as
they lost an increasing number of students. Many schools closed during this time, and
the Church worried that religious education would not be available to all Catholic
children and that the future of the Church looked bleak as a result.
The Church began lobbying for tuition tax credits in the 1970s and by 1990, the
Catholic bishops had established a national office to actively work on achieving choice
for their parishioners. They also established a national organization made up of
Catholic parents who lobbied government officials to support choice for their children.
Some Catholic parents removed themselvesfrom the debate out of fear that their
schools would begin to attract lower-income and minority students. However, the
Church was not worried about admitting disadvantaged students into their schools
because it has been educating many of these children for years.S!
The Church's campaign for choice was aided by the studies released by
Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore and the University of Chicago researchers, each detailed
in the previous chapter, which provided evidence of the academic superiority of Catholic
81 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 33.
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and private schools. Although each of the studies has been attacked as being
contaminated by uncontrollable factors such as family characteristics of students, the
Church was successful in using the evidence to convince a number of parents and
legislators that Catholic schools could save children from academic and moral failure.
The Church was fortunate in gaining significant allies in the 1980s. During this
. decade, conservatives made a major impact on the growing debate by getting choice
policy onto the national agenda.82 President Ronald Reagan strongly supported choice
initiatives, and was a leading player at the national level. Coming from an economics-
driven orientation, he argued that education should be based on the market and that
parents should be free to buy the best educational product for their children. Doing so
would not only satisfy the parents who sought private and parochial education for their
children, but would also improve the academic skills of the nation's students and give
them the ability to compete with their international counterparts on standardized tests
and later in the workforce.
On numerous occasions, President Reagan submitted federal tax cut legislation
to aid all parents of private school children. Each time, his legislation failed to pass
through the Democratic Congress whose members viewed the proposedinitiatives as
elitist policy that would give more money to those who did· not need it. Many Americans
agreed with the Democrats and believed that tax credits would benefit only families with
large income tax bills. Meanwhile, the poor would be stuck with the status quo and
would lack the new educational opportunities of their fellow Americans. Reagan heard
this criticism and worked to change the attitudes of his Democratic foes in the House
and Senate. Later in his presidency, he changed his approach and shifted his
legislation to a more policy-driven orientation in which vouchers would be offered to
low-income families to get remedial education at any private or public school.
82 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 28.
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The president's new approach was successful for an important reason-- it
"neutralized the charge" that tax credits benefited the upper class and framed the policy
as one which would aid the pOOr.83 Although the legislation did not pass through the
Congress, a number of legislators and an even greater number of the American people
began to see choice in a new light. Because of this shift in policy agenda, the Reagan
administration and its allies were able to portray Democrats as "vassals of the
education establishment."84 Many Democrats realized their need to relax or change
their stance on the issue, and Democratic officials started supporting either a limited
version of the choice plan or school choice for all. They consistently kept the approach
focused on a policy-driven orientation and argued that choice was a matter of equal
educational opportunity for minorities. With one proposal, Reagan lifted the elitist view
that had stigmatized the choice issue for decades. As a result, the existing small
coalition would gather new allies, energize the debate, and expand the scope of the
issue throughout the country.
President Reagan was increasingly successful after A Nation At Risk was
published in 1983. The report "played right into the hands" of the Reagan
administration's policy agenda.85 It brought his educational and foreign policy positions
together into a tight package. Many Americans who had previously been undecided on
the issue began.to see the nation as confronting a crisis in education. They wanted an
immediate solution to the problems in the schools so that the United States could
dominate in the Cold War and our national security would be protected. This theme
was reiterated by not only Reagan, but also by his education secr:etary, William
Bennett, and by his vice-president, George Bush.
Education Secretary William Bennett, was a dominant voice in the choice debate
83 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 28.
84Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 29.
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during his tenure. Now that his term has ended, he continues to support school choice
as a fellow at the conservative Heritage Foundation. Coming primarily from an
economically-oriented position, he argues. that choice will actually save taxpayers
money rather than result in increased taxes for educational expenditures. He
maintains,
"Independent analyses conclude that the more people use
vouchers, the more money taxpayers will save. Increased private
school enrollment will also reduce the need to build hundreds of new public
schools to accommodate the 1.8 million new students who are expected to enter
the system by the year 2000."86
The U.S. Department of Education states that the average cost of attending public
school is $4,841 per child, while average tuition at private schools is $3,839 and at
Catholic schools is $1,327.87 Therefore, Bennett argues that if public school children
decided to switch to private or Catholic school, they will save taxpayers money. The
new schools will educate the students at a fraction of the cost that the public schools
currently spend to perform the same job.
Vice-president Bush also played an important role in the Reagan
administration's campaign for school choice. However, he became an even more
significant player in the debate when he took the White House in 1988. President
Bush, the self-proclaimed "Education President'.' continued Reagan's fight for school
choice into his administration and boldly declared that America would begin a
"revolution" in education. His educational agenda, known as "America 2000: An
Educational Strategy," was introduced in 1991. He argued that all parents, regardless
of family characteristics such as income, should be given a choice of any school that
86 Hanner, School Choice, 120-121.
87 Hanner, School Choice, 77.
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they wanted their children to attend.88 However, in order to gain support for his
proposal he concentrated first on public school choice, citing private choice as his long-
term goal.
In this administration, the Education Secretary once again took a leading role in
expanding thechoice debate. Education Secretary Lamar Alexander hosted a "White
House workshop on school.choice" in 1989, where the attendees formulated a list of
eight things that choice would do for education-- change the structure of education,
recognize individuality, foster competition and accountability, improve outcomes, keep
potential dropouts in school and draw others back, increase parental freedom, increase
parental satisfaction and involvement, and enhance educational opportunity.89
At the workshop, Alexander commented on the fact that choice has garnered
support from such a diverse group of individuals. He stated that the movement has
become "bigger than all of US."90 The workshop attendees were quite diverse
themselves, ranging from executive officers, legislative leaders, policy analysts, and
education experts. However, one noteworthy group that attended the workshop was a
new coalition of state governors from across the nation. This group would emerge as
one of the leading advocacy groups on the issue of school choice in the future.
Although individual governors took up the choice banner early in their
administrations, as a group they followed the national lead in supporting choice in the
mid-1980s. In 1986, the National Governors Association took up school choice among
public schools as an issue, and began pushing for such programs in a number of
states.91 Party affiliation was not a significant factor in the governors' decisions to
advocate choice. For example, in Minnesota, Democratic Governor Rudy Perpich
88 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 25.
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supported public school choice for all citizens of the state. Likewise, in Wisconsin,
Republican Governor Tommy Thompson worked with Democratic State Representative
Polly Williams to achieve public school choice in Milwaukee. Thompson and Williams
wanted to expand.the program to include private schools in the long run. In
Washington, Democratic Governor Booth Gardiner made public choice his "number
one" education proposal.92 Finally, in Colorado, Democratic Governor Richard Lamm
proposed a "second-chance" voucher program in which students who failed in the
public system could attend alternative schools at public expense. Other states quickly
joined in the effort to provide educational options to their residents.
Dougherty and Sostre offer five reasons to explain why state governors began to
support choice proposals. First, interest group pressure began to build on them from
the emerging choice coalition. Second, the governors believed choice would foster
economic growth. Third, the governors felt that choice "coincides with America's belief
in the market.."93 They could play on citizens' national pride by advocating choice as an
"American" ideal. Fourth, the proposals were cheaper than raising teachers' salaries or
extending the school year. Finally, the governors began to realize that programs
rhetorically stressing higher standards in the schools were doing little to produce
sufficient results. 94
Other groups have also been major forces in the choice coalition in the past two
decades. While poils are not an accurate indication of support on this issue due to the
diverse phrasing of the questions asked, one common point has been drawn out of
nearly every survey undertaken-- minority and low-income families strongly support
choice policies. The problem for these groups has been the fact that they do not have
as much political power as upper and middle-dass organizations. Therefore, until the
. ,
92 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 34.
93 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 35.
94 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 35.
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coalition formed and the middle and upper class got involved, the views of those most in
need were not heard. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that the most powerful
and established minority organization, the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), has come out time and again in opposition to choice. Until the
,organization becomes convinced that its constituents want choices, the families will rely
on the choice coalition to represent their needs in the national and state arenas.
Finally, one of the greatest successes of the choice coalition in the past two
decades was its ability to gain the attention of liberal policy analysts and subsequently
convert them to the cause. Democratic members of Congress, as well as members of
teachers' unions and other educational organizations, took notice when analysts at
such institutions as the Brookings Institution stood up in support of increased choice
for American families. They began to realize that the issue was not going to disappear
and that thyy had better find some form of choice that they could advocate. The
entrance of liberal policy analysts into the choice arena has done wonders for the
coalition.
THE OPPOSITION
Opposition to choice has become just as fierce as its support. Arguments
against school choice policy span the spectrum of ideologies. Some argue that it is
unconstitutional in that it constitutes government establishment of religion and violates
the First Amendment. So far, as will be discussed in chapter siX, state and federal
courts have issued conflicting rulings on the constitutionality of choice policy.
Furthermore, while the Supreme Court has ruled that some types of choice policy, such
as tax credits, are constitutional, the justices have declined to hear arguments on cases
dealing with other types, such as vouchers.
Others argue that such a policy would divert needed money from public schools,
and leave schools in disadvantaged neighborhoods in chaos. In a similar vein, many
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argue that private schools will take the best students from the public schools under
choice programs, thus leaving the public schools with those students that are the most
difficult and expensive to educate. This argument is based on the notion that priv8;te
schools can force applicants to take admissions tests, and deny admission to certain
students based on class, achievement levels, faith, or other characteristics.
Existing choice programs, which will be discussed in the fourth and fifth
chapters, do not allow participating schools to base admission on such criteria.
Furthermore, if a particular school does not want to give up its admissions standards, it
may opt out of the program. No school has been forced to participate in a choice
program in any state. Even researchers with an obvious bend in opposition to choice,
such as John Witte (whose study of the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program will be
discussed in Chapter Four), acknowledge the fact that the students participating in
existing choice programs were performing at the lowest levels imaginable in their
previous schools.
Another argument against choice policy is that it does not increase student
achievement in any meaningful way. This argUment causes a great deal of controversy
due to the fact that studies of existing programs have produced conflicting results thus
far. Because choice programs are few and immature at this point, there are not many
studies to draw upon. As a result, most of the studies have been done on privately
operated scholarship programs rather than state-administered programs. Furthermore,
existing research conclusions cannot be taken as ultimate truth due to factors beyond
the researchers' control. For instance, in each of the areas where choice plans have
been implemented thus far, contradictory court decisions have resulted in children
being taken in and out of their new schools at an alarming rate. It is difficult to assess
the achievement of students who are working under such conditions. It is also difficult
to determine how many parents would participate if the courts would refrain from .
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intervention and the programs were more stable.
Other arguments against choice are rather weak. One sentiment is that such
policy will result in an increase in segregation in the schools. This argument is flimsy
in that existing programs cater only to low income, minority families. If anything,
segregation decreases as a result of choice policy. Another argues that private and
parochial schools do not require that their teachers become certified; thus, teachers in
those schools are unqualified. ,This argument assumes that the government knows
better than parents which teachers are best for individual children. In a choice
program, if parents are unsatisfied with teachers' credentials, they have the option of
choosing another school.
Conclusion
This chapter has explored the philosophy behind school choice in its most
general sense, and outlined the basic arguments for and against choice policy.
However, as mentioned previously, "school choice" takes on a variety of different
meanings. It is important to discuss the many different types of choice that have
emerged since the 1970s. Specific policies will not be detailed until later in the paper,
for it is important to fit each of the individual programs into their general frameworks.
The next chapter will outline those frameworks, focusing on a variety of initiatives that
have been implemented or at least debated throughout the nation at the federal, state,
and local levels of government.
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CHAPTER THREE:
TYPES OF CHOICE
David Tyack, reporter for The American Prospect, argues that the choice
question is usually posed as, "Are you for or against choice?"95 But the real question is,
"What kind of choice are you for?"96 While many parents, government officials,
business leaders, teachers, and others agree that control should be taken away from
the government and placed in the hands of individuals, the question lies in how to
implement such a policy. Since the 1950s, and particularly since the 19808, several
choice alternatives have been considered by the federal and state legislatures. These
alternatives range from those that provide greater choice for public school parents only
to those, which offer choices to all parents of school-aged children. Some proposals
target lower-income and minority populations, while others include individuals from all
classes and backgrounds.
CHOICE WITHIN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
.Legislators began experimenting with choice within the public school system in
the 1970s, with the establishment of magnet schools. Most of the current forms of
public school choice programs, such as charter schools, contracted schools, intra-
district, and inter- district choice scho~ls, were not passed until the following decade.
At the conception of each of the current forms of public choice, teachers, government
officials, and various interest groups allied themselves in opposition to the programs.
However,. in the ensuing years since the programs were proposed, the original
dissenters have realized that it is in their best interest to support public choice to
bolster their arguments against more comprehensive choice packages that include
private and parochial schools.
95 Tyack, "Choice Options," 1.
96 Tyack, "Choice Options," 1.
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Magnet Schools
The first public choice alternative, first adopted in the 1970s by school districts
throughout the nation, was the creation of magnet schools. These new types of public
schools were implemented as a means of desegregating public school systems. They
were intended to "provide incentives for parents to remain in the public school system
and to send their children to integrated schools."97 Modem magnet-schools differ from
the traditional public schools in that they continue to attract students from outside ah
assigned attendance zone and cite diversity as their main purpose. They also differ
from traditional programs in that they offer unique curricula to their students, such as
performing arts, math, science, or other programs that gear instruction toward
particular students.
The federal government currently operates a Magnet School Assistance Program,
which provided over $739 million between 1985 and 1993 to support the growth and
expansion of magnet schools throughout the nation.98 By the mid-1990s, 1.2 million
students were enrolled in magnet programs. 99 There were 2,400 individual magnet
schools and 3,200 programs in about 230 school districts. Over 50 percent of all
magnet programs are located in large urban districts. lOo Over half of all magnets are at
the elementary level, and they have smaller class sizes than traditional public
schools. lOI
R. L. Crain, A. Allen, R. Thaler, D. Sullivan, G. Zellman, J. W. Little, and D. D.
Quigley, researchers at Berkeley University, conducted a study entitled "The Effects of
97 "WhatAre Magnet Schools?" http://www.ccsd.netischools/specialJmagnetiwhataremagsch.html31 Dec.
1998: 1.
98 "Item: Magnet Schools Swell In Number, Demand Still Unmet"
http://www.ed.gov/PressReleases/061994/magnet.htmll June 1994: 2.
99 "Item: Magnet Schools," 1; Viadero, Debra. "Study Highlights Benefits, Shortcomings ofMagnet
Programs" Education Week (http:www.edweekcom/ew/currentl39magnet.h18) 9 June 1999, 1.
100 "Item: Magnet Schools," 1.
101 Blank, RolfK., Roger E. Levine, and Lauri Steel. "After 15 Years: Magnet Schools in Urban
Education" Who Chooses? Who Loses? Culture, Institutions, and the Unequal Effects of School
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Academic Career Magnet Education on High Schools and Their Graduates." This study
identifies several career magnet high schools that have been successful in educating
low income, minority, and immigrant students. Six out of every seven students in the
programs studied are Mrican American or Hispanic, while the rest are white, Asian, or'
Native American. The results of the study are based on a comparison of students who
had been assigned randomly to magnet programs through a lottery system to those, who
had lost in the lottery.102 Two types of tests were conducted. The first was a "student
record analysis," including test scores, absentee rates, and dropout rates, of 9,176
students who applied to 59 separate programs."!03 The second was a series of surveys
and interviews of graduates of magnet applicants.
The researchers conclude that graduates of the magnet schools are more likely
to succeed in work and college, but also have a higher average dropout rate than the
traditional public schools. Magnet school graduates also report that they "engage in
less high-risk behavior" than traditional public school students. 104 Such behaviors
include smoking, drinking, and engaging in sexual activity. Parental involvement in
magnet schools is also higher than in the public school system.
"Educational Innovation in Multiracial Contexts: The Growth of Magnet Schools
in American Education (1994)," a report issued by the U.S. Department of Education,
states that magnet schools encourage enrollment through "outreach efforts" and by
providing transportation for their students. !Os They are also effective in attracting
minority students. In districts with a high minority population, white students account
for 32 percent of the magnet enrollment versus only 20 percent of the total district
.enrollment. In districts with a largely white population, minority students account for
Choice. eds. Bruce Fuller, Richard F. Elmore, and Gary Orfield (New York: Teachers College
, Press, 1996), 159.
102 Crain, RL., A. Allen, R. Thaler, D. Sullivan, G. Zellman, J.W. Little, andD.D. Quigley. "The
Effects ofAcademic Career Magnet Education on High Schools and Their Graduates (MDS-779)"
. http://vocserve.berkeley.edu/summariesI779sum.html, 1.
103 Crain et aI, "The Effects <:>f Academic Career Magnet Education," 1.
104 Crain et al,The Effects ofAcademic Career Magnet Education," 2.
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46 percent of the magnet enrollment versus only 31 percent of total district enrollment.
One drawback to magnet schools cited by the report is that over 60 percent of all
magnet schools cannot accommodate all of the students who wish to attend and
approximately 50 percent have waiting lists. However, parents and students in the
programs studied agree that the benefits outweigh the drawbacks.
Charter Schools
Another recent initiative that has spurred a great deal of debate throughout the
nation involves the creation of alternative schools called "charter schools." Charter
schools are public schools that offer many of the benefits that one would receive in
private schools. They are "open to all who wish to attend, paid for with tax dollars, and
accountable to state or local authorities for good performance."106 They are created
either from existing public schools or as new schools. 107 Charters are drawn up by
parents, teachers, or community leaders and taken to local school boards for approval.
Programs that convert existing public schools into charter schools are actually initiated
by local school boards. Charter applications typically require citation of the educational
mission and goals of the proposed school and the means by which the school's leaders
will achieve those goals.l08
Funding for charter programs comes from the local school districts in which the
schools reside, and the charter leaders are ultimately held accountable by the districts.
The "charter" is a contract between the school district and the school. A school
normally receives the amount that its district would spend per student, including an
amount determined by a formula for special education students. Proponents of charter
105 "Item: Magnet Schools, '.' 1.
106 Finn, Chester E., Jr., Bruno V. Manno, Louann Bierlein, and Gregg Vanourek. "Charter schools offer
the benefits ofboth public schools and private schools" National Review Vol. 49, Issue 17, pg. 48
(http://www.urni.com/pqdweb?Did=OOOOOOOI402...mt=3&Deli=1&Mtd=1&Idx=
I&Sid=4&ReqType=309) 15 Sept. 1997: 1. .
107 Meinhard, Richard Ph.D. "The Charter School Idea" http://Www.teleport.
coml-iwooster/chtrra9.htm Dec. 1994: 1.
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schools argue that these schools are cost-effective because if the schools do nor
demonstrate positive results then they wi11lose their charters. 109 They also argue that
the schools actually save taxpayers money because they tend to operate more efficiently
than the public schools and with less money per student. Additionally, they do not
need to spend as much money as public schools to deal with bureaucratic paperwork.
Charter schools have the authority to operate for a specific time period cited in
their charters and may only renew their charters if they demonstrate positive results.
They are customer-driven and are free from a number of the regulations to which the
typical public schools are tied. This is because they depend on their charters, not on
laws or regulations, for their accountability. no They may hire whomever they wish to
teach their students and control their own curriculum as long as it remains secular. ll1
The only government regulation that they are required to follow are those which ensure
the health, safety, and civil rights of children. 112
Joseph Nathan, the director of the Center for School Change, a research group
in Minnesota, argues that charter schools are "applying America's entrepreneurial spirit
to the school." 113 In fact, some students are even leaving private schools for charter
schools. Approximately 11 percent of charter school students formerly attended private
school; in addition, three percent have switched to charter schools from home schooling
and five percent are former school dropouts. Forty-percent qualify for the federal free or
reduced lunch program. 114
Due to the unique nature of charterlaws, it is difficult to explain at an aggrega~e
level the way that they operate. Perhaps the best way to manage such an explanation is
to present a case study of varying state laws. The Center for Education Reform warns
108 The Center for Education Reform. "Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About Charter Schools"
htq?://edreforrn.com/fag/fages.htm,2.
109 Magnusson, "John Dewey," 74B.
110 Meinhard, "The Charter School Idea," 1.
111 Finn, Manno, Bierlein, and Vanourek, "Charter Schools Offer," 1.
112 The Center for Education Reform, "Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About Charter Schools," 1.
113 Magnusson, "John Dewey," 74R
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that the actual action of passing a charter law does not mean that such schools will be
established in certain states. 115 Some state laws include such stringent regulations that
they pose significant problems to those who wish to create a school in their district.
And despite the fact that education is a state responsibility, the federal government has
also become increasingly involved in charter oversight. 116 Therefore, while thirty-seven
states have charter laws, only 27 states have actual programs in place. 117
The Center acknowledges that evaluation and comparison of charter laws is
difficult due to the unique nature of each law, but managed to compile a list of strong
and weak charter laws in spite of that fact i~ early 1999. The panel of experts gathered
to complete the ranking system consists of such individuals as Jeanne Allen, the
President of the Center, Linda Brown, Director of the Pioneer Institute Charter School
Resource Center, and Chester Finn, Fordham Foundation President and fellow at the
Hudson Institute. 118 The panel deems 23 laws to be strong to medium strength,
meaning that they foster "the development of numerous, genuinely independent charter
schools," and 12 laws to be weak, meaning that they "provide few opportunities or
incentives for charter school development."119 The remaining two states, Oklahoma and
Oregon, have laws that are too new to rank at this point. 120
The first charter school law was passed in Minnesota in 1991. The Center for
Education Reform ranks the Minnesota law as strong to medium strength. The original
legislation allowed the creation of only eight charter schools, but the figure was later
expanded. The charter schools target low-income, at-risk, and physically and mentally
handicapped students. The first school established, City Academy of St. Paul, was
114 Finn, Manno, Bierlein, and Vanourek, "CharterSchools Offer," 2.
115 The Centerfor Education Refonn. "Charter School Legislation: State RaDkings"
http://edrefonn.com/laws/ranking.htrnFa111998.
116 The Center for Education Refonn, "StateRankings;" 2.
117 The Center for Education Refonn. "CharterSchool Highlights and Statistics"
o http://www.edrefonn.com/pubs/chglance.htrn. 1.
118 The Center for Education Reform, "State Rankings," 3.
119 The Center for Education Refonn, "Charter School HigWights," 1; The Center for Education Refonn
"State Rankings," 1.
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designed to attract young adults who were alienated from traditional schools and often
dropped out. Mter five years, the school boasted a graduation rate of 90 percent. A
survey of the charter school parents conducted in 1994 by the Minnesota House
Research Department found that satisfaction was high and students were achieving at
higher rates than in their previous schools. 121
Arizona received the highest charter ranking from the Center for Education
Reform committee. In Arizona, where charter legislation was first passed in 1994, an
unlimited number of charter schools may be created and any person or group who
wy;hes to apply for a charter school may do so. The state even went so far as to allocate
$1 million dollars to start charter school programs upon passage ofthe law. Local
school boards, the State Board of Education, and the specially created State Board for
J
Charter Schools may all authorize charter schools. Finally, students who switch to
charter schools receive full funding from the school district. By October 1998, 271
charter schools were operating in Arizona. This constitutes a 63 percent increase from
the previous year. The state has been especially praised for the level of accountability it
has required, evidenced by the fact that six schools have closed because of charter
violations. 122
The state of Arkansas, ranked second to last in the Center's ranking system,
represents a stark contrast to the Arizona situation. In Arkansas, where charter
legislation passed in 1995, only existing public schools may become charter schools. In
addition, only those who are a part of the public school system may apply for a charter.
The State Board of Education is the only institution with the power to authorize charter
schools, and may do so only after the local school board approves of the charter. .Two-
thirds of the teachers and parents in the public school must approve the conversion to
120 The Center for Education Reform, "Highlights," 1.
121 Shokraii Rees, Nina and Sarah Youseff. "School Choice 1999: What's Happening in the States--
Minnesota" http://www.heritage.org/schools/minnesota.html updated 8 Sept. 1999: 2.
122 The Center for Education Reform, "State Rankings," 4.· .
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a charter school before a school changes ~ts status. 123 As of September 1998, Arkansas
had not yet witnessed a conversion from public to charter school status.
Unfortunately, most charter schoolprograms are not mature enough to lead to
reliable studies as of yet. However, "according to researchers for The Hudson Institute,
early signs are promising. T1}e Hudson Institute's 1997 report "Charter Schools in
Action" found that test scores in Massachusetts and Arizona, two of the earliest states
to implement chatter schools, show that charter students are doing better than
traditional public school students. Perhaps the most important sign of success is that
the parents and students overwhelmingly report educational improvement. The report
states that children who had bad educational experiences in other schools thrive in
charter schools. Three-fifths of the students believe that their teachers are better and
half are more interested in their work. 124 Three-fifths of parents say that their new
schools are safer arid have better discipline standards than their public schools and
four-fifths maintain that they will keep their children in their charter schools. 125
Teachers are also satisfied with their new schools.
One ongoing study that measures performance in the existing charter schools
throughout the nation, "The State of Charter Schools," is conducted annually by the
United States Department of Education. In the "Third Year Report," issued in May of
~999, the Department states that the new figures for charter school establishment are
1,050 schools in 27 states and the District of Columbia. Seven out of ten of these
schools have a waiting list, and demand continues to be high. Accountability levels are
also high. Thirteen charter schools closed in 1997-1998, and 32 have closed since
1992. The number of students in charter schools increased by about 50,000 in 1997-
1998, bringing the total to 160,000 students. This figure comprises approximately 0.6
123 The Center for EducationRefonn, "Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About Charter Schools,"
4. " "
124 Vanourek, Gregg, Bruno V. Manno, Chester E. Finn, Jr., and LouannA.Bierlein. "Charter Schools As
Seen By Students, Teachers, and Parents" Learning from School Choice. eds. Paul E. Peterson and
Bryan C. Hassel (Washington: Brookings Institute Press, 1998), 189.
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percent of all public school students. 126 Some schools include students in grades K-8,
while others offer grades K-12. Nine states currently allow private schools to convert to
charter schools. 127 Most charter school teachers are certified, but many states allow for
a low percentage of uncertified teachers.
The report maintains that charter schools boast small class sizes due to their
small enrollment figures. In addition, it states that there is no evidence that charter
schools serve white or economically advantaged students. Charter schools typically
have similar racial and ethnic compositions to their local public school districts. 128 The
percentage of students with disabilities is slightly lower at charter schools than at
traditional public schools. Nine out of ten charter schools are monitored for
accountability and the same number used student achievement tests to make reports to
their chartering institution. 129
Once charter schools have reached a point in which they have existed for a
sufficient number of years to measure efficiency, additional studies will surely be
conducted to determine whether the schools are improving student achievement and
school accountability. In addition, studies can determine what type of an effect the new
,
schools are having on the public school system. These studies may have the effect of
changing the dynamic of the choice debate, because many advocates view charters as
the stepping stone to more comprehensive choice programs.
Contracted Schools
Another choice alternative that lies within the public school system involves
125 Vanourek, Manno, Finn, and Bierlein, Charter Schools As Seen," 193.
126 U.S. Department ofEducation Office of Educational Research and Improvement. "The State of Charter
Schools-- Third Year Report: National Study of Charter Schools"
htq:>://www.ed.gov/pubs/charter3rdyear/title.htmIMay 1999: 1.
mU.S. Department of Education Office ofEducational Research and Improvement, "The State of Charter
Schools," 2.
128 U.S. Department ofEducation Office of Educational Research and Improvement, "The State of Charter
Schools," 2.
129 U.S. Department ofEducation Office of Educational Research and Improvement. "The State of Charter
Schools," 3.
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contracting education out to companies throughout the nation. Several large firms and
corporations are currently responsible for improving standards in a number of the
nation's public school districts. These types ofschools are often linked to the concept
of charter schools in that control is taken away from the government and given to an
outside source. Like charter schools, they are meant to achieve the benefits of "market-
driven competition," while maintaining the traditional structure of the public schools. 130
Instead of the individual schools competing, however, these private firms and
businesses compete for students.
One of the leading firms in the fight for privatized schools is Education
Alternatives, Inc. (EAI), a Minneapolis-based company. The most well-known of EAI's
programs was instituted in the city of Baltimore, Maryland in 1992. Baltimore
developed a contract with this company to run nine schools in its city. EAI vowed to
improve the school buildings, provide computers for students, and to make a profit, all
at no additional cost to the taxpayers. 131 Hartford, Connecticut also contracted with
EAI to run each of its 32 schools for a five-year period.
The EAI proje~t in Baltimore was successful in adding four computers to each
classroom and one or two labs of 24 to 28 computers in each elementary school.
Students in each school were required to spend time on the computers daily, and to
frequent the new computer labs at least twice a week,132 In the spring of 1996,
Baltimore's principals spoke out in favor of the program, stating that they were pleased
with the resources that the company had offered. 133 These resources were all material
and included new furniture, a telephone in each classroom, a photocopy machine in
each school, and paper and art supplies.
130 Henig, Rethinking, 229.
131 Henig, Rethinking, 228.
132 Leak, Lawrence E. and Lois C. Williams. "School privatization's first big test: EAI in Baltimore"
http://proquest.umi.com/pgdweb?Did...li=1&Idx=8&Sid=1&RegType=30910 Nov. 1997,4-5.
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EAI's problems in Baltimore, however, far outweighed its successes. Its contract
with Baltimore was canceled after only three years of existence. At the beginning, the
program even had the support of the Baltimore Teachers Union and the American
Federation of Teachers. However; both of these teachers' groups are now against the
project. One of the major reasons why this program was not successful was because it
began suddenly without instituting a proper planning period. After the first three years
of the program, the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills scores for all groups were at the
same level as they had been in the year before the EAI takeover. Due to the fact that
achievement levels were not rising and the average cost per pupil was more than was
first estimated, Baltimore offered EAI a continuation rate of 16 percent less than they
were supposed to receive under the formula originally determined. EAI rejected the
offer, and the contract was terminated on March 4, 1996,134
Another group, the Edison Project, has entered the competition in an effort to
contract with public schools. Edison, established by Channel One entrepreneur Chris
Whittle and led by former Yale President Benno Schmidt, began its work as a research
and development effort in 1992. In 1994, it decided to implement its school design
around thenation. 135 The group operated 25 schools in eight states as of the 1997-
1998 school year, the third year of the program. 136 One p.oteworthy Edison program
has been implemented in 15 schools in Massachusetts. The group promises that
students in their schools will study 90 minutes longer per day, and will go to school 30
more days per year. The schools will alsomake computers available in the homes of all
of their students at no extra cost to the parents,137
134 Leak and Williams, "School privatization's first big test," i.
135 Chubb, John E. "The Performance ofPrivately Managed Schools: An Early Look at the Edison Project"
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John E. Chubb analyzes the Edison Project in "The Performance of Privately
Managed Schools: An Early Look at the Edison Project (1998). He explains that Edison
does not conduct its own consumer satisfaction surveys. Instead, it contracts with the
Gordon S. Black Corporation to provide'management with detailed information about
parental, student, and staff concerns. Satisfaction among all three groups is high. 138
On standardized tests, Edison students show clear progress in both reading and math.
Chubb argues that "the 'two-year gains at Edison.schools indeed show the promise of
great accomplishment."139
Although Chubb does not detail them, the Edison Project has also had its share
of problems. In Boston, the group made the mistake of using a special needs student
formula at the national average of nine percent, instead of the state average of 17
percent. This caused an underestimation in the number of students who had special
needs, and the schools were not adequately prepared to deal with those needs. Also,
classes grew to twenty-eight students, books arrived late, and much of the faculty was
replaced in the middle of the year. 140
Other less well-known firms have also delved into the contracting arena. One is
Public Strategies Group, Inc., which began running every one of the 75 public schools
located in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1993. 141 The contract came to a close in 1998
because academic goals were not met. Another, Alternative Public School Strategies,
Inc., is located in Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania and is running a local elementary school,
Turner Elementary. Turner Elementary is located in a racially mixed, economically
distressed suburb of Pittsburgh, and is one of Allegheny County's largest areas that
contains subsidized housing. Seventy-eight percent of the students at Turner
138 Chubb, "The Performance," 228-229.
139 Chubb, "The Performance, " 241.
140 Vine, Phyllis. "To market, to market... The school business, sells kids short"
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Elementary qualify for free lunches, and alm,ost all of the students are African
American. 142
In this case, parents have been pulling their students out of the school because
test scores have fallen dramatically. In addition, Ernest Neal Ramsey, one of the
original"proponents of the program and the school board president at the time that the
contract was signed, was voted out of office. Ramsey's wife, Arnella Ramsey, was
quoted as saying, "The company used us to get what they wanted. It's like buying
something in the mail and not knowing what you get until you've got it."143 The leaders
of this school project are currently in litigation with the Pennsylvania State Education
Association. The union took the school board to court for" discharging its responsibility
and funneling more than $2.4 million of taxpayer money to a private, out-of-state
company."144 The union is also in the process of suing Secretary of Education Eugene
Hickok, who paved the way to bring nonunion teachers into Turner Elementary.145
The discussion above demonstrates that thus far, contracted schools have had
their share of both successes and problems. However, even in the cases where the
schools have not succeeded in meeting their goals and improving student achievement,
they have been held accountable for their actions. Each of the schools that has failed to
meet its goals has been shut down. Therefore, they provide the lesson that failing
schools must be held accountable for the achievement of their students.
Intradistrict/Interdistrict Choice
There are two forms of more comprehensive public school choice which have
been proposed throughout the nation. Intradistrict choice involves programs, which
allow families to choose schools within their public school districts. Interdistrict choice,
on the other hand, involv~s a type of open enrollment in which families may choose.
142 Vine, "To market, to market," 2.
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schools in a school district outside of their neighborhoods. Currently, nine states
(Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Utah, and
Wisconsin) have public school choice throughout the state, and 21 states (Connecticut,
California, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,North Dakota, Ohio,
Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Washington) have choice within some
or all of their districts. 146
East Harlem District Four, in New York City, became the site of the first public
school choice plan in 1974. Teachers in the district's junior high schools were allowed
to redesign their existing schools or to create new schools. 147 Parents could then
choose which schools in the district were best for their children. A study of the
program was conducted in 1997 and releasedin 1998 by Paul Teske and Mark
Schneider, of the State University of New York. The researchers found a direct
correlation between improved math and reading test scores and the increase in the
number of choice schools in District Four. 148 The program improved the reading scores
of its students and the district went from last place in reading among the city's 32
school districts in 1973 to fifteenth in 1987. 149 The program was expanded by the New
York City Board of Education in 1993 to include the city's 700,000 elementary and
junior high school students. The program is now interdistrict and includes schools
throughout the city, as long as space is available in the chosen schools.
Caroline Hoxby also studies public school choice programs. In "Analyzing
School Choice Reforms That Use America's Traditional Forms of Parental Choice
(1998)," she found that for every one standard deviation of increased choice among
146 The Center for Education Refonn; "Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About School Choice"
http://edreforrn.com/fag/fagse.htm, 4.
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public school districts there is a 17 percent decrease in per pupil spending.
Furthermore, there is a three percent improvement in test scores, a four percent
increase in students' future wages, and a thirty percent increase in parental
involvement. 1so She also found that for every one standard deviation increase in choice
among public school districts, there is a one percent decrease in the likelihood that
parents will opt out of the public school system and choose private and parochial
schools for their children. 1S1
Finally, David J. Armor and Brett M. Peiser focus on public school choice in
"Interdistrict Choice in Massachusetts" (1998). They argue that the interdistrict choice
plan in Massachusetts, passed in March 1991, is well suited to testing the impact of
competition on school systems for two reasons. First, because it places no controls on
racial impacts and second, because it requires sending districts to pay tuition fees to
receiving districts, rather than having the state aid merely follow the students. Thus,
the financial loss to a sending district as a result of choice may be greaL1S2
Armor and Peiser find that school districtswith significant choice gains and
losses and the families involved in the program have responded positively to the
competition. Every school district that has sustained a gain in students has used the
additional funds to improve their schools. Those with significant losses have become
more innovative, reforming the programs that need work. Parents and students
maintain they choose schools based on academic quality rather than on racial
characteristics. The most interesting conclusion the researchers make is that the
school districts that sustain net losses in students and funding still support the choice
law. 1S3
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Public school choice tends to represent an effort at compromise between choice
supporters and opponents. It attracts the most support from those who favor more
competition and parental control, but believe that Americans need to fight for public
schools. They feel that choice policies that include private and religious schools
abandon the public schools and are unconstitutional under the First Amendment's
establishmentclause. Mario D. Fantini, Dean of Education of the State University of
New York at New Paltz, argues that public schools have the capacity and resources to
operate the system internally and that private schools do not sufficiently serve the
poor. IS4 He explains that private and parochial vouchers put purchasing power in the
hands of the consumer, but alternative public schools do the same thing without the
political controversy. ISS Many agree that this policy is best because it offers some
choice to those who want it, but does not go too far into an uncomfortable territory
which causes a great deal of controversy.
President Bill Clinton supports public school choice, although he has not made
the policy a priority in his education agenda. His Secretary of Education, Richard Riley,
stated in May of 1999 that every school district should allow low-income parents to
send their children to any public school in their town and that uncertified teachers
should be prohibited from teaching low-income children. 1s6 Sandra Feldman, the
president of the American Federation of Teachers, endorsed Riley's proposals, stating
that they would level the playing field for poor children. 1s7 Also in May, Vice President
Albert Gore, announced in a presidential campaign speech in Iowa that parents "should
.have more choice in their children's public schools" but that taking money from public
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schools and redirecting it to private schools should be rejected. 158
One reason why the Clinton administration may support this limited approach
to choice is that teachers' unions have offered moderate support for the policy. They
consider this policy, like the other policies described thus far, to be a compromise in
that it allows the organizations to show some support for choices that they realize
parents increasingly want, but at the same time allows them to keep control of the
system. President Clinton has received a great deal of financial support from teachers'
unions, as will candidate Gore, and both must be careful to keep their interests in
mind.
HOME-SCHOOLING
An alternative to traditional public education that has received a great deal of
criticism from both choice supporters and opponents is home-schooling. Home-
schooling is a difficult policy to categorize in that some label it a choice program, and
others do not. It does not really fit into the category of "choice within the public school
system," but it is not technically a private program either. Its categorization really
depends upon the way in which it is constructed. Some home-schooling policies allow
parents to teach their children at home for part of the school day, and to enroll their
children in form8J. schools for certain classes. Others allow parents to sign their .
children up for extracurricular activities at their local public schools, in an effort to
ensure that the children are socialized. Still others provide educational vouchers for
parents to buy educational materials such as books, lesson plans, art projects, and
other resources for their "classrooms."
Whatever the individual strategy, home-schooling is increasingly regarded as the
fastest-growing alternative to public education. 159 Approximately 1.2 million children,
158 Molotsky, "White House Will Propose," 1.
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Ior two percent of the student population in the nation, are educated in their homes by
either their parents or by private tutors. The figure does not appear to be that high;
however, it is significant in that it has increased at a rate of 15 to 20 percent since
1985. Brian Ray, of the National Home Education Research Institute estimates the rate
increase to be between 15 and 40 percent per year. This can largely be explained by the
fact that home schooling has only been legal in aliSO states since 1993. 160 The Home
School Market (1995), predicts that the number of home-schooled children will double
by the year 2000. 161
The typical home-schooling law requires that parents notify their local school
district that their children will not be attending their assigned schools. Most laws also
require that students take classes similar to the ones taught in the public schools. 162
They may specialize in particular areas and include such subjects as religion, but they
cannot avoid such subjects as math, science, reading, writing, and social studies.
Almost every state requires that home-schooled students pass standardized tests. 163
. The Home School Legal Defense Association released a study in March 1999,
demonstrating that home-schooled students score higher than public and private
school students in every subject included on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Furthermore, students in grades one through four perform one grade level higher than
. .
public and private school students. Eighth-graders perform "four grade levels abovethe
national average."164 Brian Ray found that regardless of race, gender, and parents' level
of education, home-schooled students score between the 82nd and 92nd percentiles on
standardized tests. 165 In addition, the National Merit Scholarship Corporation selected
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over 70 home-schoolers as semifinalists in its 1998 competition. 166
Cato Institute analyst Isabel Lyman released a study in January 1998,
"Homeschooling: Back to the Future?," citing two victories for the home-schooling
population in recent years as evidence that home-schooling works for many families.
First, home-schooler Rebecca Sealfon, one of the 17 home-schooled students who
competed in the 1997 National Spelling Bee, won the competition. Second, the number
of home-schooled students admitted to selective colleges has risen in recent years. 167
Such schools include Harvard University and Yale University. 168 Lyman further argues
that a number of historical figures of great repute were schooled at home. Among them
are several of the nation's Founding Fathers, Woodrow Wilson, Thomas Edison, Andrew
Wyeth, and Pearl Buck 169
Why do parents choose to home-school? Some cite their opposition to
curriculum that contradicts their relIgious values. Others do not feel that the schools
are safe. A Florida Department of Education survey conducted in 1996 found that 42
percent of home-schooling parents were dissatisfied with the public school
environment, including safety, drug use, peer pressure,.and similar factors.l7o Many
would choose private or parochial schools if they had the financial means to do so.
Brian Ray found that the average cost of home-schooling each year is only $546 per
child. l7l Often children enter private and parochial high schools after being educated at
home during their primary years.
The primary problem that critics have with home-schooling is that home-
schooled students are not surrounded by peers. Therefore, the argument goes, they will
not be socialized properly and will be unable to function in the real world after school.
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However, advocates maintain that groups of home-schooling families often get together
to allow parents time to discuss their strategies 8.!ld curriculum, and allow children the
opportunity to socialize and to discuss what they are learning. Furthermore, they argue
that the majority of home-schooled children are extremely·active in extra-curricular
activities in the community, including faith-based organizations, scouting
organizations, part-time employment, and sports teams. 172
In 1992, Larry Shyers of the University of Florida conducted a study in which he
videotaped home-schooled and traditionally-schooled eight-to-ten year old children at
play. Trained child counselors observed the activity, without prior knowledge regarding
which students were home-schooled, and found that the home-schooled children had
fewer behavioral problems. There was no difference between the two groups on tests
determining "self-concept" or "assertiveness."173
Other criticisms are aimed at parent-teachers, most often on two counts. First,
if they are not state-certified, critics charge that they are unqualified to teach even their
own children. Second, many parent-teachers lack the objectivity to judge the work of
their own children. The Home School Legal Defense Association refutes the arguments
against the parents,arguing that 88 percent of parentswho teach at home have studies
beyond high school and 25 percent of the children are taught by a parent who is a
state-certified teacher. 174 Brian Ray's study found that 17.3 percent of home-schooling
fathers are accountants and engineers, 16.9 percent are professors, doctors, and
lawyers, and 10.7 percent are small-business owners. Eighty-seven point seven percent
(87.7%) of the mothers classify themselves as homemakers. 175 Thus, questions abound
as to whether homemakers are qualified to be teachers.
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COMPREHENSIVE PRIVATELY-FUNDED SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS
Many states are reluctant to use public tax dollars to aid private and parochial
school children due to questions concerning separation between church and state. In a
significant number of these states, private organizations have stepped in to raise the
necessary money to help the families seeking choices. The organizations have been very
successful in both raising money and in demonstrating the benefits of allowing families
to choose the best schc;lOls for them. They have not met much opposition due to the fact
that they do not require public money to operate. Even the teachers' unions take a
neutral stand. While the programs are not administered by the government at any
level,they have spurred government officials at every level to advocate govemment-
sponsored programs with similar characteristics.
While there are a number of small private scholarship programs in place
throughout the country, only a few have become national leaders in the fight to improve
the education of the nation's students. The largest is the Children's Scholarship Fund
(CSF), which boasts forty "partner cities" throughout the nation. The $100 million
foundation, underwritten by two businessmen Ted Forstmann and John Walton,
matches the funds raised by the residents of its ~arious partner cities to aid millions of
children who want to attend private and parochial schools but cannot afford to do so.
Such figures as New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and U.S. Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott have written to Forstmann, thanking him for helping so many children. In
February, 1999, the CSF vowed to provide 40,000 partial scholarships throughout the
nation next year to students in grades K-8. The scholarships Gover four years of
schooling. The recipients were chosen through a lottery system conducted in April
1999.
It is impossible to discuss the details of the program in every region where it is
implemented due to the fact that so many partner cities are in.cluded. However, for the
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purposes of this paper, one state will be treated as a case study. Fifteen hundred
(1,500) students in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and 500 students in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, won scholarships in April, 1999 for the 1999-2000 school year. However,
41,000 students applied in Philadelphia alone,176 This demonstrates how popular such
programs are, and how difficult it is to satisfy everyone with the amount of money
raised thus far. The People for the American Way Foundation and the American
Federation of Teachers have voiced their concern that such a program will open the
door to government-financed vouchers. When the lottery winners were announced,
Pennsylvania Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok took the opportunity to promote
Governor Tom Ridge's statewide voucher plan, and to emphasize that choice should be
a "matter oflaw," not of "luck."177
Another group, School Choice Scholarships Foundation (SCSF) in New York, is
the subject of a Harvard University and Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. study
conducted by Paul Peterson and David Myers. The program, which offers 1,300
scholarships to low-income children worth $1,400 per year for at least three years, was
worthy of a reliable study due to the fact that the students involved are chosen through
a lottery system. Therefore, those who apply and are rejected can act as a control
group.
Peterson and Myers found that among all of the students in the study, the
scholarship students scored two percentage points higher than the control group in
both reading and math. 178 However, fourth and fifth graders in the program scored four
percentage points higher in reading and six points higher in math than those in the
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control groUp.179 Parental satisfaction was also higher among those who participated in
the program.
Albany, New York is the site of two different private scholarship programs. The
first, Hope Through Education, offers 250 scholarships and has 300 students on its
waiting list. The second, A Brighter Choice Scholarships (ABCS), was created in 1997
by Virginia Gilder. Gilder offers scholarships worth up to $2,000 per year to children in
Giffen Memorial Elementary School to be used for three to six years. The school is
known as the worst school' in the region in academic performance, and 96 percent of its
students are on the federal free-lunch program. Twenty percent of the student
population has transferred to private schools with their ABC scholarships. Albany
school officials immediately initiated reforms in Giffen Elementary School when its
students began to leave. ISO
New Jersey, like New York, is a state with many -private scholarship programs.
Newark and Jersey City are both partner cities in the Children's Scholarship Fund. In
addition, the Scholarship Fund for Inner-City Children is an organization in Newark
that offers scholarships to low-income students to attend Catholic schools in the
Newark Archdiocese. Established in 1984, the program has provided over 15,000
scholarships amounting to over $500,000 to students in Newark's worst schools. lSI
Furthermore, Jersey City Mayor Bret Schundlerestablished the Jersey City Scholarship
Fund in 1996, which offers 50 three-year scholarships to low-income students
throughout the city. In Jersey City, the private schools are consistently graduating 90
percent oftheir students, while the public schools are graduating only 50 percent. IS2
The Educational Choice Charitable Trust (ECCT) is another foundation that
transmits private funds to parents for use at private schools. This program was
established in 1991 in the Indianapolis Public School District. Half of the available
money was given to poor families already using private schools, while the other half was
given to low-income public school families seeking more choice in education. David J.
Weinschrott and Sally B. Kilgore study the program in "Evidence from the Indianapolis
Voucher Program" (1998).
Weinschrott and Kilgore find that parental satisfaction was high and that
parental involvement in the choice schools was higher than in the local public
schools. 183 Furthermore, student achievement levels, as measured by the California
Achievement Test, the Iowa Basic Skills Test, and the Indiana Statewide Testing for
Educational Progress (ISTEP), are high among choice students, as compared to public
school students, private school students previously in private schools, and choice
applicants. While achievement levels dropped among choice students in the middle
school years, they dropped even more significantly among the public school and
applicant groups. 184
A similar program, the Washington Scholarship Fund Pilot Program (WSF), was
established·in 1997 in the nation's capitol. Eighty five percent (85%) of the program's
participants are black.I85 Paul E. Peterson, Jay P. Greene, William G. Howell, and
William McCready conducted an "Initial Findings from an Evaluation of School Choice
Programs in Washington, D.C." study in September 1998. They found that "students in
private schools are significantly more likely than students in public schools to report a
183 Weinschrott, David J. and Sally B. Kilgore. "Evidence from the Indianapolis Voucher Program,"
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positive educational climate in their school. "186 In addition, choice parents are more
likely than public school parents to be satisfied with their schools. In fact, even
adjusted to account for demographic characteristics, differences in public and private
school parents' satisfaction rates span 30 to 40 percentage points. 187
The Children's Educational Opportunity Foundation America (CEO America),
through CEO Horizon, is yet another major private scholarship foundation. CEO
America offers every family in the Edgewood district of San Antonio, Texas, a
scholarship to send their children to private and parochial schools. The students, who
are primarily Hispanic, are part of the largest district-wide program in the country.188
The program covers 700 students and has raised $50 million to cover the next ten
years.
Kenneth Godwin, Frank R. Kemerer, and Valerie J. Martinez analyze the San
Antonio program in "Comparing Public School Choice and Private Voucher Programs in
San Antonio" (1998). They conclude that at almost every grade level, the average
standardized test scores for the private scholarship recipients rose while those of the
local public school students' dropped from 1992 to 1993. Furthermore, the students
who demonstrate the most significant gains in improvement are those '",'ho moved to
schools where they are surrounded by students with different academic
characteristics. 189
The researchers argue that this cannot be attributed to smaller class sizes,
because the local public schools have similar class sizes to the choice schools. 190
Rather, it is a function of a strong sense of community, greater teacher and principal
186 Peterson, Howell, and McCready. "Initial Findings," 2.
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autonomy, and the composition of the student bodies in the choice schools. 191 Another
study of the San Antonio program's effects on students, conducted by Harvard
University and Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. is currently underway.
The Children's Educational Opportunity Fund recently made its way into Lehigh
County, Pennsylvania. CEO America Lehigh Valley will provide scholarships worth up
to $1,000 for three years in any public, private, or religious school of a family's choice.
Two local philanthropists, Edward Donley (former chairman of Air Products and
Chemicals) and James Saunders (a Berks County developer and former public school
teacher), agreed to donate up to $250,000 each to provide the scholarships. 192
Two hundred and twenty-five students in grades kindergarten through five will
qualify for the scholarships if they participate in the federal free and reduced lunch
program. 193 Half of the applicants are from the Latino community. As with similar
programs, the selection will be based upon a lottery system. The fund will pay half the
tuition at one of 54 private and religious schools in the Lehigh Valley, and parents must
make up the balance. The fund is about to begin soliciting additional donations from
the area's business community.
The most significant element of the private scholarship programs is that they
can be subject to reliable ,study. Because the students are selected on the basis of a
lottery, students who are selected can be compared to students who are not, and family
background characteristics can be controlled. If the results of such studies are
positive, the door may open for government-operated voucher programs of a similar
sort. This type of program will be discussed in the next section.
COMPREHENSIVE PUBLICLY-FUNDED CHOICE PROGRAMS
The most comprehensive choiceplans offer choice for students in all types of
191 Godwin, Kemerer, andMartinez, "Comparing," 287-288..
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schools, including private and religious institutions. These proposals take on several
different implementation approaches. The plans could be accomplished either through
tuition tax credits or through vouchers. The question regarding which policy is superior
causes fierce debate among those who otherwise agree that choice is a po,sitive reform.
Many argue that vouchers are superior to tax credits because the prime goal of
choicepolicy is educational equity. The problem with tax credits for those on this side
of the argument is that .they benefit the upper-class that has the income available to
tax. Furthermore, families who earn a low income do not have the money to spend up
front while they wait for their credits to take effect. Therefore, the tax credit is
regressive, in that it favors the well-to-do. 194 Anotherreason why vouchers are viewed
as superior is because they typically offer a higher stipend than tax credits. 195
Others argue that tax credits are superior because they recognize the need to
combat one of the major obstacles to choice policy-- the argument that choice is
unconstitutional under the doctrine of separation between church and state. 196
Opponents of choice argue .that vouchers constitute direct financing of religious
institutions. To neutralize this charge, many choice supporters feel that tax credits
should be touted. In addition, tax credits are seen as a way to address the wrong
associated with the "double taxation" of those parents who already pay private school
tuition. 197 These parents must pay public school taxes and tuition at the same time,
which tax credit proponents see as an injustice. A final difference between the two
programs is that tax credits are advocated at both the federal and state levels, but until
recently vouchers were typically supported at the state and local levels. The current
194 Frey, Donald E. "The Tuition Tax Credit: Uncertain Directions in PublicPolicy" Family Choice in
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Congress and the 2000 presidential candidates are changing this situation, bringing the
choice debate to the national stage.
Another question that divides choice proponents is the question of who should
qualify for the programs. Many who favor choice as a means of equalizing educational
opportunity argue that vouchers should be made available to only those who are in the
most dire need of assistance-- the poor and racial and ethnic minorities. Others believe
that the primary goals of choice policy are increased parental control and competition,
which can only be achieved through a comprehensive choice package. Several states
and cities have implemented compromise programs in which lower-income and minority
families are offered money first, and higher class families are phased in as the program .
develops.
Proponents of choice for students in all types of schools argue that the
government has a monopoly in education and that new forms of public schools
constitute positive changes but do not go far enough. Parents of children in religious
and private schools, who contrary to common belief are not always upper-class and
white, are angry that they must continue to pay twice for education. They are forced to
fmancially support their local public schools even though they do not take advantage of
them and pay extra to send their children to alternative schools. Many of these parents
feel that the public schools are teaching certain things which are contrary to their moral
beliefs, and that they should not have to continue to spend tax dollars to supportthese
programs.
A study conducted by the Rand Corporation found that low-income parochial
students average a score of 803 on the SAT, as compared to a score of 642 for public
school students. 19B Many parents believe that their children can do better in parochial
198 Lacayo, Richard. "Parochial Politics" http://www.pathfinder.com/@@7CfrnAQAVg97@...
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schools, but cannot afford to send their children to the schools that share their values
and offer superior education. Current education policy leads them to feel that choice
exists only for the rich and not for them. Unfortunately, religious and private schools
cannot always afford to give these parents a break, whether they would like to or not.
Tuition at these schools is constantly rising as more and more students are forced to
drop out due to financial hardship. Many argue that iftuition rises to the point that all
students are forced to enter the public school system, the government will be forced to
aid parents of nonpublic school children.
One of the most significant arguments in favor of choice which includes private
and religious schools is that tax money already goes toward preschool programs, higher
education, and after-school youth programs that are characterized as private or
religious. 199 The Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (Pell Grants), established in
1973, are vouchers for higher education that can be used at any public or private
schoo1.200 Thomas J. Kane argues that before Pells, post-secondary education system
looked exactly like the current elementary and secondary systems.201 Pells have given
us over twenty-five years of experience with means-tested vouchers, and have provided
six billion dollars to over four millionstudents.202
Diane Ravitch, former Assistant Secretary of Education, supports choice due to
the fact that both the Head Start program and public grants for religious colleges are
models for such policies. 203 Proponents also argue that the GI Bill, otherwise known as
the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, is a precedent for a voucher plan. Under
this program, 4.4 million U. S. citizens went to church-related high schools using
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government money.204 Others argue that funds for church-related hospitals provide the
basis for a voucher plan.205
The next two chapters will highlight several choice programs that have been
established over the past two decades. The story on this issue is unfolding daily, and
as such programs are being added and changed constantly. Many states are fighting
battles in court, while others are merely fighting to get choice legislation passed.
Currently, two states have voucher programs in targeted areas (Wisconsin and Ohio),
only one state (Florida) has a state-wide voucher program, and four states have tuition
tax credit programs (Minnesota, Arizona, Iowa, and Illinois). While the programs are
quite diverse and span the spectrum of plans described above, the common thread is
that they all offer more choice to parents and limit the control of the government over
the educational experiences of children.
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"CHAPTER FOUR:
STATE EXPERIMENTS WITH PUBLICLY-FUNDED
VOUCHER PROGRAMS
In the past decade, the Wisconsin and Ohio state legislatures became the first
two legislative bodies to pass and implement voucher programs aimed at targeted
regions of their states. In 1999, the Florida state legislature went a step further and
became the only one to pass a voucher program that covers an entire state. The first
two programs are quite similar in that they operate on a city-wide basis, have been
subject to a great deal of study, and have gone through long court battles. All three
programs are similar in that they seek to expand the educational opportunities of
disadvantaged children, have been threatened with legal challenges, and have been
closely watched by other state legislatures who are curious about the details of the
plans and the results of the programs.
',,-
Two state legislatures watching the existing voucher programs with interest are
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge is currently trying
to get one of two voucher programs passed in his state. His first plan targets certain
regions of the state and is modeled after the Wisconsin and Ohio programs. His second
plan calls for aid to parents with children in failing schools throughout the state, and is
modeled after the 'Florida program. Although Ridge vowed to bring his proposals to a
vote in the fall 1999 legislative session, he has failed to do so thus far and is not likely
to do so in the near future. Massachusetts is facing a very unique problem. The
legislature has a high level of support for a voucher program, but the state constitution
prohibits any legislation that offers aid to religious institutions. This chapter will
discuss both the details of the aforementioned voucher plans and the results thatthe
initiatives have yielded thus far.
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CITY-WIDE VOUCHER PROGRAMS
Peter Cookson argues that private schools in inner cities have a different role in
the education system than other private schools. Private schools in inner cities do a
great deal to improve the quality of life of a number of children. As such, Cookson
argues, they are really doing a public service and deserve public support.206 Paul
Peterson agrees that choice reforms should be gradual, and that central cities should
get choice programs first. 207 He maintains that suburban families already exercise
choice by purchasing homes in certain areas and paying tuition at selected schools.208
Inner city families are also most likely to advocate choice programs. Stanford
University professor Terry Moe surveyed 4,700 people nationwide on their views
regarding school choice. He found that residents of central cities showed the most
support for more options in education. In fact, 79 percent of the inner city poor
questioned favored voucher programs, as compared to 59 percent of whites in
advantaged regions of the country.209 Two state legislatures, Wisconsin and Ohio, have
recognized the unique role that inner city private schools play in the education and
development of children by passing voucher programs targeted at the most
disadvantaged children in their most impoverished cities-- Milwaukee and Cleveland,
respectively.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin was not only the first city-wide voucher program in the
nation; it was the first publicly-funded voucher program at any level. The Milwaukee
Parental Choice Program (MPCP) passed through the Wisconsin legislature in 1990. At
the time, Milwaukee had a dropout rate that was more than double the state average
206 Cookson, The Struggle, 96.
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and only 40 percent of its total student population and 32 percent of its black student
population graduated from high schoo1.210 The city ranks first among the forty-seven
Great City districts in dropout rates, and its rate is double that of the nation as a
whole.211 Only 23 percent of black students could read at or above the national average
as compared to 61 percent of white students. 212
The city has the twenty-third largest public school system in the nation, and "is
near the statistical center in terms of per-pupil spending."213 Yet, the city falls below the
large-city district average in students in the top quartile for math and reading
achievement tests and exceeds the large-city average for students in the lowest quartile
in math.214 Insufficient funding does not appear to be the cause of the problems-- per-
pupil spending rose by 190 percent in the district between 1976 and 1988.215 After the
publication of A Nation At Risk (1983), the state of Wisconsin commissioned a team to
look into problems in the Milwaukee public schools.
The report, "Better Public Schools" (1985), demonstrated that by the fifth grade,
poor and minority students were performing below the national average on achievement
tests and the average grade point average in thirteen of the city's fifteen public high
schools was less than 2.0. 216 Team leader John Witte said that "a number of the MPS
schools are... essentially bankrupt institutions."217 However, in the five years between
the publication of the report and the introduction of a voucher proposal in the state
House, not one MPS teacher was fired for incompetence, and not one teacher was
210 Denley, Randall. "A catalyst for change: The beneficiaries of school choice in Milwaukee are almost all
poor" The Ottowa Citizen (http://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe...d5=b13454f6e62ce2acdfc766
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denied tenure. 218 The state legislature decided that reform was necessary, and began
implementing such proposals as creating a parent advocate position and an Office of
Parents, establishing in-service and staff development programs, and other plansthat
cost more money and brought about rriore bureaucracy.
Five years after the "Better Public Schools" report, another study was reported
by new School Superintendent Howard Fuller. He maintained that regardless of five
years of reforms, 40 percent of fresbmen were graduating from high school, the average
grade point average was a D+ in 1990, only 32 percent of black studentsgraduated
from high school, and only 22 percent of black students scored at or above the national
average on math achievement tests as compared to 59 percent ofwhite students.219 It
became clear that a more drastic measure was needed to reform the system.
The idea of a city-wide voucher program was first initiated in the state House by
black Democratic State Representative Polly Williams. Before she was elected to the
state legislature, she ran into a problem when she was told she could not send her
children to the public high school of her choice due to racial balancing efforts on the
part of the school district. She had sent her children to private school until eighth
grade, but the school did nothave a secondary program. Rather than send her children
to a failing high school, she wrote a letter to the district maintaining that she refused to
send her children to the assigned school. She wrote, ''You may come and arrest me."220
The district backed down and let her choose the high school she wanted for her
children.
Williams never forgot the problems that the district created for her family. Upon
election to the state House in 1980, she began searching for a way to improve the
system. In 1990, she proposed the MPCP, arguing that she "came up with choice
218 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 25.
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outside of the public school system because I couldn't get choice inside it."221 The
program was signed into law by Republican Governor Tommy Thompson, Williams' ally
throughout the legislative process. Under the plan, vouchers were offered to low-
income families who wanted to send their children to the private schools of their choice.
Participation was capped at one percent of Milwaukee's total public school population,
and, at its inception, the program did not include religious schools. State aid was equal
to either the usual tuition charged at the private school chosen or to the per-pupil
expenditure given to the local public school, whichever was the lesser value.
Choice schools in Milwaukee may not use any information about a student other
than family income to deny admission to an applicant. Race, ethnic background, prior
test scores, disability, and church membership may not be used as factors for
acceptance into the program. If the number of applicants exceeds the specified number
written into the law, the seats must be filled through a random lottery. The voucher
does not specifically cover transportation costs, but if a school wishes to provide
transportation the parents may be charged a fee. If a private school notifies the public
school district by a certain deadline that transportation is needed, the district may fund
it.
Immediately after this initial program was passed, a group of opponents joined
together to take their case to court. The movement against the program was led by
State Superintendent Herbert J. Grover, whose responsibilities included administering
the program. Along with such groups as the NAACP, the Wisconsin Education
Associate Council, the Wisconsin Association of School District Administrators, and the
-Wisconsin Federation of Teachers, Grover sought an injunction of the program in the
state Supreme Court. The voucher opponents also waged a new battle by attempting to
force participating schools to sign a contract stating that they would accept and educate
special-needs students at no additional cost to the state. Williams argued, "We can't
221 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 71.
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expect the private schools to do with $2,500 what the public schools do with
""-
$15,000."222 As a result of the contract, only two schools accepted choice students in
its first year.
On June 26, 1990, the Wisconsin Supreme Court declined the voucher
opponents' request for an injunction of the program in the case of Felmers Chaney et al.
v. Grover (1991).223 However, one day before the decision was rendered, Williams and
lawyer Clint Bolick, from the Institute for Justice, entered their own suit on behalf of a
number of choice parents and students. They named State Superintendent Herbert
Grover as the defendant in the case. Grover:s side argued that the MPCP was unlawful
on procedural grounds, because the bill through which it was passed was "local and
private."224 The issue of constitutionality was never addressed. Williams and Bolick
argued that forcing schools to sign a contract regarding special edu,cation would be to
convert the private schools into public schools. On August 6, 1990, the Court decided
in the case of Davis et al v. Grover et al that the program was lawful on all counts and
declared that the contracts posed "a burden more onerous for this program than for
others. "225
Grover tried one last time to get an injunction of the program in August 1991,
but his request was denied once again. The choice schools opened as scheduled;
however, the number of schools and children participating had been limited by the
regulations Grover had tried to establish and by confusion over how the court battles
would end. Thus, as the schools opened, only 341 choice students participated in the
program. 226 Seventy-five percent were black, 20 percent were Hispanic, and five percent
were white.
The Milwaukee voucher case found its way back into court on appeal in
222 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 88.
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November 1990. This time, the Wisconsin Court of Appeals struck down the program.
Fortunately, while an appeal was filed in the Wisconsin Supreme Court, the choice
students were allowed to continue attending their chosen schools.227 The state
Supreme Court upheld the program by a four to three vote in Davis et al v. Grover et al,
166 Wis. 2d 501; 480 N.W.2d 460; 485 N. W.2d 839; 1992, and the legal battles were
laid to rest for a short time. In the meantime, the program expanded and new parties
entered the debate on both sides of the issue.
In 1993, the debate found its way to the courtroom once again. Four families
joined together and filed a suit against new State Superintendent John Benson, citing
the fact that they were denied participation in the program after losing in the lottery
process. The families, led by lawyer Mark Bredemeier from the Institute for Justice, .
argued that because nonsectarian private schools were included in the program and
sectarian schools were not, the program violated the Free Exercise clause of the
Constitution. In the case of Miller et al v. Benson et al, 878 F. Supp. 1209; 1995, the
U.S. District Court decided that to strike the word nonsectarian from the law would be
a violation of the principle of separation of powers. The legislative branch, not the
courts, .have the authority to write laws. The decision also hinged on the question of
how the payments would be made to choice parents utilizing religious schools.
Governor Thompson had been constructing a new plan to include religious
schools since before the Benson case was heard by the court. After the court's decision,
he altered the payment process in his plan to ensure constitutionality. Under the new
payment plan, the state would have to issue a check made payable to the parents of
choice students, and send the check to the choice school. The parents would then have
to go to the school to sign each check over to the school to cover educational expenses.
This would solve the problem that the court had regarding the constitutionality of direct
state aid to private and religious schools.
227 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 112.
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In the 1995 session, the state legislature passed Governor Thompson's p~oposal.
The program expanded to include as many as 7,250 students in the first year and to
cap this expansion at 15 percent of the Milwaukee Public School District's total
enrollment, which constituted 15,700 students, in later years. As a result of the
governor's efforts, and those of Mayor John O. Norquist, parents could also choose to
send their children to any religious or non-religious school of their choice. Norquist, a
former choice opponent, decided to support a program including religious schools after
he witnessed the amount of interest attracted to a private scholarship program initiated
by Partners in Advancing Values in Education (PAVE). When he realized how many
residents were seeking alternatives for their children, he decided that the state should
fund a similar program. The legislation, which became law on July 26, 1995, limited
eligibility for the MPCP to families with incomes at or below 175 percent of the poverty
level. However, approximately 65,000 to 70,000 students in grades K-12 now had the
opportunity to apply to the program. 228
The passage of this legislation added fuel to the fire of the Miller case, now
waiting to be heard by an appeals court. In August 1995, a coalition formed by the
American Civil Liberties Union, the National Education Association, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and others succeeded in blocking
the implementation of the extended program through an injunction. The injunction
came as approximately 2,000 students were about to enter their new religious
schools. 229
Fortunately, the parents of these students joined various members of the
community and PAVE to raise funds to help the children remain at their chosen schools
until the issue made its way through the courts. Although the money raised was not
enough to cover all of the students that year, a significant majority were able to stay in
228 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Wisconsin,"3.
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their new schools. PAVE continued its efforts throughout the school year and the
program funded 6,000 students in the next two years while litigation continued. 23o
In 1996, the Wisconsin Supreme Court divided evenly over the issue of the
program's constitutionality, and sent the case to a trial judge who overturned the
program in 1997. The Wisconsin District Court of Appeals upheld the trial judge's
decision by a two to one vote later that year. In 1998, Governor Thompson led a charge
to appeal the decision to the state Supreme Court.' Fortunately for choice supporters,
the makeup of the court had' changed since its 1996 tie vote. This time, by a vote of
four to two, the Court declared in the case of Jackson et al v. Benson et al, 218 Wis. 2d
835; 578 NoW2d 602; 1998, that all aspects of the expanded program are
constitutional under both the United States and Wisconsin constitutions. On appeal,
the United States Supreme Court decided by a vote of eight to one to decline to hear the
case, thereby allowing the Wisconsin Supreme Court ruling to stand (Jackson et al v.
Benson et al, 119 S. Ct. 466; 1998). This vote, handed down on November 11,1998,
delighted choice proponents who believe that the Supreme Court's decision signaled its
support for further expansion of the program.
Currently, over 6,000 students are attending approximately 90 private and
parochial schools. As of January 1999,30 non-religious schools had a choice
enrollment of almost 2,100 students and 56 religious schools had a choice enrollment
of almost 4,000 students. 231 The state Department of Public Instruction announced
that the number of students participating in the program increased by over a third in
the 1999-2000 school year. 232 Estimates show that 8,500 to 9,000 students are now
included in the program, and sixteen additional schools have offered seats to voucher
recipients.
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One of the greatest recent successes of the MPCP is that the Milwaukee School
Board dropped its official opposition to the program in May 1999. The board's
Legislative, Rules, and Policy Committee unanimously endorsed Governor Thompson's
budget provisions that would fund the MPCP independently from state funding of the
Milwaukee public schools. 233 Furthermore, five choice supporters defeated teachers-
union-supported board incumbents in the last election.
In an April 1999 interview with the Center for Education Reform, Democratic
board member John Gardner said that his election marked the first time that a strong
supporter of school choice has survived a school board campaign. He went on to say
that the board sees school choice as an opportunity to make their district schools
better. "Our intention is to beat the Catholics, beat the Lutherans, beat the other
Independents, and beat the suburban schools to attract the parents, students, and
dollars. Our motto in this campaign was "Stop complaining and start competing."234
When asked about his reform ideas, he said that he wants to charter public schools,
give the schools the authority to hire their own teachers, and close three to seven
schools every year until no more are failing.
The Milwaukee Public School system has taken steps to improve their schools.
It now promises that if children with 92 percent attendance are not reading at their
expected level by the third grade, they will receive publicly funded private tutoring.235
Furthermore, the school board is beginning to charter some of its public schools in
order to free them from excessive state regulation. It is uncertain whether these
reforms come as a reaction to school choice, but they seem to be working. This year,
the Milwaukee public school system had its largest gain in the history of state
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achievement tests.
It seems as though the more that people learn about vouchers, the more they
favor them. The proportion of Wisconsin residents who support the concept of choice
has risen dramatically in the past decade. According to the Institute, in 1989,46
percent of state residents generally supported school choice; in 1998, the figure rose to .
61 percent. Furthermore, the Milwaukee press has changed its position since the
program has matured. At first, for example, the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel's editorial
position was against school choice. Since then, the editors have changed their position.
Polls show that while the majority of Milwaukee's residents support choice, the
majority is even more significant among low-income families. In 1995, the Wisconsin
Policy Research Institute conducted a poll of 1,000 Mrican American families in
Milwaukee in order to determine their opinions on the choice issue. The results
indicated that Milwaukee's black population was extremely dissatisfied with theirpublic
schools and strongly supported the expansion of the choice program. Ninety-five
percent believed that parents should have the right to choose their children's school
and 71 percent believed that the MPCP should be expanded to include parochial
schools. 236
The Institute, with the help of Louis Harris & Associates, conducted another poll
in July 1998. This time, however, they polled 1,000 residents throughout the state of
Wisconsin instead of concentrating on those in Milwaukee. The results showed that 62
percent of the state's residents supported the Wisconsin Supreme Court ruling.
Seventy-three percent of low-income African Americans across the state agreed.237
One reason for the increase in support of the program is that a recent study
found that the program is working. Since the inception of the MPCP, several major
studies have been conducted by two research teams on the results of the program. The
first five studies of the effects of the Milwaukee program were directed by John F. Witte,
236 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Wisconsin," 3.
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a professor of Political Science at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. After each year
of the program, Witte conducted an analysis of its effects on student achievement. His
research is based on surveys mailed to choice applicants' parents, achievement data for
both choice students and random public school students prior to the program, and
achievement test data collected at the end of each year of the program. All achievement
data was supplied by the Milwaukee Public School District.238
Witte's data show that 76.3 percent ofthe choice applicants are black and 17.9
percent are Hispanic. The makeup of the Milwaukee Public School sample, however, is
55.3 percent black and 9.7 percent Hispanic. Seventy-seven percent of the choice
families are headed by single-parent households, while only 49 percent of the public
school sample live in one-parent homes.239 His data also demonstrate that choice
parents have a higher level of education than the public school parents and that the
choice families have fewer children than the low-income public school families. Choice
parents were also more involved in their previous public schools than the average
public school parent.240 However, he acknowledges that the choice students
demonstrated a weaker performance while in the public schools than the average
student.241
The results of Witte's research were quite mixed. He found a high level of
parental satisfaction with the program, an increased level of parental involvement in the
choice schools, higher student attendance levels, and improved discipline. But he also
found no significant gains in student achievement, a fact that is often cited by choice
opponents. Academic test scores tended to fluctuate inconsistently from year to year,
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and as such, he could not determine a "firm conclusion" from his results. 242 Witte also
found that the choice schools had a "troubling" attrition rate-- 40 percent in the first
year, 35 percent in the second year, and 31 percent in the third year.243
Witte's studies have been subjected to a great deal of criticism by other
researchers and school choice advocates across the nation. The main criticism is that
his study compares children in the choice program with the general student population
of the city of Milwaukee. This is a significant problem due to the fact that the approach
does not account for socioeconomic background and parental satisfaction with their
public schools. If Witte had compared the choice students only to those students in the
general public school population who had applied but were denied acceptance in the
MPCP, the results may have been different. Another reason why Witte's study has been
criticized is because he did not release his data for peer review until after he completed
his fifth study of the program.244 This led choice advocates to wonder what it was that
Witte was trying to hide.
Upon the release of Witte's data, Paul Peterson of the John F. Kennedy School of
Government and Harvard University Department of Government, Jay Greene of the
University of Houston Center for Public Policy, and Jiangtao Du of the Harvard
University Department of Statistics, conducted a secondary analysis of the program in
1997 entitled "Effectiveness of School Choice: The Milwaukee Experiment." Peterson,
Greene, and Du approached their study from a different angle, comparing the students
in the choice program only to those students who applied to it but were not accepted.
They argue that those who were not accepted and remained in the public schools
proVided an ideal control group for experimentation, due to the fact that the winners of
the choice slots were chosen at random from all those eligible for the program. The
results of their study have sparked a great deal of interest in the program throughout
242 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Wisconsin," 2.
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the nation, and have led to a significant increase in the amount of support for the
program among Wisconsin residents.
Peterson et al acknowledge the fact that all studies of this kind "suffer from
potential selection bias, because they rely on non-experimental data that include
unobserved but possibly relevant background characteristics that could account for
reported findings. "245 However, they argue that randomization in assigning students to
treatment and control groups will help to overcome some of the problems related to
selection bias. Peterson et al feel that their study, unlike the first five conducted by
Witte, alleviates some of the problems by comparing only students from similar
backgrounds who applied to the MPCP. They also include a warning that the results
may only apply to large cities and not suburbs where competition between schools is
greater. Additionally, they warn that the results may only apply to low-income or
minority students.
Peterson et al go on to acknowledge that from an economic perspective, money
saved through a voucher program is not as abundant as choice proponents often argue.
In reality, per pupil expenditures for Milwaukee's public schools include education,
transportation services, and special education services. 246 Choice proponents often do
not figure in such expenditures when they cite the reduced cost of utilizing a private or
religious school even though that money also follows the students.
The researchers preface their results with an explanation of why they feel that
the Milwaukee program is a "hard case" to study. They maintain that because the
program only affected one percent of the public school population at the beginning, .
religious schools were initially excluded, and the number of producers was restricted by
the requirement that no more than half of a school's population could'receive vouchers,
245 Paul E. Peterson, Jay Greene and Jiangtao Du. "Effectiveness of School Choice: The Milwaukee
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consumer choice was rather limited. 247 However, they argue, if efficiency gains can
occur under these conditions, they are likely to occur under better circumstances.248
Peterson et al's results show that in the first two years, choice students showed
little difference from the control group. However, after the third and fourth years, the
reading scores of students in the MPCP were an average of two to six percentage points
higher than the scores of those who were not accepted into the program.249 In addition,
their math scores were five to 11 percentage points higher than those of their public
school counterparts.250
The results, which are based on student performance on the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills, are statistically significantfor students who remain in the program for three to
four years.251 The data are limited by the fact that test scores were only available for 78
percent of those in the treatment group and 72 percent of those in the control group.
The percentage of available scores reduces to 40 percent of the former group and 48
percent of the latter by approximately the third or fourth year of initial application to
the MPCP. Therefore, "the results depend on the assumption that the missing cases do
not differ appreciably from those remaining in the sample."252 This problem is partially
overcome by the fact that the background characteristics of those in the two groups do
not differ substantially.
Another possible problem that Peterson et al acknowledge is that several
students in the treatment group may not have remained in the program. In medical
research, this type of an analysis is known as an "intention to treat analysis."253 The
researchers arglie that this is not exactly a problem, in that in an ideal choice program,
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students are expected to "migrate back and forth between the two systems."254
Choosine; bne school does not mean that one is forced to stay there. Where individuals
choose to go to school is not important as long as the choice exists. In an ideal choice
program, some students will choose public schools and some will choosealtemative
schools.
The research team concludes that "the size of the effects of private school
attendance range from .1 to .5 of a standard deviation, magnitudes that educational
resear.chers have regarded as moderately large."255 The average difference in test
performances of whites and minorities in the nation as a whole is one standard
deviation. 256 Therefore, Peterson's team maintains that "if the results from Milwaukee
can be generalized and extrapolated to twelve years, a large part of between-group
reading differences and all of between-group math differences could be erased. "257
In regard to the attrition rate that Witte found "troubling," Daniel McGroarty,
author of Break These Chains: The Battle For School Choice (1996), argues that the
attrition rate for the Milwaukee public schools is even higher. Furthermore, the "bulk
of the first-year attrition" can be explained by the closing of one failing choice school
that was in danger of closing before the program even began.258 The students affected
by the school's' closing were not allowed to transfer to another choice school in the
middle of the year because the lottery process would not begin until spring of that year.
McGroarty argues that economic ineligibility and the number offamilies moving
out of the Milwaukee area could also explain the high attrition rate. Students often
leave the Parental Choice Program because their parents begin earning an income above
the level necessary to be a part of the program. 259 In these cases, the children may stay
in private schools; their parents just begin to pay the tuition themselves. The confusion
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regarding whether the program would be struck down in court is also a telling sign of
the high attrition rate in the years before the U.S. Supreme Court's denial to hear
arguments. Parents were too nervous to choose alternative schools while the program
was being litigated for good reason-- transferring back and forth time and time again
would not help their children succeed in school.
In answer to Witte's charge that choice families are more involved in their
children's lives because they have less children, McGroarty argues that while they do
have less children, they also are more likely to be headed by single parents. 260 Thus,
there is a smaller parent to child ratio, regardless of the number of children in the
family. McGroarty shares Peterson et al's view that Witte's study should have compared
children from similar socioeconomic backgrounds. Above all, McGroarty charges that
Witte was never really an "independent" researcher of the MPCP. In fact, he was
appointed by a staunch voucher opponent, Superintendent Grover, and had spoken out
against vouchers before he even began his study of the program.
In a reply to Peterson et al written in 1996, Witte defended his original study.
He states that while the comparison of non-selected choice applicants to selected
applicants is "theoretically interesting," attrition renders the results "highly
misleading. "261 He emphasizes that his study found mixed results, not negative results,
from the MPCP. He stands by his conclusion that test scores did not improve, but that
there was increased satisfaction among parents and students.
Witte takes particular offense to the charge that he withheld his data until 1996.
The truth, he argues, is that the data was available in December 1994.262 He faults
Peterson et al with failure to describe their research design, cite their technique, and
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give their sample sizes. 263 He maintains that some of the sample sizes are too small,
due to the high level of attrition, to yield definitive results. Witte concludes his reply by
criticizing Peterson et al for spending "over half their paper, not analyzing or
appropriately presenting or explaining their analysis, but criticizing the design and
presentation of our research. "264
Frank Monaldo, of The Conservative Digest, argues that regardless of whether
one believes the conclusions drawn by Witte or Peterson et al, the case for school choice
is strengthened. He explains that if Witte's study is accepted, then "we may conclude
that choice schools, spending half the funds per student than the Milwaukee Public
School System spends, perform as well. From a purely economic perspective, it would
seem wise to save money if the academic outcomes are the same."265 Furthermore, if
the Peterson et al study is accepted, then students achieve at a higher level using half
the money.
Perhaps one of the most significant results of the choice program in Milwaukee
is one upon which both studies can agree. The program does not show any indication
that private schools will select the best students from the public schools and leave the
bOttOIIl of the group to the state to educate. In reality, the opposite is true. As Dennis
Alexander, principal of a Milwaukee choice school, says, "How can we pick and choose
when we get the students in September and their files in October?"266 People benefiting
from the Milwaukee program are "almost uniformly black and poor."267 It makes one
wonder why the NAACP has taken such a strong position against school choice. Not
only do a majority of blackconstituents support choice in theory, they are also the
group that has benefited the most from the program.
Whether one supports or opposes school choice, the importance of the
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Milwaukee program cannot be undermined. Legislators and other interested parties
throughout the nation are watching closely to see whether the Milwaukee program is
successful, especially in now and in the coming years as the program becomes more
mature and subject to reliable study. Among the elements being closely watched by
interested parties across the country are possible changes in student achievement,
attendance levels, parental involvement and satisfaction, student discipline, changes in
public attitude toward the program and the choice issue in general, and effects on the
public school system. If this program succeeds or fails in any combination of these
areas, school choice could gain or lose a significant amount of support. Milwaukee was
and is the test case, and as such, it has become the model for the rest of the ~ation.
Ohio, the first state to follow Wisconsin's lead in 1995, is the subject of the next section.
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohio has had a statewide interdistrict public school choice program since 1990.
Each public school in the state is required to offer placement to students from within its
district or from other districts, as long as the receiving school has space available. This
open enrollment policy currently functIons in over 300 of the state's 600 public school
districts.268 The plan also allocates state aid to high school students who wish to enroll
in college courses at local universities, colleges, and community colleges. In 1997,
Republican Governor George Voinovich also persuaded the state legislature to approve
his plan to establish a pilot charter school program in Lucas County. The plan also
included a provision allowing public schools throughout the state to convert to charter
school status.
The state legislature took a bold step in June 1995, when it passed Governor
Voinovich's plan to establish a publicly funded voucher program in Cleveland. The
Governor's plan was similar to the one operating in Milwaukee. The plan, known as the
267 Denley, "A catalyst for change," 5.
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Cleveland Pilot Project Scholarship Program, differed from the Milwaukee plan in that it
covered all families, regardless of income' eligibility. Low-income families could receive
vouchers worth up to 90 percent of the receiving school's tuition costs, while all other
families could receive up to 75 percent of the costs. The total amount of an allocated
voucher could not exceed $2,500. Under thjs plan, public schools were able to keep up
to 55 percent of the state per-pupil expenditure; which averaged $5,600. 269 The
program was the first in the nation to offer vouchers that included parochial schools as
an option.
In the first year of the progr~, 1,855 students participated in the program.
The program has grown to over 3,700 students as of May 1999. This figure represents
approximately five percent of the public school population. In its first year, the plan
included only children in kindergarten through third grade, but in each new year of the
program an additional grade level was added. In 1998, the state legislature passed an
amendment to the existing voucher legislation that provided transportation funds for
the students in the program.
In an editorial in The Plain Dealer, John Morris argues that the Cleveland
program proves that school choice is not an attempt to establish a state religion. He
writes that of the 59 schools participating in the program, 12 are nonsectarian. 270 In
addition, of the parochial schools in the program, they are divided among Catholic,
Lutheran, Baptist, Evangelical, Islamic, and independent orientation. These schools, he
argues, are educating children who share their respective faiths and children who
belong to other churches or no church. Furthermore, many families have chosen to
switch from parochial to nonsectarian schools With Cleveland vouchers. 271
Morris strongly argues that "religious schools participating in the Cleveland
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School Choice Program are doing the state a huge favor."272 He states that the entire
program will cost Ohio $14 million next year, which accounts for only 0.1 percent of the
entire education budget. This figure averages out to cost approximately $1.75 per adult
in the state.273 The participating schools, he argues, actually bear the fmancial burden
in that they must make up the average of$1,100 difference between tuition and the
voucher through donations or congregational support. The average tuition at a
receiving school is $3,600, while the voucher is capped at $2,500.
A noteworthy study of the Cleveland program was conducted in 1997 by Jay
Greene of the University of Texas at Austin, William Howell of Stanford University, and
Paul Peterson of Harvard University. Peterson is the same researcher who led the
Milwaukee study detailed above. Their study included two schools, Hope City and Hope
Central Academy, that "opened specifically to meet the demands of Cleveland's pilot
voucher program."274
The team found that the students in the two schools improved their California
Achievement Test (CAT) scores by five percentage points in reading and 15 percentage
points in math in a period of only a year and a half. The researchers argue that these
results are especially noteworthy due to the fact that test scores of poor minority
students in urban areas typically decline by one to two percentage points per year. The
research team also found that parental satisfaction in the two schools was quite high.
Sixty-three percent of parents indicated that they were "very satisfied" with the
program, while only 30 percent of those who applied and were not accepted were
satisfied with their schools. 275
In March 1998, Indiana University School of Education released its study of the
Cleveland program. The researchers found no change in achievement after one year of
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the program. Upon reanalysis of the Indiana University data, Greene, Peterson, and
Howell found that the study was limited. 276 Again, they found that parents were
satisfied with the program. But they also found that when certain "implausible"
second-grade scores were left out of the study, the achievement levels of program
participants did show improvement in all subject areas. Furthermore, even when the
questionable second grade scores are included, there are achievement gains in all
subjects except math. 277
The Cleveland program has one significant factor in common with the
Milwaukee program-- it found its way into the courts. In January 1996, the American
Federation of Teachers challenged the constitutionality of the program and filed for a
court injunction. 278 In July of the same year, the Franklin County Common Pleas Court
rejected the AFT's argument and approved the Cleveland program due to the fact that
the vouchers benefit nonpublic schools indirectly.
In May 1997, the Ohio Court of Appeals unanimously voted in the case of
Simmons-Harris et al v. Goff et al, 1997 Ohio App. LEXIS 1766, to overturn the lower
court's decision and declared that the program was unconstitutional. The court
maintained that the program violated the First Amendment and the Ohio constitution's
religious establishment provision. The court went on to declare that the program also
violated a provision of the state constitution which requires that all "general laws have
statewide application. "279 The Ohio Supreme Court granted the state's request for a
stay of the appeals court's decision in July 1997, and allowed the program to continue
while the legal process ensued.
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In September 1998, the Ohio Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the
Cleveland voucher case. On May 27, 1999, the Courthanded down its decision in the
case of Simmons-Harris et al v. Goff et al, 86 Ohio St. 3d 1; 711 N.E. 2d 203; 1999. Bya
vote of 5-2, the justices struck down the program on procedural grounds, maintaining
that the program is unconstitutional due to the manner in which it was adopted. When
the program was established, it violated the Ohio constitution's "one-subject rule."
Under this rule, the state legislature may only address a single issue in one bill. The
ruling did not take effect until June 30, 1999, so that the students could fmish the
school years in their chosen schools.28o
Perhaps the most significant point about the decision is that the Court
addressed the establishment clause issue. The justices decided that the program "does
not have the primary effect of advancing religion and does not excessively entangle
government with religion."281 Therefore, while disappointed that the program was
struck doWn, school choice advocates saw this decision as a victory. Choice opponents
likewise felt that the decision was a victory for their side, and argued that it shows that
states are unable to get voucher legislation passed without attaching it to another
bill.282
Before its 1999 summer break, the Cleveland State legislature passed a new
voucher plan. This plan reauthorizes the previous voucher program, but limits its
eligibility to children in grades kindergarten through five. Cutting the program off at
fifth grade would result in leaving out 281 students enrolled in the choice program
during the 1998-1999 school year. The new program met furious opposition on the
part of choice parents. Regardless, 4,000 children, five percent of the city's public
school children, were expected to start classes at 56 private and parochial schools in
the fall of 1999 with vouchers worth up to $2,500.
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This expectation was quickly defeated on August 24, 1999, when the program
was struck down in Simmons-Harris et al v. Zelman et al, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1740, Case
No.: 1:99 CV 1818; 54 F. Supp. 2d 725; 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15117. Just as the choice
schools were about to open their doors for the 1999-2000 school year, the program was
stricken by U.S. District Judge Sol?mon Oliver, Jr. He maintained that because the
majority of the choice schools participating in the program are sectarian, the program is
unconstitutional. Judge Oliver's decision left 4,000 in limbo for approximately a week.
Parents scrambled to reenroll their children in the public school system or to gather
enough money to pay for tuition at the choice schools.
On August 27, 1999, the judge reversed his ruling in Simmons-Harris et al v.
Zelman et al, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1740, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1818; 54 F. Supp. 2d 725;
1999 U.S. Dist. 13291. He allowed the students who had participated in the program
the year before to return to their choice schools, but children entering their first year in
the program are still forced to return to their previous schools or to find the money to
pay tuition at their choice schools. This ruling affects 587 students who were expected
to join the program this year. 283 It also affects the schools who expected to receive
additional students for the coming school year. In many cases, new teachers were
hired, new resources rendered, and new materials purchased to accommodate the new
students. The Roman Catholic Diocese of Cleveland alone stands to lose up to $3
million dollars in voucher money, which strikes a sharp blowto an institution already
strapped for funds.
As a result of the decision, the Cleveland-based School Choice Committee
launched a two million dollar fund drive to aid the families affected by the ruling. The
Ohio Roundtable has donated $25,000 and other families and corporations have
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donated as well: The"goal has not yet been reached, but the drive is well on its way.
Meanwhile, voucher supporters are appealing the judge's decision to the 6th Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals." The trial date is set for December 13, 1999..
The state and the Institute for Justice appealed the judge's order to the U.S.
Supreme Court in the case of Zelman et al v. Simmons-Harris et al, 99A320; 1999 U.S.
LEXIS 7480; 68 U.S.L. W. 3307, arguing that the appeals court has repeatedly refused to
render a decision. The Supreme Court decided by a five to four vote on November 5,
1999 to grant a stay of the injunction. As a result, every student enrolled in the
program may stay in his chosen school until the case is heard on its merits by the
appeals court. Justices Stevens, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer voted to deny the
application for a stay of the injunction. Mter the case makes its way through the
appeals process, it may provide the test case for which both sides of the debate have
been searching.
THE NATION'S FIRST STATE-WIDE VOUCHER PLAN: FLORIDA
Under the leadership of Governor Jeb Bush, Florida recently became the site of
first statewide school choice program. In its position as pioneer, Florida will surely be
the focus of the choice debate in the coming decade, as studies are conducted to
determine the effectiveness of the program. However, while all eyes will be watching to
see how effective the Florida program is, they will also be watching to see whether the
program beats the Cleveland case and becomes the test case for the U.S. Supreme
Court.
While 1999 has become the most noteworthy year for school choice in Florida,
previous legislation has played an important role in leading up to the most recent
proposal passed ?y the state legislature. The first choice bill to pass through the
legislature dealt with the creation of charter schools. This legislation, passed in 1995,
opened the door to school choice in the state. In 1997, two Republican state
representatives proposed the Public Education Enhancement Program (PEEP), which
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would allow five percent of public school students in five Florida counties to attend
private or parochial schools.
The most unique characteristic of PEEP is that it would have provided
scholarships worth 50 percent of the state's average per-pupil allocation, while 40
percent would be placed in a scholarship trust, and ten percentwould be directed to
the local public school district. Private donations would be sought to match the public
funds in the trust fund, and in the second year, the students already in the private and
parochial schools could apply to receive money from the trust fund. The PEEP
legislation was approved by both the House and Senate Education Committees, but
failed to make it through the full House and Senate. The bill was altered minimally and
refiled, but was never again discussed. 284
In 1997, the state passed a law that allows each school district to develop its
own school choice plan. However, each plan must be approved by the State
Department of Education. Five counties have received permission and funding to
implement their choice programs over the past two years. In April 1998, the state
legislature debated a bill, which would create a limited voucher program for low-income
and disabled pre-school children.285 Although the House passed the bill, it failed to .
pass through the Senate.
The choice debate took a significant turn when Governor Jeb Bush was elected
in 1996. Governor Bush made school choice a top priority upon his election to office
and garnered a great deal of support from his constituents. His effort paid off in April
1999 when the House and Senate approved his "A-plus Plan." This plan calls for a
system in which all Florida schools will be given a grade (A through F) based on student
performance on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test.
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Under this A-plus plan, if a school improves the scores of its students, it will be
rewarded with a state allocation of up to $100 per pupil,286 If a school receives a failing
grade for two consecutive years, its students will be given the opportunity to transfer to
any public, private, or parochial school of their choice. If a student decides to take
advantage of this opportunity, he/she will be given an opportunity scholarship, or
voucher, worth up to $4,000 per year. In the case of a special-needs student, the figure
may rise as high as $25,000.287 In the first year ofthe program, only two schools, both
in Pensacola, and approximately 1,000 students may take part. Within two years, up to
200 public schools may be included in the program. 288
Only five private Pensacola schools agreed to accept state tuition vouchers this
year.289 The low number of participating schools demonstrates the fear that many
private and parochial schools have that the program will spend most of its time in
court. The schools do not want to be involved in a long court battle in which students
are pulled in and out of their schools. The Cleveland situation has acted as a warning
to private and parochial schools in the state of Florida. A significant number of
students applied to the program regardless of the risks involved. Of the 800 elementary
students eligible for the program, 91 expressed interest in the program.290
Unfortunately, only 60 slots are available. Therefore, the program will select students
on the basis of a lottery system similar to the ones undertaken in Milwaukee and
Cleveland. Once again, such a setup will be valuable in the future when the program is
mature enough to be subjected to reliable study.
The Center for Education Reform has commended the Florida legislature and
Governor Bush for passing the A-plus Plan. Jeanne Allen, the president of the Center,
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released a statement the day after the proposal went through its final passage. In this
statement, she argues that Florida's action "has made education reform history."291 She
praises the lawmakers especially for their ability to provide more alternatives to parents
while emphasizing the importance of "public school improvement and accountability."292
She maintains that the program's focus is making public schools successful by
allocating additional state money to those schools that improve student performance.
She concludes her statement with a warning to choice opponents: "Rather ,than seeking
ways to block implementation of this important program, opponents should embrace
this change in the status quo and put their efforts into ensuring that no school fails its
children. "293
Allen is correct in underscoring the importance of this program. Whether one
supports or opposes the measure, the significance of its passage cannot be
undermined. The Florida legislature has taken a bold step in passing Governor Bush's
proposal-- with one vote, the state became the new focal point of the choice debate.
Interested parties on both sides are watching closely to see how theprogram takes
shape. Voucher opponents petitioned in June 1999 to take their caseto the Leon
County Circuit Court, and as such, Florida may provide the test case that both sides
have been waiting for since the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to hear arguments in
the Milwaukee case.
THE VOUCHER DEBATE INTENSIFIES: PENNSYLVANIA
Since the election of Governor Tom Ridge in 1994, Pennsylvania has become a
national focus in the school choice debate. If Governor Ridge has his way, Pennsylvania
will becomethe site of the second statewide voucher program. In May 1995, the
governor proposed his first voucher plan, which he called the "Keystone Initiative for a
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Difference in Our Schools (KIDS)". The plan included proposals for several educational
reforms including the creation of charter schools and the implementation of a voucher
program in certain regions of the state where public schools were failing. After a fierce
debate and an extremely close vote, the KIDS plan was defeated in the state House and
the governor withdrew it before it was introduced in the Senate.
Governor Ridge's KIDS plan almost came to a House vote for a second time in
the final days of the spring, 1996 legislative session. In the end, it failed to gamer·
enough support to make -it to the floor. However, in 1997, the state legislature did pass
charter school legislation that called for an unlimited number of charter schools to open
throughout the state upon the approval of local school boards. Many choice advocates
. believed that the passage of the charter school law constituted a step in the direction
toward more comprehensive choice alternatives for Pennsylvania families. If charter
schools were proven to be successful, then they thought vouchers would be the next
logical step on the ladder leading to full choice.
In 1997, Precision Marketing, Inc. conducted a poll for the Lincoln Institute for
Public Policy Research. The firm, located in Easton, Pennsylvania, found that 80
percent of respondents between the ages of 18 and 34 and 64 percent of all respondents
favored a plan allowing parents to choose their children's schools. Another poll,
conducted in 1998 by American Viewpoint, Inc. for the Commonwealth Foundation,
demonstrated that 69 percent of Philadelphia's African-American population rate the
city's public schools as fair or poorand 57 percent want a major overhaul of the system..
Furthermore, almost two-thirds support some form of school choice as a method of
reform and 64 percent favor vouchers. In fact, 68 percent said that they would choose
a different school for their children if cost was not a factor. 294
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Pennsylvania joined its neighbor states in court in 1998. The case,
Giacommucci v. Southeast Delco School District, was taken to court when the local
school board created a tax benefit program to aid families who alleviated their local
school districts of public school expenses by choosing private or public schools for their
children. Almost immediately after the proposal was passed, the local teachers union
and Americans United for Separation of Church and State went to court to challenge
the program's constitutionality. The union held that the program violated the state
constitution, but did not advance the argument that the plan violated the U.S.
Constitution. 295
The state trial judge ruled in favor of the union, but only on statutory grounds.
The issue of constitutionality was never addressed by the judge. Therefore the case has
no implications beyond Pennsylvania, and should the state legislature pass a tuition
reimbursement law, the court's decision would have no bearing on that action.296 This
is another case in which choice advocates and opponents alike feel that they can
declare victory. On one hand, the program was struck down, but on the other, the
court explicitly stated that experimental choice legislation was perfectly lawful.
Pressure for school choice mounted in 1998 when the Archbishop of
Philadelphia, Cardinal Anthony Bevilacqua, offered Mayor Edward Rendell and School
Superintendent David Hornbeck a way out for children failing in the public schools. He
proposed that the city establish a voucher plan to aid parents who wish to opt out of
the public school system. He argued that while many public school districts are
suffering from overcrowding, a significant number of Catholic schools have seats to offer
as parents become increasingly incapable of affording constantly rising tuition costs.
This plan, he maintained, would benefit both the public school system andthe
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archdiocese.
In 1999, Governor Ridge decided to make one final attempt at getting a voucher
plan through the Pennsylvania legislature, this time developing two separate plans for
consideration. The first plan calls for a pilot voucher program that would offer
"Educational Opportunity Grants" worth $350-$1,400 per student in nine cities and six
counties throughout the state. The plan, which would cost $587 million over five years,
would work through a series of phases. Income eligibility would begin at $15,000 per
year and rise each year until the eligibility level reached $75,000. 297 The cost for the
first year, $64 million, was included in the Governor's 1999-2000 budget proposal.29B
The second plan, the Academic Recovery Act, would offer "supervouchers" to
students in eight academically distressed districts. All students in each of the eight
districts would receive a voucher worth $2,000 to $4,000, and the program would not
require any new state money.299 This voucher would equal the amount spent per pupil
in the local school district. In each of the two plans, individual schools would decide
whether or not to participate in the program and could not be forced. to receive voucher
students.30o In an effort to combat the argument that vouchers siphon money from
public schools, Ridge proposed a major budget boost for public schools in January
1999. Each school district will receive $500,000 additional funds next year, including a
five percent increase in special education funding, a $20 million increase in technology,
and $3.4 million in school performance grants. The state's teachers unions argued that
these increases were not enough, and vowed to keep fighting the voucher proposals.3D!
The Ridge administration ran into a major problem during the last weeks of
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debate before the summer legislative break. Because the legislators had two plans' to
consider, and because Ridge was not clear about how he would mesh the two, the
representatives were left confused about the details of the plan on which they would
vote. They told reporters that they could not comment on the bill because they had not
seen a final version. "Key elements seemed to change by the hour. "302 At the last
minute, Ridge conceded the most significant part of his plan, the part that would create
a mandatory five-year voucher program in areas throughout the state. 303 He
compromised with legislators and proposed that the programs would be voluntary and
voted upon on a district-by-district basis.304 However, in the last hours ofthe spring
session, Ridge recognized that despite the Republican majorities in both houses of the
state legislature, the political climate was not right for his bill and withdrew the
legislation. He has vowed to pursue the issue again in the fall session of 1999.
David Boldt, reporter for The Philadelphia Inquirer, argues that the legislature's
failure to pass a voucher plan thus far should not be taken as an indication of lack of
support for the initiative. Instead, he maintains, Pennsylvania legislators always turn
down chances to be the pioneers in a given policy arena. Therefore, it is not surprising
that they would not take on the responsibility of being only the second state to pass a
statewide voucher plan. "The state's record on education is middle of the pack. So why
should it be the second in the nation to adopt school choice?"305 The Pennsylvania
legislature may not be a leader in the educational arena, but Governor Ridge needs to
prove that he is exactly that. This state's choice debate is not merely a policy issue; it
has personal implications for Governor Ridge. He realizes how important this potential
vote is not only to the state, but also to his career. Rumors abound that the governor is
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a vice-presidential hopeful in the 2000 election, and his ability to maneuver this
legislation through his rather conservative state legislature will be closely watched. He
needs to be very clear on the details of his plan and choose the right time to bring it to a
vote.
If Governor Ridge gains a reputation as a politician who cannot even get
members of his own party to back his most important pieces of legislation, chances are
he will be knocked out of the vice-presidential race. At the same time, if he can swing
the votes that he needs, he will garner a great deal of respect from the national party
and its front-running candidates. Interestfugly, Governor George W. Bush is currently
the front-runner in the Republican campaign for the party's presidential nomination.
Governor Bush has declared publicly a number of times that he wants to be an
"education president." If Governor Ridge proves himself tobe an education authority,
he just may be the person to round out the party's ticket.
The timing of the spring 1999 vote would have been perfect for Ridge in that
Governor Bush toured the state only weeks after it was due to take place. If the vote
had gone the governor's way, he could have stood at Bush's side throughout the tour as
a man at "the top of the national education scene."306 While this is all speculation, it
provides an interesting twist on an already interesting debate. Whatever the outcome,
Pennsylvania will be closely watched by choice advocates and opponents in the coming
year. At this point, it does not look as though Governor Ridge will revisit the voucher
debate in th,is legislative season.
ANTI-AID AMENDMENT PROHIBITS EXPERIMENTATION:
MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts has had interdistrict and intradistrict public school choice
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programs for a number of years. Cambridge and Boston are two large cities that offer
intradistrict options to their students. The Cambridge program began in 1981, and
Boston initiated its program in 1989. Both programs allow students to choose any
district school as long as their decisions do not significantly alter the racial balance of
the schools. 307
Open enrollment, or interdistrict choice, has been an option in Massachusetts
since 1991. By the end of the 1998-1999 school year, approximately 7,500 students
participated in the program. However, there are two limitations to the program. First,
the receiving schools must be willing to participate in the program. No school is forced
to accepttransfer students. Second, no more than two percent of the total public
school enrollment may participate in the program at one time. 30B
In 1992, the state legislature capped the amount that a sending district could
lose at $5,000 per pupil, or 75 percent of its costs, whichever is less. In 1993, the law
was amended to state that the local districts may decide whether to participate in the
program, and how many seats are available for transfers to their schools.
Transportation is provided only for low-income children who attend out-of-district
schools.309
Another choice initiative, charter schools, became lawful under the Education
Reform Act of 1993, championed by Governor William Weld. These schools are
available to all students, and up to six percent of total district spending can be shifted
to aid charter school development. Private and parochial schools may not apply for
charters, and the charter schools may not charge tuition. Furthermore, only two
percent of the public school population may transfer to charter schools.310
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Governor Weld showed further support for expanded choice alternatives in
Massachusetts when he announced his plan to create a statewide tuition voucher
program in his 1996 State of the State Address. His plan, which was introduced in the
state legislature in 1996, called for a two-phase program. In the first phase, low-income
families could apply for vouchers to send their children to other public and private
schools. During the second phase, he desired that the program be expanded to include
parochial schools.
The legislature runs into a problem in this second phase of the program. The
state constitution has prohibited public aid to parochial schools since 1854. Therefore,
the legislature would first have to pass an amendment to the state constitution in order
to include parochial schools in the program. In 1998, a group of parents entered the
equation when they filed a federal lawsuit against the state. The parents, represented
by the Becket Fund, maintain that the 1854 Anti-Aid Amendment violates the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The majority of the parents involved in the suit
send their children to Catholic schools.311
The most significant factor in this case is that the state constitution also bars
individuals or groups from changing school choice law through a petition campaign.
The Boston federal court allowed the petition drive, and the parents went on to obtain
70,000 signatures. However, only 59,000 were certified by the Town Hall and the
Secretary of State's office omitted 3,500 due to "legal technicalities." In other words,
stray markings on certain petition forms disqualified the signatures from being counted.
The parents 'decided to bring suit against the state for the signature omissions, and the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled that the Secretary of State could omit the
signatures due to stray markings on the forms. 312
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CASE STUDIES OF VARIOUS
STATE-FUNDED CHOICE PROGRAMS
As discussed in Chapter Three, comprehensive school choice programs do not
necessarily have to include vouchers. A number of states have unique programs
tailored to their specific constituencies. Two state legislatures have been forced to
implement types of quasi-voucher plans to deal with the unique concerns of their
regions. Other state legislatures have decided that vouchers are not the only way to go-
- tuition tax credits offer families another alternative to the traditional public school
system. This chapter will focus on various programs throughout the nation that offer
additional perspectives on the current choice debate.
TUITION TOWNS-- PUBLICLY-SPONSORED PRIVATE SCHOOL
CHOICE
Two New England states provide an interesting twist on the school choice
/'
debate. Maine and Vermont are unique in that they have a large number of rural
regions that do not have public school districts ("tuition towns"). As such, the states
have allowed residents to send their children to private schools or to out-of-state public
schools for years. Recently, the long-standing programs met strong opposition when
legislators and parents attempted to bring parochial schools into the program. The
details of each case are addressed in this section.
Maine
Maine does not have a charter school or voucher program to date, although
several plans have been introduced in the state legislature. However, for the past two
centuries, the state of Maine has allowed rural areas that do not have public schools to
provide money for students to enroll in private schools. The law does not permit
students to use public money to attend religious schools, although they were included
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in the past.313
Maine is a significant part of the choice debate for one important reason. In
July 1997, the Institute for Justice filed a lawsuit on behalf of parents in tuition towns
who want to send their children to parochial schools. The Institute argued that
prohibiting parents from using the money to send their children to such schools
violates the free exercise and equal protection clauses of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments and the Maine constitution. The Cumberland County Superior Court in
Portland heard the case in April 1998. In the same month, the court ruled against the
families.
In November 1998, the case of Bagley et al v. Raymond School Department et al,
1999 ME 60; 728 A.2d 127, was heard on appeal by the Maine Supreme Court. On
April 26, 1999, the court upheld the state trial court's decision, ruling against the
parents. The court maintained that the inclusion of religious schools would violate the
state constitution. The Institute has initiated the appeals process in order to obtain
U.S. Supreme Court review of the case.
Another lawsuit was filed in federal district court, but met the same fate as in
the state lower court. On appeal, the First Circuit Court upheld the district court's
decision. The circuit court wrote in its opinion that the families' desired aid would
directly benefit religious schools, and for that reason it would violate the establishment
clause. On October 12, 1999, the Supreme Court denied certiori (Bagley et al v.
Raymond School Department et al, 1999 U.S. LEXIS 6845). Thus, the parents are not
allowed to use state money to send their children to parochial schools.
Vermont
Vermont does not have a charter or voucher plan at this time. Aweak charter
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law was passed by the state Senate in 1995, but died in the House. Vermont, like
Maine, offers public aid to families who live in tuition towns without public schools.
Ninety-percent of the state's towns are tuition towns: Vermont's program, which has
been in effect since 1869, allows students to choose eitherpublic schools or approved
independent schools located within or outside of the state. Approximately 300 students
attend schools in another state. The towns must pay full tuition costs for students who
choose public schools, but the voters decide whether to pay the full costs forthose who
choose independent schools. 314
Unti11962, it was legally possible for students to receive state aid to attend
Catholic schools. At that time, the Vermont Supreme Court ruled that the program
violated the state constitution. In 1996, the Chittenden school board attempted to
provide public money to send 14 students to a Catholic high school. In response, the
state cut off all educational aid to the town. In August of that year, Chittenden filed a
lawsuit in Rutland County Superior Court to recover the state aid that was being
withheld. In June 1997, the court decided that the town could not include religious
schools in its tuition aid plan. The town filed an appeal to the Vermont Supreme Court
in July 1997.315
In 1997, the state legislature attempted to remedy the situation by passing
legislation to create "Education Freedom Districts." Under this plan, the voters of a
school district could have designed their own school systems with little state regulation.
The districts could include vouchers, merit pay, charters, or any other choice option in
their plans. The legislation died before the House and Senate could vote on it.
Oral arguments in Chittenden Town School District and Cynthia Andrews et al
v. Vermont Department of Education and Elizabeth Sojourner et al, 1999 Vt. tEXIS 98,
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were heard by the Vermont Supreme Court in March 1998. Interestingly, in the March,
1999 elections, a new member was elected to the Chittenden school board. As a result,
the board voted to cease funding for the 14 students attending the Catholic high school.
The court decided the case regardless of the election and ruled that public aid to
sectarian schools was unconstitutional.316
Seven new choice bills were introduced in the Vermont legislature in 1999. The
bill proposals ranged from establishing pilot voucher programs in Orleans and Rutland
counties totax credits for home-schooled' children.317 Unfortunately, each of the bills
was defeated. There seems to be a significant level of support for some type of choice
initiative in the Vermont legislature. Perhaps the legislature fears that the issue will
once again make its way to court.
TUITION TAX CREDIT PROGRAMS
The Constitutional Test Case: Minnesota
Minnesota implemented a statewide open enrollment program in 1988 and
passed a very strong charter school law in 1991. The state also contracted out
management of its schools in 1993 with Public Strategies Group in Minneapolis. The
firm took control of 75 schools and, according to the agreement, would only be paid if
specific goals were met. The contract ended in 1998, when the group failed to reach
those goalS. 318
Minnesota is best known for being the first state to offer tax benefits to families
of private and parochial school students. Since the 1950s, families have been able to
take tax deductions for educational expenses at public, private, or parochial schools.
Such expenses include clothing, books, transportation, and supplies. In 1997, the
state legislature increased the deduction from $650 to $1,625 per student in grades K
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through 6 and from $1,000 to $2,500 per student in grades 7 through 12. The
legislature also expanded the list of deductions to include summer school, tutoring,
camp, and other expenses. Families with incomes of $33,500 or less qualify for tax
credits of up to $1,000 per child, with a cap at $2,000 per family.319
Several attempts have been made to weaken or repeal the tax credit and
deduction policies. Legislative efforts, such as increased regulations on admissions and
graduation requirements, have not been successful. Nor have legal efforts. The
Supreme Court addressed the question of the constitutionality of tax deductions for
educational expenses in the case of Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388; 103 S. Ct. 3062;
1983. The court upheld the deduction program, even though it most often benefited
religious school families, because it was offered to families with children at both public
and private schools.
Arizona
Arizona does not have a full choice program in place in any part of the state.
However, the state does have very strong charter school laws. A 1998 survey of
Arizona's public school teachers, conducted by Scott Milliman, Frederick Hess, and
April Gresham, shows that the creation of charter schools has had significant effects on
the public school system as a whole. The researchers found that since the
establishment of charter schools, public school districts have made a greater effort to
inform parents about school programs, they have promoted professional development
for teachers, and the working relationships between principals and teachers have
improved. Many Arizona residents and government officials argue that increased choice
wi11lead to even more improvement in the state's public education system.320
While Arizona's education policy is best known for its charter laws, the state also
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offers three other limited forms of school choice. Each of these programs began in the
1990s, and no major studies have been conducted at this point to determine the
effectiveness of the new programs. First, the state legislature passed an inter-district
open enrollment law in 1994, which allows all students to select the public school of
their choice. This law has garnered a great deal of support from the residents of
Arizona. A 1998 Goldwater Institute survey found that 73 percent of Arizona voters
support the parental right to send their children to the public schools of their choice,
regardless of district boundaries. 321
Second, special education students and other students whom the state
deterrtlines to be "unable to profit from public schools" are allowed touse state money
to attend the private schools of their choice. 322 In the school year beginning in 1996,
approximately 4,000 students attended private schools under this program. This is
interesting in that one·of the harshest criticisms of school choice policy is that private
schools are not equipped to handle special education students. These parents
obviously feel that the private schools are better able to teach their children.
Third, the state passed legislation in 1997 to allowfamilies to claim income tax
credits worth up to $500 for donations to private organizations which offer scholarships
to private and religious school children. The law also provides $200 credits for
contributions to public school extracurricular programs. "This is the first law of its
kind in the country. "323 This tax credit law is the most controversial of the choice
options described above. However, according to the Goldwater Institute survey
discussed above, 72 percent of voters support the prcigram. 324
The controversy over this third choice law stems from the fact that upon passage
of the legislation, the Arizona Education Association (AEA) attempted to gather enough
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signatures to place a referendum on the ballot to overturn the law. When this attempt
failed, the organization decided to switch gears and take its case to court. Other
organizations in the education establishment joined the AEA in their effort to overturn
the tax credit law.
In September 1997, the lawsuit was filed on behalf of the AEA, the Arizona
School Boards Association (ASBA), and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) in
the case of Kotterman etal v. Killian, 972 P.2d 606; 1999. The taxpayers, low-income
families, and Lisa Graham Keegan, the State Superintendent of Education, were
represented by the Institute for Justice, which has represented school choice advocates
in almost every choice case that has gone before a state or federal court.
Oral arguments were heard by the State Supreme Court in December, 1997.
The petitioners contended that the law violates the federal establishment clause and
three provisions of the state's constitution. On January 26, 1999 a decision was
rendered. The Court upheld the tax credit law by a vote of 3-2, citing the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision to uphold tuition tax credits in the case of Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S.
388,~ 103 S. Ct. 3062; 1983, and the Wisconsin Supreme Court's recent decision in the
.Milwaukee voucher case (Jackson v. Benson, 218 Wis. 2d 835; 578 N. W:2d 602; 1998)
as precedents. The Arizona Education Association appealed the case to the U.S.
Supreme Court (Kotterman et al v. Killian et al, 1999 U.S. LEXIS 6553; 68 U.S.L. W.
3232), and the court unanimously denied certiori on October 4, 1999. Thus, the state
Supreme Court decision stands.
State Superintendent Keegan has actively promoted school choice this year,
submitting two separate bills to the state legislature. However, neither proposal has
been passed into law. The first piece of legislation called for a statewide choice program
that offered vouchers for private or parochial education to all families whose children
qualify for free or reduced lunch programs. The voucher would be equal to the amourit
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the student would receive at a public charter school or to the amount of tuition at the
child's chosen school, whichever is less. State achievement tests would be
administered to all choice students to ensure that quality learning is taking place.325
The second bill called for "Parental Choice Grants," worth either $4,800 or the
chosen school's tuition, whichever is less, for low-income families. This plan also
included any private or parochial school. While this bill passed through the House, it
was defeated in the Senate. This was a surprise to many due to the fact that the
legislation made it through the Senate Education Committee and was supported by
Republican Governor Jane Dee Hull.
Iowa
Iowa has had a statewide open enrollment plan since 1992. Under this
program, 16,269 students chose the best public school for their needs in the 1998-1999
school year. Iowa also has a legally-tested voucher program in place to pay for
transportation costs. Families may choose private schools for their children and take a
tax deduction of up to $1,000 per child, but may only take four deductions per
family.326 Those families that do not itemize their tax deductions may choose to receive
tax credits instead.
In 1998, former Republican governor Terry E. Branstad signed a bill into law
that increases the tax credit from $100 to $250 per student on $1,000 of tuition
expenses.327 The bill also extended the expenses covered by the credit to include
extracurricular activities. In 1999, Republican House Speaker Ron Corbett asked for
yet another increase in the tax credit. He advocates an increase from 29 percent of the
first $1,000 in expenses to 50 percent. A vote is currently pending in the Iowa state
legislature. The new governor, Democrat TomVilsack, has not made his view of school
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choice programs public at this point. 328
Illinois
Illinois began experimenting with school choice in 1988 when the state
legislature enacted a law calling for a citywide public school choice program in Chicago.
In 1995, the city of Chicago made a bold move in putting Mayor Richard M. Daley in
charge of the city's entire school system. This is an initiative that has been discussed
in New York City and Philadelphia, but has not been acted upon as yet in either city. In
1996, the state passed a charter school bill and the first one opened in 1996.
The most comprehensive choice plans were introduced in 1997. First,
Republican State Representatives Peter Roskam and Roger McAuliffe introduced a
voucher bill to cover low-income students in the city of Chicago. The bill never came
out of the House Rules Committee. L~ter that year, Democratic Representative Kevin
.McCarthy and Republican Senator Dan Cronin introduced a bill to provide tax credits
for school expenses. The maximum credit would amount to $500 per family. The bill
passed through both houses in the state legislature, but was vetoed by former governor
Jim Edgar, a Democrat, in January 1998.329
The 1999 legislative year proved to be the key year for school choice in Illinois.
The state legislature passed a tuition tax credit bill, the "Illinois Educational Expenses
Tax Credit" plan, to provide $500 tax credits to parents for every $2,500 or more spent
on tuition, books, and lab fees. Parents must spend at least $250 on such expenses in
order to receive any amount of credit. The new governor, Republican George H. Ryan,
signed the bill and the program took effect for the 1999-2000 school year. Thus, Illinois
will provide a test case for tax credits within the following decade as results come in
from prospective studies. The local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers filed
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a lawsuit on state constitutional grounds in Franklin County Circuit Court in July
1999. The Institute for Justice has agreed to argue the case on behalf of the state.
TWO POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO A SINGLE
STATE CONSTITUTION: MICHIGAN
Mter a long period of political strife, the Michigan legislature succeeded in
passing a charter school bill in December, 1994. A stronger charter school law had
been passed previously, but a contingency of teachers' unions and the American Civil
Liberties Union filed a lawsuit claiming that charter schools were unconstitutional.
They argued in Ingham County Circuit Court that charter schools could not receive
public money because they are not regulated by the State Board of Education,33o In
November 1994, the Circuit Judge agreed that charter schools could not receive state
money.
Governor John Engler, a Republican, and a group of state legislators tailored the
existing law and proposed new charter legislation in response to the judge's ruling. The
new bill, which called for greater state regulation of "Public School Academies"
(otherwise known as charter schools), passed in December 1994. Upon passage of the
new legislation, Governor Engler began pushing for additional options for parents in the
state of Michigan.
Sixty-seven percent of the Michigan public school districts offer intradistrict
choice to their students. However, interdistrict choice failed to make it through the
state House of Representatives. In July 1995, the Senate passed legislation that would
allow students to enroll in any school district in the state, but the bill died before
reaching Governor Engler for signature.331
A more comprehensive school choice measure is not in Michigan's near future
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due to the fact that the state constitution contains an explicit prohibition against it. In
1972, the state legislature passed an amendment, which outlawed state aid to religious
schools. 332 A grassroots organization known as TEACH (Toward Educational
Accountability and Choice) Michigan is actively lobbying for a ballot initiative calling for
a repeal of the constitutional prohibition.333 The group took a contingency of Mrican-
American leaders from Detroit to Milwaukee to show them what school choice is doing
for minority youth there.334 The organization has also been successful in loosening the
restrictions on charter schools and establishing more throughout the state.
New legislation was proposed to the state legislature by the Mackinac Center for
Public Policy in November 1997. This legislation called for a "Universal Tuition Tax
Credit" against one of three state taxes for any individual or organization who
contributed money toward a student's private or alternative public school tuition,335
The Detroit News, the city's major newspaper, strongly endorsed the plan. 336
In 1998, an organization called School Choice YESI, became a leader in the fight
for choice in Michigan. This group, along with many choice advocacy groups
throughout Michigan, began gathering signatures to get a tuition tax credit measure on
the November 2000 ballot. Their proposal is based on the plan developed by the
Mackinac Center. It would allow individuals or organizations to credit their taxes by up
to 80 percent of the cost that they contribute to tuition. The proposal also calls for a
credit cap at $2,800, which is equal to half of the Michigan per-pupil public school
expenditure.337
In 1999, a coalition of choice advocates formed Kids First! Yes! in an effort to
amend the Michigan constitution to give vouchers to parents of children enrolled in
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districts considered to be "at-risk." The primary aim of this coalition is to not only offer
parents the choice of private schools, but also parochial schools. The organization
needs to gather 302,000 signatures in order to get the proposed amendment on the
November 2000 ballot. 338 Ed Sarpolus, vice-president of EPIC/MRA, conducted a
survey in August 1999, which demonstrates that the amendment campaign has the
potential to increase turnout in the 2000 election by 315,887 voters. 339
This amendment would repeal the 1970 ban on using tax money to benefit
families who choose parochial schools, would allocate vouchers worth $3,100 to
students who attend public schools where less than two-thirds of the students
graduate, and would allow voters or school boards to start individual voucher programs
in districts that graduate over two-thirds oftheir students. 34o The amendment would
also guarantee that state and local funding of public education would never fall below
the expenditures paid in the 2000-2001 school year. 341
David Arsen, David Plank, and Gary Sykes are currently conducting a study of
the effects of various choice policies on Michigan's education system. The project is
being funded- by the Michigan Applied Public Policy Research Program at Michigan State
University. They expect to release their report by the end of 1999. Among the results
they have found thus far are that opportunities have expanded the most for inner city
students with below-average performance levels in their public schools and that public
school districts are responding to the programs by introducing new initiatives aimed at
competing with other schools in their areas. 342
This discussion of various choice programs throughout the nation
demonstrates the principle that one size does not fit all in education policy. The states
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are acting as experimental laboratories for policy-makers across the nation, and proving
that different states will be successful with different programs. Another point that
emanates from this comparison of choice policies is that the cities seem to be the
natural arena for experimentation.
This can be attributed to several factors. For one, cities tend to have large
Catholic populations, and Catholic schools are in close proximity to virtually every city
neighborhood. In the saine sense, rural areas are less likely to have parochial or private
schools within easy traveling distance. It is difficult enough, as in the Maine and
Vermont cases, to find public schools in rural regions. Thus, cities are the natural
laboratory for school choice policy experimentation, ana perhaps after the effects of city
programs are more concrete, the programs will spread to other regions.
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CHAPTER SIX:
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SCHOOL CHOICE
Is school choice constitutional? This is a question that has invoked different
responses from different courts. Choice advocates and choice opponents contrast in
their interpretations of the federal and state court rulings that have been handed down
on the issue thus far. It is clear that the question has not been answered with fmality.
The constitutionality issue is One that the Supreme Court must address in the very near
future in order to clarify the contradictions among various state court rulings.
Unfortunately, however, a Supreme Court ruling may merely add to the confusion if the
justices decide to weigh choice cases on case by case bases. The best that interested
parties can hope for is that the Court outline the major guidelines that will render a
choice plan constitutional.
There are many reasons why the courts have handed down inconsistent rulings.
First, one state court may have a very differentmakeup from another. Thus, the
judges' opinions on the choice issue may vary. Second, each choice plan is unique and
may be upheld or struck down for reasons which would not apply to other plans. Thus,
the rulings do not have universal applicability to all choice plans. These two factors
help to explain the inconsistency among rulings, but neither puts the confusion to rest.
Instead, they also demonstrate why a United States Supreme Court ruling on the issue
is long overdue. A Supreme Court decision is the only means by which a universal
ruling can take effect for all of the states in the nation.
School choice is not a new issue for the courts. Cases involving public aid to
religious schools span eight decades. The Supreme Court first recognized the parental
right to send children to parochial schools in the caseof Pierce v. Societv of Sisters, 268
U.S. 510; 45 S. Ct. 571; 1925. Three years later, providing textbooks for parochial
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school children through the use of public tax dollars was upheld in the case of Cochran
v. Louisiana State Board of Education, 281 U.S. 370; 50 S. Ct. 335; 1930.
In Roemer v. Maryland (1947), the court upheld funding for religiously-affiliated
colleges and in 1968, bus transportation was provided to parochial school children as a
result of the Everson v. New Jersey State Board of Education case. Providing textbooks,
transportation, and funding for religious colleges were also determined to be
constitutional. The primary question in each case was whether the action benefited the
schools directly or indirectly. As long as the primary beneficiary was the student, the
action was upheld. This remains the central focus of the courts in deciding choice
issues today.
In September 1997, Clint Bolick conducted a study for the Heritage Organization
entitled "School Choice, the Law, and the Constitution: A Primer for Parents and
Reformers." In the study, he divides choice programs into three categories-- tax
deductions and credits, targeted scholarships to specific populations, and child-
centered funding. He discusses court cases, which fall only into the first two categories
in this study. He describes his outlook on the third category, butdoes not. discuss any
court cases that pertain to it.
TAX BENEFITS CASES
Tax credits and deductions were the subject of several court cases. First, the
Supreme Court heard the case of Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty
v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756; 93 S. Ct. 2955; 1973. In this decision, the court struck down
a New York law that offered tax benefits to families who chose private schools for their
children. The justices maintained that because the program provided benefits only to
private school families, it "created an incentive for children to attend religious
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schools."343 The court did not address the question of whether offering the saine
benefits to those who chose public schools would make the program constitutional.
The Supreme Court did address this question in the case of Muellerv. Allen, 463
U.S. 388; 103 S. Ct. 3062; 1983. This case dealt with the Minnesota program, which
offered income tax deductions for educational expenses. The court upheld such
deductions, even though they were used most often by parochial school families,
because they were offered to public, private, and parochial school families alike. This
ruling paved the way for new tax credit and deduction programs throughout the nation.
The Supreme Court of Arizona recently upheld the state's tax credit and
deduction plan, by a vote of three to two in the case of Kotterman et al v. Killian et al,
972 P.2d 606; 1999. The court cited Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388; 103 S. Ct. 3062;
1983 and the Wisconsin Supreme Court's recent decision in the Milwaukee voucher
case (Jackson v. Benson, 218 Wis. 2d 835; 578 N. W2d 602; 1998) as precedents.
Emphasizing the neutrality with which the plan treated public, private, and parochial
school families, the judges wrote that the tax benefits did not favor one group over
another. The Arizona Education Association appealed the case to the U.S. Supreme
Court, who denied certiori on October 4, 1999 (Kotterman et al v. Killian et al, 1999 U.S.
LEXIS 6553; 68 U. S.L. W. 3232).
The Giacommucci v. Southeast Delco School District (1998) case, heard by a
Pennsylvahia trial judge, centered on a program which offered tax benefits to aid
families who, by choosing alternative schools for their children, relieved their local
school districts of educational expenses,344 The local teachers union and the local
chapter of Americans United for Separation of Church and State went to court to
challenge the program's legality under the Pennsylvania constitution. A Delaware
327 Bolick, Clint and Richard D. Komer. "School Choice: Answers to the Most Frequently Asked Legal
Questions" http://www.edexcellence.net/library/bolich.html. 2.
344 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Pennsylvania," 2.
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County judge ruled before the case even went to trial that the Southeast Delco school
board had "overstepped its authority by establishing its own voucher system outside the
state's public school code."345
This case is another that is cited as a victory by both sides of the choice debate.
Choice opponents argue that the Delco case was one more in a line of court cases that
proved choice is unconstitutional. Choice supporters point to the fact that the state
trial court never addressed the issue of constitutionality, and instead ruled in favor of
the teachers union on statutory grounds. The judge wrote that the case has no bearing
on choice beyond Pennsylvania, and that opportunities for school districts to
experiment with choice programs may be provided by the state legislature. The case is
currently being appealed to the state court of appeals.
The new Illinois tax credit plan is about to make its way into the courts as the
.next in a long line of cases challenging school choice. The American Federation of
Teachers filed a lawsuit on state constitutional grounds in July, 1999, barely a month
after the legislation was passed. The Institute for Justice will once again argue the case
in favor of the state.
TARGETED BENEFITS CASES
Cases involving plans which target individuals or groups of individuals begin
with Witters v. Department of Services for the Blind, 475 U.S. 1091; 106S. Ct. 1485;
1986. In this case, the Supreme Court unanimously upheld the use of tax dollars for a
blind student in a religious college. This is significant because the student was
studying to become a minister. The policy was upheld even though the aid was directly
transmitted in this case. But the court held that "any aid provided by Washington's
program that ultimately flows to religious institutions does so only as the result of the
345 Americans United for Separation of Church and State. "Pennsylvania Court Strikes Down Private
School Voucher Plan.. http://www.au.org/prl01598.htmI5 Oct. 1998: 1.
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genuinely independent and private choices of aid recipients."346 A petition for rehearing
was quickly filed, but was denied by the court.
In Zobrest v. Catalina Foothills School District, 509 U.S. 1; 113 S. Ct. 2462;
1993, the Supreme Court held that public funds may be used to provide an interpreter
for a hearing-impaired student in a Catholic high school. The court declared that "the
statute ensures that a government-paid interpreter will be present in a sectarian school
only as a result of the private decision of individual parents."347 The interpreter
translated both religious and nonreligious lessons, and the state did not create an
incentive for the child or other children to choose religious schools through this action.
The Milwaukee Cases
Targeted benefits cases also involve those plans in which vouchers are targeted
at disadvantaged student populations such as those represe~dby the Milwaukee and
Cleveland cases. The first voucher case to come before a state Supreme Court was the
Milwaukee case.. On June 26, 1990, the Wisconsin Supreme Court declined the
voucher opponents' request for an injunction of the program in the case of Felmers
Chaney et al. v. Grover et al (1991).348 However, one day before the decision was
rendered, Williams and lawyer Clint Bolick, from the Institute for Justice, entered their
own suit on behalfof a number of choice parents and students. They named State
Superintendent Herbert Grover as the defendant in the case.
Grover's lawyers argued that the MPCP was unlawful on procedural grounds,
because the bill through which it was passed was "local and private."349 The issue of
constitutionality was never addressed. Williams and Bolick argued that forcing schools
to sign a contract regarding special education would be to convert the private schools
346 Bolick, Clint. "School Choice, the Law, and the Constitution: A Primer for Parents and Reformers" The
Heritage Foundation Roe Backgrounder No. 1139 (http:www.heritage.org/library/categories/
bg1139.html) 19 Sept. 1997: 4.
347 Bolick, "School Choice, the Law, and the Constitution," 4.
348 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 90.
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into public schools. On August 6, 1990, the court decided in the case of Davis et al v.
Grover et al that the program was lawful on all counts and declared that the contracts
posed "a burden more onerous for this program than for others. "350
The Milwaukee voucher case found its way back into court on appeal in
November, 1990. This time, the Wisconsin Court of Appeals struck down the program.
On appeal, the state Supreme Court upheld the program by a four to three vote in the
case of Davis et al v. Grover et al, 166 Wis. 2d 501; 480 N. W:2d 460; 485 N. W:2d 839;
1992. The Supreme Court of Wisconsin reversed an appeals court decision and allowed
the original Milwaukee voucher program to stand. At that point, the program still
involved only public and private school students; religious schools had not yet been
added to the program.
In 1993, the debate found its way to the courtroom yet again. Four families
joined together and filed a suit against new State Superintendent John Benson, citing
the fact that they were denied participation in the program after losing in the lottery
process. The families, led by lawyer Mark Bredemeier from the Institute for Justice,
argued that because nonsectarian private schools were included in the program and
sectarian schools were not, the program violated the Free Exercise clause of the
Constitution. In the case of Miller et al v. Benson et al, 878 F. Supp. 1209; 1995, a U.S.
District Court decided that to strike the word nonsectarian from the law would be a
violation of the principle of separation of powers. The legislative branch, not the courts,
have the authority to write laws. The decision also hinged on the question of how the
payments would be made to choice parents utilizing religious schools.
The passage of this legislation added fuel to the fire of the Benson case, now
~
waiting to be heard by an appeals court. In August, 1995, a coalition formed by the
American Civil Liberties Union, the National Education Association, the National
. 350 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 107.
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and others succeeded in blocking
the implementation of the extended program through an injunction.351 The injunction
came as approximately 2,000 students were about to enter their new religious schools.
In 1996, the Wisconsin Supreme Court divided evenly over the issue of the
program's constitutionality, and sent the case to a trial judge who overturned the
program in 1997. The Wisconsin District Court of Appeals upheld the trial judge's
decision by a two to one vote later that year. In 1998, Governor Thompson led a charge
to appeal the decision to the state Supreme Court. Fortunately for choice supporters,
the makeup of the court had changed since its 1996 tie vote. This time, by a vote of
four to two, the court declared in the case of Jackson et al v. Benson et al, 218 Wis. 2d
835; 578 N. W.2d 602; 1998, that all aspects of the expanded program are constitutional
under both the United States and Wisconsin constitutions. By a vote of four totwo, the
court decided that the program is constitutional under both the state and national
constitutions. The justices wrote that the program "does not violate the Establishment
Clause because it has a secular purpose, it will not have the primary effect of advancing
religion and it will not lead to excessive entanglement."352
On appeal, the United States Supreme Court decided by a vote of eight to one to
decline to hear the Jackson et al v. Benson et al case, 119 S. Ct. 466; 1998, thereby
allowing the Wisconsin Supreme Court ruling to stand. Justices Rehnquist, Stevens,
O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, Souter, Thomas, and Ginsburg agreed to deny certiori;
Justice Breyer was the sole judge to vote to grant certiori. This decision, the only one
ever made by the Supreme Court on a voucher case, was handed down on November
11, 1998. Choice proponents took the decision as a Supreme Court signal to continue
with further expansion of the Milwaukee program and others throughout the nation. In
351 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Wisconsin" 4.
352 The Center for Education Reform. "We Win! Court Says Yes! To Milwaukee School Choice! And
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reality, it shows either that the justices support choice as an option for American
families or they simply support the Milwaukee plan. Regardless, their decision implies
that in at least some cases, public aid to private and parochial schools through
vouchers is constitutional.
The .Cleveland Cases
The Cleveland voucher plan is currently the most insecure plan in the court
system. The case first went to court in January 1996 when the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) filed for a court injunction of the program.353 In July of the same year,
the Franklin County Common Pleas Court rejected the AFT's argument and upheld the
Cleveland program, arguing that the vouchers benefit nonpublic schools only indirectly.
In May 1997, the Ohio Court of Appeals unanimously voted to overturn the
lower court's decision and declared that the program was unconstitutional in Simmons-
Harris et al v. Goff et al, 1997 Ohio App. LEXIS 1766. The court decided that the
program violated the FirstAmendment and the Ohio constitution's religious
establishment provision. The court also declared that the program violated a
procedural provision of the state constitution, which states that all "general laws" must
have "statewide application. "354 The Ohio Supreme Court allowed the program to
continue while the legal process ensued, granting the state's request for a stay of the
appeals court's decision in July 1997.
In September 1998, the Ohio Supreme Court heard oral arguments and on May
27, 1999 handed down its decision in the case of Simmons-Harris et al v. Goff et al, 86
Ohio St. 3d 1; 711 N.E.2d203; 1999. On May 27,1999, the Ohio Supreme Court
handed down its ruling on the Cleveland voucher program. This decision has led to
much of the confusion over whether vouchers have been victorious in the courts. By a
353 Shokraii Rees"and Youseff, "Ohio," 2.
354 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Ohio," 3.
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five to two vote, the court struck down the voucher program on a technicality, namely
that the plan had been passed as a rider on another bill. Such an action is unlawful in
·Ohio. Fortunately for the children enrolled in choice schools this year, the ruling did
not take effect until June 30, 1999. Thus, they were allowed to finish the school years
in their chosen schools.
The complicating factor in the ruling is that the justices included a section in
their opinion, which upheld the constitutionality of the vouchers under the religious
clauses of the constitution. They wrote that a link between government and religion is
only indirectly created by vouchers and does not constitute direct public aid to religious
institutions. Therefore, the program "does not have the primary effect of advancing
religion and does not excessively entangle government with religion. "355
This ruling, once again, resulted in interested parties on both sides reporting
victory on the issue. Choice advocates argued that the court upheld the
constitutionality of vouchers and struck down their adversaries' main argument against
them. Clint Bolick, litigation director at the Institute for Justice, argues, "This ruling
decisively demonstrates that parental choice is constitutional."356 Opponents argued
that the ruling is a victory for them because it shows that the state legislature cannot
get a voucher plan passed unless it does so unlawfully. To them, this means that
support for choice is not as strong as advocates would have the public believe. By the
end of the summer of 1999, victory .in this case was quelled due to· the action of a
federal district court judge. Before
its 1999 summer break, the Cleveland State legislature passed a new voucher plan,
thus reauthorizing the program. However, the Ohio Education Association, American
Civil Liberties Union, and People for the American Way, filed suit in federal court, and
355 Henry, "Ohio Vouchers Defeated," 3A.
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on August 24, 1999, the new program was struck down by District Court Judge
Solomon Oliver, Jr in the case of Simmons-Harris et al v. Zelman et al, Case No.: 1:99
CV 1740, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1818; 54F. Supp. 2d 725; 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15117. To
the shock of choice families, the decision was handed down just as students were able
to begin the 1999-2000 school year, leaving many students without schools and new
schools with extra staff and materials. Judge Oliver maintained that the program is
unconstitutional because the majority of the choice schools participating are sectarian.
On August 27, 1999, the judge reversed his ruling in part in the case of
Simmons-Harris et al v. Zelman et al, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1740, Case No.: 1:99 CV 1818;
54 F. Supp. 2d 725; 1999 U.S. Dist. 13291, and allowed the students who had
participated in the program the year before to return to their choice schools. But
children entering their first year in the program are still forced to return to their
previous schools or to find the money to pay tuition at their choice schools. Judge
Oliver has already indicated that "there is no substantial possibility that he would
ultimately rule in favor of the program" in the trial which is set for December 13,
1999.357
The state and the Institute for Justice petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to
overturn the judge's order; due to the fact that the appeals court has repeatedly ignored
their request. The Court decided on November 5, 1999, in the case of Zelman et al v.
Simmons-Harris et aI, 99A320; 1999 U.S. LEXIS 7480; 68 U.S.L. W. 3307, to grant a stay
of the injunction. This allows all of the choice participants to stay in their chosen
schools until an appeals court hears the case on its merits. Justices Stevens, Breyer,.
Ginsburg, and Souter voted to. deny the stay. This may eventually provide the
necessary test case for voucher programs throughout the nation. As Clint Bolick
357 Belluck, Pam. "Cleveland Voucher Program Is Blocked at Start of School", The New York Times
(http://web.1exis-nexis.com/unive~se ... 117426d121eedb1bb277f6e&taggedDocs=) 25 Aug. 1999: .
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argues, "This case has Supreme Court written allover it."358
Maine and Vermont
Bolick describes the Maine and Vermontprograms as "variations of targeted
scholarships."359 The Supreme Judicial Court of Maine added a decision to the
collection on April 23, 1999, when it handed down its ruling on the Bagley et al v.
Raymond School Department et al, 1999 ME 60; 728 A.2d 127; 1999, case. The court
upheld the state trial court's decision, ruling against the parents in tuition towns who
wanted to send their children to religious schools with state money. The judges
declared that the inclusion of religious schools would violate the state's constitution.
The Institute for Justice aPIlealed the families' case to the U.S. Supreme Court.
A similar case went to federal court, where a district court ruled that public
funding to religious schools in Maine is unconstitutional and the First U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Boston upheld the district court's decision. The circuit court wrote
in its opinion that the aid would be direct and therefore, would violate the
establishment clause. The American Center for Law and Justice appealed this case to
the United States Supreme Court. Thus, the Maine program had two chances to be
heard by the highestcourt in the land. The Supreme Court unanimously denied
certiori in Bagley et al v. Raymond School Department etal, 1999 U.S. LEXIS 6845,on
October 12, 1999. Thus, the parents are unable to use their vouchers for private
schools, and confusion remains.
The decision to exclude parochial schools from tuition town funding in Vermont
was declared in 1962 by the Vermont Supreme Court. The court ruled that aid to
342 Brassfield, Mike. "Ohio voucher program blocked" St. Petersburg Times
(http://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe...9344a9c856c504bfa3a5b6f&taggedDocs=) 25 Aug.
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religious schools violated the state constitution. However, the issue arose again over
thirty years later. In 1996, the town of Chittenden filed a 19-wsuit in Rutlarid County
Superior Court to recover state aid that was being withheld as a response to the town's
attempt to use the money to send students to religious schools. In June 1997, the
..
court decided that the town could not include religious schools. iIi its tuition aid plan.
The town filed an appeal to the Supreme Court of Vermont in July, 1997, where
oral arguments were heard in March 1998. In the case of Chittenden Town School
District and Cynthia Andrews et al v. Vermont Department of Education and Elizabeth
Sojourner et al, 1999 Vt. LEXIS 98, the state Supreme Court determined that school
districts may not make tuition payments to parochial schools "in the absence of
adequate safeguards against the use of such funds for religious worship."360
. Massachusetts
One case currently before the courts is unique in that it concerns an
amendment to the Massachusetts state constitution. In Massachusetts, a group of
parents filed a federal lawsuit against the state's 1854 Anti-Aid Amendment to the state
constitution in 1998. The parents argue that the amendment, which prohibits public
aid to religious schools, violates the First Amendment.361
l. The state constitution also bars individuals or groups from changing the law
through a petition campaign. The Boston federal court allowed a petition drive in this
case, and the parents registered 70,000 signatures. However, the Town Hall only
certified 59,000 and the Secretary of State's office omitted 3,500 because of "legal
technicalities." The parents filed a lawsuit in the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court, where the judges decided on July 16, 1999 that any "extraneous markings" on a
ballot sheet may disqualify all of the signatures· on that sheet.~62 .·The court insisted
360 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Vermont," 3.
361 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "Massachusetts," 4.
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that the burden is "not onerous. "363
Florida
Florida is shaping up to be the next test case for tuition vouchers. The NAACP,
the ACLU, Florida teachers unions, the American Jewish Congress, and People for the
American Way joined to file a lawsuit in Leon County Circuit Court in June, 1999. They
argue that the program violates both the state and the U.S. constitutions. The hearing
was held on September 29, 1999, and a decision is pending. A second suit was filed
July, 1999 by the American Federation of Teachers. A trial date has not yet been set. 364
Conclusion
Clint Bolick and Richard Komer argue that choice programs that have survived
constitutional challenges usually have three common elements. First, the decisions as
to what school the children will attend must be made by the individual families and not
the state. In this way, public funds are indirectly transmitted to the schools. Second,
as in the Mueller, Witters, and Zobrest cases, the programs do not create economic
incentives for families to choose private schools. Third, the programs do not create
excessive state entanglement in religious schools.365 Only a minimal number of
regulations should be permitted in a solid choice program. Private schools, for
instance, should not be forced to participate in the programs.
As Michael W. McConnell, who represented the Milwaukee plan's supporters in
court, argues, this issue "promises to be the biggest political and constitutional fight of
the coming decade."366 Most interested parties agree that it has come time for the U.S.
Supreme Court to answer the constitutional question once and for all. Clint Bolick
maintains, "Until a definitive ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court is handed down on the
363 Doherty, "SJC Ruling," 2.
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constitutionality of school choice-- which could occur within the next two years-- it is
impossible to predict with certainty how school choice plans will fare in court."367
Perhaps Elliott Min<?berg, of the anti-voucher organization People for the American Way,
analyzed the situation best. After the May 1999 Cleveland ruling, he said, "What this
really does to the whole fight over vouchers is to muddy the waters further. Now courts
are deeply divided over this very contentious issue, and ultimately, the Supreme Court
will have to resolve this issue once and for all."368 The newest Clevel!illd ruling has
muddied the waters even further.
The most important reason why the Supreme Court must address the choice
issue once and for all is because of problems witnessed in the aftermath of the recent
Cleveland decision. Children, parents, schools, teachers, and legislators are affected by
the confusion. Children have twice been left with no school to go to just as new years
began; once in Milwaukee, and once in Cleveland. This creates an environment of
chaos for parents who must find new schools very quickly, for schools and teachers
that either lose students or gain students at the very last minute before the doors open
for the new year, and for legislators who are wary of passing such programs when this
chaos is the result. If the question is answered finally by the Supreme Court,
legislators will be free to experiment with new programs and the programs will be more
stable and reliable for study.
There are a number of test cases that have emerged in recent months. The
Supreme Court has been petitioned or will eventually be petitioned to hear a variety of
new cases. The judges must simply choose a case and decide once and for all whether
vouchers are constitutional, as they did with tax credits in 1983·(Mueller v. Allen, 463
U.S. 388; 103 S. Ct. 3062; 1983). There is no excuse to delay the decision any further.
367 Bolick, "School Choice, the Law, and theConstitution," l.
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State and federal district and appeals courts are beginning to use their decision-making
authority as a vehicle to exercise political power. The courts are not political entities
and should leave the politicking to the legislative and executive branches of the
government.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
SCHOOL CHOICE POLITICS
School choice is not merely a philosophical or a legal issue; it is an extremely
contentious political issue as well. Beginning in 198'3 with the release of A Nation at
Risk, choice became a central focus in state and national educational policy debates.
On the state front, since the 1980san overwhelming majority of governors from across
the nation have joined together in support of school choice options. President Ronald
Reagan was the first national leader to draw attention to parental choice in education
as a viable alternative to the status quo. His successor, President George Bush,
continued his efforts to expand support for choice policies.
The tide turned on the national political scene with the election of President Bill
Clinton in 1992. The Clinton administration indicated its support for public school
choice, but the policy was not a particularly salient issue to the new president. The
2000 election is shaping up to be a major battleground in the debate over school choice.
Most of the candidates have revealed their positions at this point, and each will be
considered in the following discussion.
CHOICE: A POLITICAL HISTORY
In 1986, the National Governors Association began pushing for public school
choice programs in a number of states as a first step toward a more comprehensive
choice policy. Democratic Governor Rudy Perpich of Minnesota and Republican.
Governor Tommy Thompson of Wisconsin were the first governors to successfully get
choice legislation through their state legislatures. Other governors quickly followed
their colleagues and joined in the effort to provide choices to their states' residents.
As noted previously,. Dougherty and Sostre cite five reasons why the majority of
state governors began to support choice proposals in the 1980s.First, interest group
pressure began to build as the country's mediocre education system became a major
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focus on.the national scene. Second, state governors were interested in sustaining
economic growth. Third, they realized that choice "coincides with America's belief in the
market. "369 Fourth, the proposals were less expensive than raising teachers' salaries or
extending the school year. 370 Fifth, the governors noticed that programs focusing
higher stan~ards in the schools were not producing desired results. Thus, while
economic factors clearly were key, political elements also played a significant role in the
governors' agenda-formation. Another reason why the decade provided an ideal time for
state governors to focus attention on the choice issue is because Presidents Reagan and
Bush took on the issue nationally during the same period.
President Ronald Reagan's strong support for choice initiatives played right into
his Cold War-focused foreign and domestic policies. A.ta time when a majority of
Americans saw "beating the Russians" as the most important objective of American
foreign policy, a report that deemed American education as an institution in crisis
stimulated intense concern and heated debate. In large part due to this need on the
part of Americans to outperform their Russian "enemies" in every way possible,
President Reagan did not need ~o do much convincing to persuade his constituency that
the education system had to be improved. He framed the issue as one of national
security, ~d urged legislators to act before Americans began losing their jobs and
companies to more highly-educated Asian workers, their lead in the space race to more
scientific~ly-trainedforeign competitors, and most importantly their democracy to the
evils of Communism.
<?,
President Reagan did promote several minor changes within the education
system, such as those espoused by the popular "bl;l.ck to the basics" movement of the
1980s. Hpwever, he went even further and became the first president to encourage a:
369 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva," 35.
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fundamental change in the education system as a whole. The first thing he did was
propose the abolishment of the U. S. Department 'of Education, which ha~ just been
created under the Carter Administration. The purpose behind it was to eliminate the
bureaucracy involved in implementing educational policy. This idea, which has been
picked up by several contemporary conservative leaders, was very unpopular during
Reagan's term.
As discussed previously, President Reagan also submitted federal tax c':lt
legislation for private school families several times during his tenure. Each time,
however, the Democrat-controlled Congress blocked the legislation. The president had
a greater degree of success later in his presidency when he shifted his approach to a
more policy-driven orientation. In accordance with this new approach, he proposed
legislation that called for vouchers targeted to low-income families to get remedial
education for their children at any private or public school of their choice. Although
this legislation failed to pass through the Congress, the president was successful in
shifting the issue from one that was espoused only by elite conservatives to one that
would be supported by a variety of Americans. As a result, school choice garnered a
significantly higher level of support throughout the nation in both the state and
national arenas.
In analyzing the educational policy of a presidential administration, it is
important to study the ep.tire administration rather than the president's actions alone.
The education secretary in an administration plays a particularly meaningful role in the
formation and delivery of educational policy initiatives and is the primary spokesperson
of the president on educational issues. President Reagan's Education Secretary, Bill
Bennett, was and isa key proponent of school choice policies. Although he no longer
holds a governmental position, he continues to be a noted advocate of choice for all
American families. He currently holds the position of senior fellow at the Heritage
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Foundation, a conservative think tank tI:at strongly supports choice policy.
The Reagan Administration's efforts at attaining school choice were carried on
by the Bush Administration. President Bush introduced his "America 2000: An
Educational Strategy," agenda in 1991. In an effort to garner support for his agenda he
concentrated first on public school choice, citing private choice as the long-term
objective of his administration. One of the most noteworthy actions of the Bush
administration occurred when Education Secretary Lamar Alexander hosted a "White
House workshop on school choice" in 1989.371 After the workshop, Alexander became a
prominent figure in the school choice debate and remains one to this day.
Through the White House workshop, Alexander united Bush's national agenda
with the agendas of a number of state governors throughout the country. The
attendees issued a statement at the end of the workshop, citing the following positive
aspects of choice policy: it changes the structure of education, recognizes individuality,
fosters competition and accountability, improves outcomes, keeps potential dropouts in
.school and draws others back, increases parental freedom, increases parental
satisfaction and involvement, and enhances educational opportunity.372
Dougherty and Sostre argue that Presidents Reagan and Bush were very
successful in their attempts to reformulate the choice issue to appeal to a wider variety
of American citizens. As a result of this reformulation, the Republican presidents were
able to portray their Democratic opponents as captives of teachers unions and others in
the "education establishment."373 This created an extremely difficult situation for
Democrats, who traditionally receive a great deal of financial and political support from
teachers unions.
Many Democrats began to realize by the end of the 1980s that it was not in their
371 Wells and Crain, "Do Parents," 92.
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best interest to oppose all choice initiatives and that they should choose their battles
wisely. As a result, a significant proportion of Democrats came out in favor of limited
choice alternatives, arguing that the nation needed legislation to ensure equal
educational opportunity for minority children. This policy-driven orientation fared well
for the Democratic Party, the party that has traditionally portrayed itself as the
champion of the poor. The party would not, however, go so far as to include parochial
schools or u~per and middle class families in the policy initiatives they supported.
Although a number of individual Democrats support such policies, the party as a whole
does not.
The election of President Bill Clinton in 1992 signaled a significant shift in
educational policy on the part of the White House. On October 18, 1990, then-
Governor Clinton of Arkansas sent Wisconsin State Representative Polly Williams a
congratulatory letter, commending her "visionary" program.374 Then in the 1996
presidential debate, President Clinton stated, "If a local school district in Cleveland or
any place else wants to have a private school choice plan like Milwaukee did, let them
have at it."375 However, he changed his tune upon taking office.
While he has repeatedly indicated his support for public school choice, he has
not made the policy a priority in his education agenda. Furthermore, he has spoken
out against vouchers and tax credits for private school children, and he vetoed S. 1502,
the D. C. Student Opportunity Scholarship Act of 1998. The bill would have made
vouchers worth up to $3,200 available to low-income students in the nation's capitol,
allowing them to attend any public, private, or parochial school of their choice.376
This program, which would have cost $7 million, was supported by 65 percent of
the city's black residents and 56 percent of the city's total population,. according to
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Heritage Foundation analysts. 377 The bill, sponsored by Republican Senator Daniel R.
Coats of Indiana, had two Democratic and two Republican cosponsors. After the Senate
passed it by a voice voteon November 9, 1997, and the House passed it by a vote of
214-206 on April 30, 1998, the legislation was vetoed by the president on May 20,
1998. The president also vetoed a measure in 1998 that would have provided tax
incentives for parents who want to send their children to private schools.378 A similar
measure, introduced by Republican Congressman Bill Archer, is part of the Republican
tax cut bill that the president vetoed in September 1999.379
President Clinton's Secretary of Education, Richard Riley, issued a statement
upon the release of the president's new education agenda in his 1999 State of the Union
Address. He said that the Clinton administration believes all low-income parents
should have the opportunity to send their children to any public school in their town
and that all uncertified teachers should be restricted from teaching low-income
children. 38o Acting Deputy Education Secretary Marshall S. Smith added that the
administration supports districts that include magnet schools.
One reason why the Clinton administration supports this limited approach to
choice is that teachers unions have offered their endorsement of the policies. Sandra
Feldman, American Federation of Teachers president, argues that the Clinton proposals
would level the playing field for poor children. 381 This policy is a wise one for President
Clinton, who is in the difficult position of having to satisfy both the average voters and
the education establishment.
Currently, the United States House and Senate have a number of school choice
377 Shokraii Rees and Youseff, "District of Columbia," 1.
378 Klott, Gary. "Tax-cut bi11likely to expand education exemptions" The Houston Chronicle
(http://web.1exis-nexis.com/universe...d5=b705f7d54ac781258f7947248a8Ie31b) 31 May 1999:
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bills in committee waiting to be debated. To name a few, S. 138 and HR 741, the K-12
Community Participation Act of 1999 and K-12 Education Excellence Now (KEEN) Act
respectively, sponsored by Republican Senator Jon L. Kyl. of Arizona and Republican
Representative Matthew Salmon from the same state,. both call for an amendment to the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow income tax credits for educational expenses and
for contributions to organizations that provide educational scholarships.382
In October 1999, the House considered two separate education bills. The first,
which. renewed the Title I program, passed with a significant majority. The second,
which would give states more freedom in spending their Elementary and Secondary
Education Act's Title I funds, and possibly turn them into vouchers, was scaled back by
House Republicans. At the last minute, they limited their plan to a five-year pilot
program that only ten states could participate in. The bill passed narrowly, and
President Clinton vowed to veto it.383 The Senate, rather than debate pieces of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act at a time, is considering the entire bill at
once.384 Whatever action the president takes, the various plans are likely to become a
key subject of debate in the 2000 election.
THE 2000 ELECTION
The Democrats
The national Democratic candidates are beginning to find themselves in the
same sticky situation as President Clinton. Throughout the next year and a half,
presidential candidates Al Gore and Bill Bradley, as well as candidates for the United
382 "K-12 Community Participation Act of 1999" 1999 Bill Tracking S. 138; 106 Bill Tracking S. 138
(http://web.1exis-nexis.com/congcomp...e208e6ea71 b5e3b935156aO&taggedDocs=) last action
date 19 Jan. 1999: 1; "K-12 Education Excellence Now (KEEN) Act" 1999 Bill TrackingH.R.
741; 106 Bill Tracking H.R. 741 (http://web.1exis-nexis.com/congcomp...36ed439ced
6e5b261038f4a&taggedDocs=) last action date11Jeb. 1999: 1.
383 Koch, Wendy. "Bipartisan bill would offer more choices in schools" USA Today
(http://web.1exis-nexis.com/universe...ce8096a54c8cOdOe786873f&taggedDocs=) 2 Oct. 1999:
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·States House and Senate, will face fierce teacher union opposition to any choice
proposal that includes private and especially parochial schools. This is a problem
. because they need the unions to contribute to their campaigns if they want to get
elected. It is becoming increasingly difficult to compete in the fund-raising arena with
such candidates as Governor George W. Bush, who has already raised in excess of $50
million dollars. The result of this political situation. is that both candidates are touting
reforms similar to the.ones proposed by Clinton. Each focuses on changes within the
existing system rather than an overhaul of the system itself.
It is critical to compare the campaign platforms of the two major Democratic
presidential candidates. It is not necessarily true that candidates from the same .party
will espouse identical educational agendas.. As mentioned previously, .school choice is
not an issue easily divided among Reppblican and Democratic camps. However in this
race, at least rhetorically, the two candidates do not appear to differ significantly on the
issue of education reform.
The first Democratic candidate, former U. S. Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey,
does not explicitly state whether or not he supports school choice policies. In a brief
statement on his educational agenda, he states that lifetime education should pe
available to all Americans. Furthermore, he advocates holding "teachers and principals
accountable" through long-term teacher training, making sure that classrooms are
equipped with sufficient technology, and developing national educational standards. 385
Bradley is painstakingly careful in articulating his views on choice policy. His
campaign team invited former Milwaukee school superintendent and leading voucher
advocate Howard Fuller to spend a weekend with Bradley to discuss choice options.
When Fuller canceled at the last minute due to an illness, he lost con~actwith the
385 "On Improving Education" Bill Bradley for President Official Web Site
(http://www.billbradley.comlbin/artic1e.p1?path;=090499/3), 1.
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Bradley campaign. Bradley's position is confusing in that he voted in favor of voucher
proposals as a senator, but his campaign aides insist that he does not favor vouchers
as the means to. improve the public schools.386 He has not answered why he would
support experimentation if he does not believe that it will work. Perhaps his precise
views on the issue will become clear when he participates in official debates in the
months before the state primaries.
The second candidate, Vice President AI Gore, in large part follows in the
educational policy path laid out by President Clinton. Among Gore's most noteworthy
reform initiatives are programs that call for universal pre-school, elevating the teaching
profession, improving technology, character education, savings accounts for college
tuition, and an end to social promotion. In regard to parental choice in education,
Candidate Gore follows the Clinton line. In May 1999, he announced in a campaign
speech that parents "should have more choice in their children's public schools" but
that "siphoning money" from public schools and using it for private school education
would not be just or wise.387
Gore explicitly states that education should be "America's top national
priority."388 He outlines five educational areas in which he has already established a
record as a congressman and as vice-president. He maintains that he has worked
toward "raising standards" and "improving the basics" in America'.s schools,
modernizing school buildings, "expanding access to higher education" through national
Pell Grants, creating safer and more drug-free schools, and promoting life-long
learning.389 His mention of Pell Grants is interesting in that such grants may be used
to pay for private and parochial schools. This is one of the primary argument of choice
386 Williams, Joe. "Ex-schools chiefFuller joins Bush education team" Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
(http://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe...aa2156fada3dbf&taggedDocs=Z2CZl,4) 11 Aug. 1999: 2.
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advocates. Gore has not articulated why he supports Pells and not other forms of
educational vouchers.
Gore was recently successful in acquiring" endorsements from the two largest
teachers unions in the nation. On October 5, 1999, the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) endorsed the Gore campaign, citing the vice-president's "life-time
passion for education" and his commitment to public schools.39o Gore said he is
"honored to accept the endorsement of these dedicated teachers from across the
country" who work every day to "help the next gen~rationof Americans achieve the goal
of obtaining a world-class education."391 On October 8, 1999, the National Education
Association (NEA) followed the AFT's lead in endorsing Gore. NEA president Bob Chase
said that the union appreciated Gore's support for full funding of Head Start,
commitment to universal preschool, and expanded after-school programs.392 While
neither union addressed school choice directly, Gore's position on the issue clearly
played a criticalrole in their decisions to endorse his candidacy.
Whether Gore or Bradley wins the party nomination, the 2000 Democratic Party
Platform will indicate what the party's position will be on the issue for the next four
years. The platform will not be written until the 2000 Democratic National Convention,
but at that time the party's official position will emerge. If the 1996 platform is any
indication, the new platform will most likely mention the school choice controversy.
The 1996 platform was saturated with intense political commentary<as well as with the
party's own agenda for what turned out to be President Clinton's second term in the
White House.
The 1996 Democratic platform states, "Today's Democratic Party will stand
390 "American Federation ofTeachers Endorses Al Gore for President: Statement ofAFT President Sandra
Feldman" Press release (http://www.aft.org/press/1999/100599.html) 5 Oct. 1999: 1.
391 "American Federation of Teachers Endorses Al Gore for President" Gore 2000 Official Web Site Press
Release (http://www.algore2000.com...ingroom/releases/pr_l00599_aft.html), 1.
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firmly against the Republican assault on ~ducation. Cutting education as we move into
the 21st century would be like cutting defense spending at the height of the Cold
War."393 The platform goes on to outline several of the reforms typically mentioned in
Clinton and Gore speeches. Among these reforms are rebuilding schools, holding
teachers accountable, ending social promotion, promoting charter schools, establishing
national standards, connecting every classroom to the Internet by the year 2000,
expanding higher education, and promoting school safety. The general theme of the
agenda is that "high-quality public education is the key to opportunity for all American
children."394 The platform specifically states that "we should expand public school
choice, but we should not take American tax dollars from public schools and give them
to private schools."395 The Clinton administration agenda has been quite consistent
over the past three years with the objectives outlined in the 1996 platform.
The Republicans
The Republican presidential candidates face a situation very different from that
of their Democratic opponents. They have never counted on teacher union money to
run their campaigns and as such, they do not have a particular need to appease the
education establishment. However, they do need to contend with charges that they
belong to an elitist party that seeks to direct more money to families who already have
more thail. their fair share. Thus, while many Republicans personally support choice
for all children regardless of family income, they need to publicly advocate only those
policies that target low-income populations.
. Although he is not a presidential candidate, Governor Tom Ridge of
Pennsylvania provides aprime example of a government official facing such a problem.
393 "Education" 1996 Democratic Platfonn (http://democratic-party.org/CGI-SHLldbml.exe?template=
platformlplat4.html), 1.
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His ultimate goal is to offer choice options to all Pennsylvanians, but he knows that he
does not have the votes necessary to do so. As a result he developed two separate bills,
one of which was comprehensive and one that targeted fewer Pennsylvanians. He was
then willing to merge the two bills into a final version before the issue went to a vote in
the Pennsylvania House. Although neither bill reached the floor before the legislators
left for their summer break, the 'governor's actions provide a good example of the
situation that the 2000 candidates will face.
Another political factor that may pose a problem to the national Republican
candidates is that the Republican party is notorious for its support of state and local
control of education. Therefore, any national policy proposed by a candidate will be
attacked for being inconsistent with the party's overarching federalist principles. Many
of the candidates, therefore, offer their support for certain policies but maintain that
they should be carried out by the state legislatures rather than the federal government.
The 2000 Republican Party Platform will most likely mention the school choice
issue in some form. Like the Democratic platform, it will not be debated and written
until the summer of 2000. However, once again the 1996 platform provides some
insight as to what the next platform will include. The platform states that the public
schools are in trouble because rather thanbeing run by the public, they are run by
special interests. 396 . It criticizes President Clinton for denying opportunity scholarships
for poor children, and states that America needs a "renaissance" in education.
Among the proposals outlined by the platform are the abolition of the
Department of Education, abstinence education, emphasis on the basics, and school
choice among public, private, and parochial schools. Specifically, the platform endorses
the Watts-Talent Low-Income Educational Opportunity Act and the Coats-Kasich
Educational Choice and Equity Act that set up model programs for disadvantaged
396 "The 1996 Republican Platfonn" http://www.princewilliam.comJpwcyr/platfonn06.html. 2.
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children.397
Although the site is unavailable at this time, there is another document that
shed some light on ,the current Republican agenda. The Republican Task Force on
Education, made up of former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott, Republican National Committee Chairman Jim Nicholson, and several
governors, senators, and representatives, recently joined together to create"Children
First: The Republican Agenda for America's Students."
"Children First" emphasizes reforms based on five principles-- school safety,
classroom excellence, local control,money to the classrooms, and parental control. It
argues that Washington should form a partnership with state and local governments,
but that the latter should maintain ultimate control of education. Among the means
outlined by which the objectives will be reached' are returning education to the basics,
ending social promotion, emphasizing early reading, and blocking the imposition of
national standards. Most notably, the Republicans advocate federal block grants to the
states to alleviate bureaucratic paperwork and allowing parents to choose the best
schools for their children. 398
The number of Republican presidential candidates changes almost by the day.
At this point, Gary Bauer, George W. Bush, Steve Forbes, Orrin Hatch, Alan Keyes, and
John McCain are the most significant candidates for the Republican nomination. A
'number of candidates dropped out after they suffered the fallout of the Iowa Straw Poll,
the first official test of a Republican candidate's ability to raise money and stimulate
grassroots orgapization. The following discussion will outline each of the candidate's
positions on the choice issue, and will also discuss the views of severa). former
candidateswho, although they have dropped out of the race, may still prove to be
397 "The 1996 Republican Platform," 3.
398 "Children First: The Republican Agenda for America's Students"
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significant players in agenda formation ..
Gary Bauer, former under secretary of education in the Reagan administration,
focuses his education agenda on his perceived need for the federal government to
decentralize policy-making and give more power to the state and local governments.399
Furthermore, he advocates Education Savings Accounts (ESA's), whiclJ. he believes
should be used to give parents more control over their children's education. These
accounts allow parents to set aside money, tax-free, to plan for their children's future
education. They work in a similar fashion to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA).
Bauer took a strong stand on school choice immediately after Judge Solomon Oliver, Jr.
issued the most recent Cleveland voucher ruling. He called the Oliver decision
"outrageous," and vowed that he would make school choice a major issue in the
presidential campaign.'!oo Comparing "liberal judges" and their "arcane constitutional
theories" to "white segregationists standing in the schoolhouse door" in the 1960s, he
admonished Judge Oliver for letting his ideology block the educational opportunity of
low income and minority students. 401
Texas Governor George W. Bush isthe current front-runner in the Republican
campaign for the party's presidential nomination. Bush, following in his father's
footsteps, has indicated his desire to be the "Education President." Until recently, his
campaign focused primarily on his gubernatorial record rather than his educational
prescription for the future. He maintains that in his position as governor, he has raised
standards, restored local control of the schools, and ended social promotion.402
Bush focused his educational mission in Texas on teaching every student in the
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state to read by the third grade and rewriting the state's curriculum to emphasize the
basics. These two programs have gained national attention for their success. The
curriculum was rewritten to emphasize phonics and reading, and reading performance
has improved since 1994. In that year, 76 percent of third graders passed the state's
reading assessment test; in 1999, the figure rose to an 88 percent success rate.
F.p.rthermore, Mrican-American students in the fourth and eighth grades increased
their reading success rate by 23 points between 1994 and 1999 and Hispanic eighth-
graders improved their math scores by 40 points during the same period. 403
Governor Bush has spoken out in support of choice options on several
o
occasions. He vowed upon his election in Texas that he would push for passage of a
school choice bill, but the Democratic-controlled Texas House is not likely to vote in
favor of such legislation. In March 1999, the Texas Senate Education Committee
passed a bill for a pilot voucher program in the state's six most urban regions, but the
House has not yet acted on the legislation.404 Governor Bush has promised to sign the
legislation should it be passed during his gubernatorial term.
Bush's first step in constructing his national education agenda was taken when
he formed his education policy team. The most significant member of this team is
Howard Fuller, the former Milwaukee school superintendent and ardent school choice
advocate who was first contacted by the Bradley campaign. Fuller is an interesting
addition to the team in that he insists that he does not belong to a political party.
Rather, he contributes money to Democrats and Republicans who support improved
education for poor children through vouchers. Fuller acknowledges the fact that he
went into his first meeti?g with Bush expecting not to like him, and "ended up liking
him a lot... it was supposed to be a half-hour meeting and ended up lasting an hour
403 lOA Record," George W. Bush Official Web Site, 1.
404 Shokraii Rees, Nina and Sarah Youseff. "School Choice 1999: What's Happening in the States-- Texas"
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and a half. "405
Governor Bush vowed to reveal his education agenda in a series of three
speeches scheduled for September and October of 1999. He describes his overarching
strategy as one that provides "pressure from above and competition from below,"
meaning a demand for high standards at the top and more options for families as the
bottom line.406 His first speech, given on September 2, 1999 in Los Angeles to the
Latino Business Association, outlined his national school choice.
His proposal calls for reform of the national Title I program, a $7.7 billion per
year program that aids 12 million low-income students at 45,000 schools in the nation.
Bush's plan would take the funds away from schools that show no improvement on
achievement tests over three years, match the amounts with other federal funds, and
give it to parents to use the money for any educational alternative they deem best for
their children. The plan also calls for state flexibility in administering the plan. Bush
says that if a state wants to institute the program before the three years are up, they
may decide to do SO.407 Interestingly, a plan similar to Bush's proposal, sponsored by
Wisconsin's Republican Representative Thomas E. Petri, died in a House committee in
early October 1999.
Bush's second speech, given in New York City on October 5, 1999, focused on
national standards. He said that the national government must help the states build a
"cultu:r;e of achievement that matches the optimism and aspirations of our country. "408
To ensure high standards, the governor proposes morefreedom for the states from
federal regulations in exchange for improved achievement. The question of federal
405 Williams, "Ex-schools chiefFuller," 2.
406 "Governor Bush Proposes New Priorities for Federal Education: High Standards and Real Results"
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involvement in education is difficult for Bush, who is trying to frame the issue in terms
of local control with federal guidance. He believes that education is a state and local
issue, but realizes that he needs a national education policy to win the 2000 election. 409
In essence, Bush's plan would consolidate the current 60 Elementary and
Secondary Education Act programs into five categories to allow more state freedom in
implementing the prograrri.s. The five categories are: improving achievement of
disadvantaged students, training and recruiting teachers,promoting English fluency,
encouraging character and safety,and promoting innovation and parental choice
options.410 Schools that fail to increase student achievement levels will have the
administrative portion of their federal funding eliminated, while schools that improve
achievement will get rewards from a new Achievement in Education fund. 411 In short,
as Dan Balz of The Washington Post argues, for as long as politicians can remember,
Democrats have dominated the education issue in national elections, but Texas Gov.
George W. Bush is out to change that... Bush wants to own the issue for the
Republicans in 2000."412
Steve Forbes advocates parental choice and local control of schools and
supports parental choice in education. He has supported such reform initiatives as
public school choice, home-schooling, tuition tax credits and charter schools in the
state of Minnesota, ESA's, and a Washington, D. C. pilot voucher program that was
vetoed by President Clinton. 413 Forbes feels that such programs will enable American
students to compete in the new economy of the information age. Forbes publicly
endorsed the "Kids First! Yes!" Michigan ballot proposal calling for vouchers on
409 Balz, Dan. "On Federal Role in Education, Bush Walks a Fine Line" The Washington Post 4 Nov.
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September 13, 1999.414 He also used the opportunity to assail Governor Bush's plan,
arguing that families should not have to wait three years for voucher funding. Instead,
students in failing schools should get immediate relief.
U. S. Senator Orrin Hatch, from Utah, has not outlined an explicit plan for the
future of education in America. He has voted in support of increased choice options
during his years in the Senate, but he has not articulated many policy positions at this
point in the election. This may be explained by the fact that he was the last candidate
to enter the race and has not had as much time as the other candidates to raise money
and get his campaign rolling. His educational agenda is highly anticipated and should
be revealed in the near future with Republican debates looming.
Alan Keyes attacks the Outcome-Based Education Movement and other "value-
free" education initiatives offered by public school districts. He believes that programs
such as these foster political-correctness and. amount to "brainwashing" American
students.415 He rejects the notion that School-to-Work programs produce better
students and believes that parents should take control away from educational
bureaucrats. His primary educational goal is to "break the government monopoly on
public education" through choice options that include both public and alternative
schools.416 Keyes' position is interesting in that he is the only black candidate for
president and has taken a position that is contrary to the NAACP. On the other hand,
his position is in line with the views with the majority of black Americans. It remains to
be seen how the NAACP and black voters will respond to Keyes' endorsement of choice
policy.
John McCain, U. S. senator from Arizona, is the final major Republican
candidate for president. Senator McCain believes that public education can only be
414 Weeks, George. "Voucher beliefs separate Bush, Forbes" The Detroit News 14 Sept. 1999: A9.
415 "School Choice" Alan Keyes for President Official Web Site
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saved if the status quo is altered and parents gain more control. Like the other
Republican candidates, he promotes local control of education. Furthermore, he
explicitly advocates vouchers to enable parents to "place their children in the best
learning environment for their particular needs. "417 He currently has a bill in the Senate
entitled Educating America's Children for Tomorrow (Ed-ACT). This bill calls for a
return to local control, more opportunities for disadvantaged students, more
opportunities to save for higher education costs, and renewed emphasis on language
proficiency to promote competitiveness in the global marketplace. 418 McCain also
cosponsored the Education A-Plus bill in 1997, an ESA bill which was vetoed by
President Clinton, and again in 1999, where action is pending.419
Senator McCain revealed his strategy for funding federal school vouchers on
September 28, 1999. He contends that a three-year experimental voucher program
should be funded by cutting corporate subsidies on oil, gas, ethanol, and sugar and by
saving money as a result of campaign finance reform. He maintains, "We will find the
necessary money for those most in need, by taking it from those least in need."42o This
strategy runs counter to the ideals of the other Republican candidates, who all support
the current subsidies, and with the exception of Governor Bush, oppose federal
involvement in education. McCain actually steered clear of the Iowa Straw Poll because
of his position on ethanol subsidies; a great deal of ethanol is produced in Iowa.
McCain's inclusion of the oil and gas subsidies constitutes a direct hit on an
industry that contributes a significant amount of money to Governor Bush's
campaign.421 He took another shot at Governor Bush in revealing his opposition to
417 "Education" John McCain on the Issues: Position Papers (Official John McCain for President Web Site)
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national standards, stating that national standards and tes~s result in ~o:re
bureaucracy. Governor Bush strongly supports national standards, arguing that
"without testing, reform is a journey without a compass."422
The Iowa Straw Poll, held in August 1999, resulted in an altered race for the
Republican Party. The four leading candidates after the Straw Poll were Governor
Bush, Steve Forbes, Elizabeth Dole, and Gary Bauer, in that order. While other.
candidates such as Buchanan, Hatch, Keyes, and McCain. (who did not enter the poll)
stayed in the race after the event, others dropped out either immediately ora few weeks
after it was held. Although some of these candidates are no longer competing for the
nomination, their views may still have an important impact on the election. Their views
may serve as important information in the selection of any future Republican
presidential administration. For each administration needs an education secretary,
policy experts, and of course, a vice-president.
The first Republican candidate to drop out of the presidential race was Ohio
Congressman John Kasich. Kasich left the race early, even before the Iowa Straw Poll,
and threw his support behind George W. Bush. However, he is a strorigadvocate of
school choice, and even went as far as to sponsor choice legislation, the Coats-Kasich
Educational Choice and Equity Act, which set up model programs for disadvantaged
children.423 He argues that educational choice will save American childrel?- and give
them the tools to compete in the world.424
Lamar Alexander, former Secretary of Education under President George Bush,
was the first to drop out of the race after a poor showing at the Straw Poll. Alexander
consistently supported school choice policies since the 1980s. He ~6sted the ':'White
House workshop on school choice" in 1989, where he gained national atterition as a
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prominent figure in the school choice debate. Through the White House workshop,
Alexander was successful in uniting state governors throughout the nation and urging
them to work together to make choice available to American families.
Alexander has "been to schools in all fifty states" and has determined that the
nation does not "have an education problem," but "a political problem."425 He explains,
"We know exactly what to do in order to make our schools the best in the world, we just
don't have the leadership and the political will to do it."426 He insists that he believes in
public education, but that public schools need to serve the children and not the
educational bureaucracy that has been created in recent decades.
The next candidate to drop out of the Republican race was former Vice President
in the Bush administration, Dan Quayle. Quayle insists that he did not drop out of the
race because of his poor showing in Iowa. In fact, he waited several weeks before
dropping out of the competition. However, as a former vice president and possible
player in any future Republican administration, his support for school choice is
significant. He believes that "no child should be forced to attend a failing ordangerous
school" and supports allowing states and local districts to experiment with various
initiatives.427 He also favors allowing all families, but especially those, which earn low
incomes, to choose the schools that are best for their children. He specifically
advocates charter schools and feels that local control of schools is superior to control
from Washington.
Elizabeth Dole, former Transportation Secretary in the Reagan Administration
and former Director of the American Red Cross, is the most recent Republican
presidential campaign dropout. She has explicitly indicated her support for school
425 "Alexander On Education" Alexander President Official Web Site
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choice options. In her exploratory committee announcement speech, she maintained
that local school districts should bear most of the responsibility for educational policy-
making. However, she argues that ultimate control over a child's education lies with
the child's parents. "By all means, let's put a computer in every classroom. But let's
make sure to put parents in every classroom as wel1."428 She argues that if a child is
enrolled in a failing school, his/her parents should have other opportunities such as
vouchers available to aid them in choosing a better school.429
The Reform Party
Another interesting twist to the 2000 election lies in the newly-formed Reform
Party. This party's platform may also provide an important look into the future of
school choice. The Reform Party does not specifically advocate or reject' any choice
policy, but it is open to the possibility of choice in the future. The party's platform,
passed in November 1997, states that the party is open to a "non-partisan dialogue" on
the issue.43o The statement goes on to saythat control of education must be returned
to the people and that vouchers and charter schools should be examined by a panel of
experts before any new policy is implemented.
The Reform Party is still debating a number of potential candidates, but no
individual has emerged as the leader as of yet. Possible candidates cover a broad array
of individuals from various walks of life. The most talked-about contenders for the
nomination include Lowell Weicker, Donald Trump, and Pat Buchanan, the former
Republican candidate who recently left the Republican Party. Although he has
indicated that he has no interest in the presidency at this juncture, Minnesota
Governor Jesse Ventura has staked his claim in the past year as one of the most
428 "Exploratory Committee Announcement Speech" Elizabeth Dole 2000 Official Web Site
(http://www.edole2000.org/issues/ec4.html), 4.
429 "Exploratory Committee," Elizabeth Dole 2000, 4. .
430 "Education," 1997 Reform Party Platform (http://reformparty.org/principles/platformI997/
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powerful leaders of the Reform party. His views will surely impact the ultimate choice
of a candidate as well as the party's agenda, as will the views of party creator and
former candidate Ross Perot.
Patrick Buchanan is the only Reform Party candidate to have announced his
position on school choice thus far. He vows to support tuition vouchers with "no
government strings attached" to be used at any public, private, or parochial schoo1.431
He also advocates charter and magnet schools, tax-free ESA's, and home-schooling as
choice options for American families. Buchanan intensely favors local control of
education policy. He goes so far as to "oppose national testing and teaching standards
as intrusions on the rights of parents and the primacy of local communities" and
advocates abolishing the U. S. Department of Education.432 The education department,
which was created during the Carter Administration, has long been attacked by
Republican candidates as an unnecessary expense of the national government. They
argue that because education is a state and local issue, the federal government should
operate national education programs through a branch of an existing governmental
agency rather than as a separate institution.
One reason why Buchanan advocates parental choice is because he feels that
America's public schools take an amoral stance toward the values and beliefs of the
families they serve. For that reason, he also supports a constitutional amendment
allowing for school prayer and argues that current efforts to infuse multicultural
curricula into the schools teaches the students "to identify themselves as hyphenated
Americans and members of ethnic subclasses rather thari as citizens of one nation
under God. "433
431 "The Education ofAmerica's Children" Buchanan 2000 Official Web Site
(http://www.gopatgo2000.com/OOO-c-education.html). 1.
432 "The Education," Buchanan 2000,1.
433 "The Education," Buchanan 2000, 1.
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Buchanan left the Republican Party because he feels it has become too centrist
and does not take a strong enough conservative stand on social issues. His decision to
change parties may have a considerable impact on the 2000election, due to the fact
that many of Buchanan's supporters are religious conservatives who support school
choice. If he leaves the Republican Party and takes his supporters with him, it may
result in a loss of votes for the ultimate Republican candidate and a possible defeat for
school choice. At this point, the Reform Party has not exactly welcomed Buchanan with
open arms, but if he does succeed in getting the Reform nomination, the scope of the
election may change drastically.
The Running Mate Question
The running mate question is one that is very interesting for each of the political
parties. While there is a chance that they may choose from among the other candidates
in the race, there is also a chance that they wi11look to colleagues in the Senate, the
House, or to stat~ governors throughout the nation. In reality, they could choose
anyone. Vice-presidential hopefuls are likely to be careful in any political decisions that
o
they make over the next year until the national conventions.
As discussed in a previous section, Governor Tom Ridge of Pennsylvania is
widely acknowledged to be one of the contenders in the Republican vice-presidential
selection process, and his situation provides a perfect example of the problems
confronting any vice-presidential hopeful. Any action that he takes on his voucher
proposals in the fall will be watched closely by the leading candidates. If he wants to be
considered seriously, he must show that he is strong enough not only to persuade his
own party to vote in favor of his plan, but also to make a difference on one of the rp.ost
important issues in his policy agenda.
The Pennsylvania situation is interesting in that it shows how complicated
issues can become in election years, not only for the governor, but for state legislators.
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I:'or instance, a recent editorial in The Morning Call, a newspaper printed in
Pennsylvania's Lehigh Valley, argued that the state House and Senate have set a limited
agenda for the fall due to the fact that many legislators will be up for reelection in the
fall of 2000. State Republican leaders do not want to expand conflict before the
election, because they are nervous about losing control of the House. 434 Therefore, any
controversial legislation that is introduced is more likely to be introduced in the Senate
than in the House. The Senl:l.te Republicans enjoy a much more comfortable
majority.435 Governor Ridge must be very careful politically this fall when he introduces
his controversial voucher plan for the last time during his tenure, and get the bill
through the Senate before moving it to the House.
Other leading contenders in the Republican competition for the vice president
appointment must be just as politically careful as Governor Ridge. Such individuals
may include the losing presidential candidates; those former candidates who have
already dropped out of the race; New Jersey Governor Christine Todd Whitman, an
ardent school choice advocate; J. Coo Watts, a leading black Congressman from
Oklahoma who strongly favors vouchers for minority children; and Wisconsin Governor
Tommy Thompson, clearly a leading figure in the national choice debate. Interestingly,
each of these individuals has endorsed Governor Bush's candidacy.
Democratic possibilities for vice-president are more difficult to determine;
perhaps because the party's presidential primary is more competitive and the running
'mate question seems to be less important at the current time. Each of the candidates
could choose the other for the position. One possibility is Congressman Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, a choice opponent and powerful member of the House of
Representatives. He briefly considered running for president, but ultimately decided to
434 "Land use refonn worth passing" (editorial) The Morning Call 28 Sept. 1999: A20.
435 LaToITt?, David. "State Senate this fall is the place to be" The Morning Call 27 Sept. 1999: Bl.
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back Vice President Gore's campaign.
INTEREST GROUP PRESSURE
Professional politicians are not the only actors in the political debate over school
choice. Many interest groups have entered the scene and have developed policy
positions on the issue. Although each group within a coalition may have its own
political incentives for holding its position on the issue, coalitions are often more
successful than individuals or groups. Thus, it is in everyone's best interest to gain
allies. This often means that rare coalitions form. Groups that are pitted against one
another on one issue may come tQgether on another.
The school choice coalition is one of those confederacies that is made up of a
rare assemblage of groups. The coalition has gained a significant number of members
overthe past four decades. As Mary Ann Raywid explains,business leaders were the
first to speak out in favor of school choice. However, local educators white, middle-
class parents, black parents, the Catholic Church, and state governors quickly joined in
the effort to stimulate school choice policy throughout the United States. In order to
illustrate the way in which such a political coalition is formed, Pennsylvania once again
provides an interesting case study.
Although Governor Ridge was unsuccessful in bringing his voucher proposal to
a floor vote in June of 1999, he was successful in rallying a number of diverse
organizations behind his cause. The REACH Alliance, the state's primary choice lobby,
led the effort. Among the 25 additional groups that publicly endorsed Ridge's two
voucher proposals were groups varying from business orientations to religious ones.
Business groups include the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, the Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce in Western Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Manufacturers
Association, the Pennsylvania Conference of Teamsters, the Pennsylvania Chapter of
the National Federation of Independent Businesses, the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau, the
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Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry, the Manufacturer's Association of
Northwest Pennsylvania, the Greater Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, the
Pennsylvania Business Roundtable, the Laborers' District Council of the Metropolitan
Area of Philadelphia and Vicinity, and the International Union of Operating Engineers--
Local 542.
Religious and other faith-based organizations who endorsed the Ridge plans
include the Pennsylvania Knights of Columbus, the Pennsylvania Chapter of the
National Association of Evangelicals, Evangelicals for Social Action, the Association of
Christian Schools International, the Keystone Christian Education Association,
. Agudath Israel of America, and the Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights.
Other civic groups also joined the coalition in favor of Ridge's proposals. Such groups
include the Pennsylvania Association of Latino Organizations, Greater Philadelphia
First, the Urban Family Council, the Pennsylvania Family Institute, Citizens Against
Higher Taxes, and the Pennsylvania Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs.
The above list constitutes an impressive array of support for Governor Ridge's
plan. Support ranged from business leaders to social advocates. Groups joined the
coalition for many different reasons. To cite a few, the president of the Pennsylvania
Business Roundtable stated that "education is the keystone for improvements in our
workforce and thus our economic climate."436 The executive director of the
Pennsylvania Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs maintained, "Many of the children and
families served by the Clubs would benefit from new opportunities that are appropriate
to their needs."437 Governor·Ridge summarized the coalition's efforts by stating,
"Taxpayers and employers. Business and labor. Republicans and Democrats. CEOs
436 "PA Business Roundtable, PA Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Engineers Union Endorse Gov. Ridge's
School-Choice Plan" PR Newswire (http:web.lexis-nexis.com/universe...d5=aba3438fd38194ccl
c8c54eb9619dc3a) 14 June 1999: 1.
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and farmers. All agree: School choice is good for our children."438
Other states have simjlar organizations lined up in favor of school choice policy.
Most states have some form of a REACH or TEACH alliance paving the way for choice
lobbies. A few of the most outspoken groups that favor choice include the Christian
Coalition, and various religious organizations. CEO America and other private
organizations have also showed their support by creating privately funded voucher
programs. Other groups such as The Institute for Justice have led the way for choice
advocates in the courtroom.
Finally, a number of public policy organizations have come out in support of
choice. The Center for Education Reform, the National Center for Policy Analysis, the
Brookings Institution, and the Heritage Foundation all support choice initiatives. It is
especially interesting to note that support from these policy institutions runs through
the spectrum of liberal to conservative ideologies. For instance, the Brookings
Institution is known as an extremely liberal institution, while the Heritage Foundation
is inherently conservative.
One may wonder why the Pennsylvania plan did not achieve passage in the
spring of 1999 when such a broad array of local business, political, and social leaders
endorsed it and lobbied on its behalf. The fact is that there was strong opposition on
the other side of the conflict, mostly from two very powerful lobbying organizations-- the
Pennsylvania State Education Association (PSEA) and the Pennsylvania School Boards
Association (PSBA). While the opposition did not have as many organized groups on
their side, their associations boast enormous numbers of members and a great deal of
financial power.
Oavid Gondak, president of the PSEA, said that while he was relieved that the
438 "Pennsylvania Governor Ridge Leads Rally for School Choice at State Capitol; Citizens Against Higher
Taxes, State's Largest Small-Business Group Endorse Gov. Ridge's School Choice Plans" PR
Newswire (http:web.lexis-nexis.com/universe...d5=7cad61c5b3194a111Oc1457fb4ffbd6a) 7 June
1999: 2.
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bill failed to come to a vote, he was ~gry that the Ridge administration "has wasted five
years in a fruitless and destructive debate on vouchers, while important reforms, which
could actually make a positive difference in our public schools, have been pushed
aside."439 Thomas Gentzel of the PSBA argued that the plan was "a bad idea whose time
has not come. This Legislature is not ready to deal with school vouchers. "440 He added
that the legislature should turn its attentions to the public schools.
An abundant number of organizations throughout the nation join the PSEA and
PSBA in their opposition to school choice. In a number of states, local chapters of the
American Civil Liberties Union, People for the American Way, and Americans United For
Separation of Church and State line up with the teachers unions against school choice.
In large part, they file briefs in the cases that go before the courts on the issue. The list
of briefs filed in the Milwaukee voucher case was extensive. However, regardless of how
many organizations join this side of the debate, teachers unions wield the most power.
In fact, they probably enjoy more power than any other group on either side of the
debate.
Why do teachers unions have so much power? For one reason, they have a
substantial financial base. A California judge determined in 1997 that only half of the
dues collected by his state's NEA chapter was spent on collective bargaining.441 The
remainder was used for political action. 442 Membership dues produce over one million
dollars annually in funds for use in political campaigns.443 In the 1996 campaign,
candidate Clinton and Democratic candidates for legislative offices collected over $9
million from the teachers unions'political action committees (PAC's). Myron Lieberman
439 "Voucher fight ends" State Net Capitol Journal- Pennsylvania (http://web.lexis,..;,nexis.com/universe...
d5=316ffalc553fe20bfD57dc4be67154ce) 21 June 1999: 2.
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argues that the NEA and the AFT spent a combined total of over $50 million in the 1996
campaign as compared to $35 million spent by the AFL-CIO, the largest and most
"influential national labor union. 444 Yet, labor power gets the media's attention, and
therefore, the atte.ntion of the public.
What is wrong with teacher un~on power? While it does provide a service in
negotiating teacher contracts and representing teacher interests in court, it also plays a
role in preserving the status quo in education policy. Although, union leaders playa
much larger role in this respect than their rank and file members, who often find
themselves at odds with their leaders' political positions. In fact, employees of teachers
unions average a 40 percent higher pay than the average teacher, and a 129 percent
higher pay than the average taxpayer.445
The CBS/New York Times exit polls after the 1980 and 1984 elections
demonstrate that teachers tend to vote in a· similar pattern to mainstream America--;
rather than the waytheir leaders encourage them to vote.446 Union officials
ackhowledge that "grass-roots involvement in union activities is at its lowest ebb in
memory" (Vincent 2). As a result, they have budgeted half a million dollars toward
teaching its members how to fight vouchers. 447 "More members equals moreunion
dues, which in turn, equals more money available for union employee salaries."448 No
wonder why they support President Clinton's initiative to put more teachers in
American schools.
A great example is President Clinton's 1997 National Teacher of the Year, Tracey
444 Stem, "How Teachers' Unions Handcuff Schools," 2.
445 "New Study Shows AverageTeacher Union WorkerPaid 40 Percent More Than Average Teacher"
Commonwealth Foundation Press Release (http://www.commonwealthfoundation.org) 3 Jun.
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Bailey. The president received a great deal of praise from the American Federation of
Teachers' president Albert Shanker when he bestowed the annual award upon Bailey, a
high school science teacher from Florida. To his surprise, however, Bailey sllbsequently
dropped out of the union, citing his belief that "big teachers' unions are a key reason for
the failure of American public education, part of the problem rather than the
solution. "449
Teachers' contracts are currently structured in a fashion that offers no positive
incentives for academic excellence. 45o Why should teachers worry about improving
student achievement when their jobs are not threatened if they fail to meet set goals?
Under the current government moriopoly, teachers receive their paychecks whether
students succeed or they do not-- especially after they achieve tenure status. This is a
situation uncharacteristic of any other professional position in America. Yet, teachers
continue to beg that they be treated as professionals.
Teachers unions have acquired enough power in recent years to have
constituted one in eight delegates to the 1992 Democratic National Convention.451
Furthermore, they represented 11 percent of the delegation at the 1996 convention, a
figure that is larger than the entire delegation of the nation's most populous state,
California. 452 While teachers union members numbered 365 delegates in 1992, their
presence rose to 405 delegates at the 1996 convention.453
The NEA's 1999 convention, held in Orlando over Independence Day weekend, is
a prime example of the priorities of teachers unions. At the convention, the 10,000
delegates united to decry the evils of tuition vouchers rather than to discuss new ideas
aimed at improving the education system. At the end of the convention, they actually
449 Stern, "How Teachers' Unions Handcuff Schools," 1.
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joined hands and sang "We Shall Not Be Moved."454 Mike Antonucci, head of the
Education Intelligence Agency, argues that vouchers are in fact the "unifier that keeps
NEA members holding the line together."455 Without this issue to keep the organization
together, it would not enjoy such a unified membership.
During the convention, the NEA delegates passed New Business Item 32, a
resolution that calls for $142,000 to be used for the investigation of organizations and
individuals who support vouchers. Another resolution, New Business Item 25, calls for
"membership training in the issues of vouchers... especially targeting minority
communities, so that NEAmembers can inform all community members of the threat of
vouchers to public education." 456 In other words, the union leaders acknowledge that
they are losing the battle, especially among minority voters, and feel voter education is
the way to change views.
As a result of the resolution, union representatives met with community
members from San Antonio, Texas, specifically in an Edgewood district high school.
The significance of the meeting location is that the Edgewood district gained a great
deal of attention in 1998 when many of its students took advantage of privately-funded
vouchers. Interestingly, when a reporter showed up for the meeting, NEA officials asked
him to leave and locked the school's doors behind him.457
While teacher union interest in voucher opposition is at least tenable, the most
confusing position on the school choice issue comes from the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). The NAACP's position is perplexing in
that a significant majority of individual Mrican-Americans support choice options for
their children. In fact, choice is more popular among the black population than among
whites. A·1999 Gallup Poll found that while most Americans are evenly divided on the
454 Vincent, "Circling the Wagons," 1.
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voucher issue, 75 percent of minorities support them. Even more interesting is poll's
finding that 86.5 percent of blacks between the ages of 26 and 35 support vouchers. 458
Felmers O. Chaney, the head of Milwaukee's NAACP chapter and plaintiff in
several of the Milwaukee voucher suits, told Community Journal reporter Mike Holt
that "choice is just a subterfuge for segregation, like it was in the South. If it's only for
Blacks, it discriminates against Asians and Hispanics."459 When Holt informed him of
the fact that the participating choice schools were more integrated than the public
schools and that the program was based on income rather than race, Chaney admitted
that he had not fully investigated the· schools or the legislation. 46o Despite this
admission, Chaney and the NAACP painted Polly Williams as a traitor and told their
members that the "civil rights community" opposed vouchers.
J. C. Watts, a black congressman from Oklahoma, wrote a Wall Street Journal
editorial in April, 1997 that highlighted this problem. He displayed his shock at the
official NAACP position on vouchers, and argued that such scholarships "give
disadvantaged and minority students in poor rural or urban neighborhoods a shot at a
solid education."461 He acknowledged that while he was once skeptical about vouchers,
he changed his position after he toured choice schools with Missouri Representative
Talent, one of his cosponsors on the American Community Renewal Act of 1997. The
parents he met convinced him that only vouchers would give them the power to provide
their children with a satisfactory education.
Watts also pointed to the polls which consistently demonstrate minority and
low-income parents' support for vouchers. He cited a 1992 Gallup poll that showed 73
percentof low-income respondents versus 63 percent of high-income respondents
458 "Sorting Out School Choice" The Economist (http://web.lexis~nexis.com/universe ...
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favored vouchers. The figures have actually increased since that time, as demonstrated
above. Watts concludes by stating that the NAACP's position on school choice is "out of
touch with the realities of inner-city America" and urging NAACP members to visit the
neighborhood leaders and children who will reap the greatest benefits from vouchers
(2). Watts is now a part of the George W. Bush campaign team, and continues to
support school choice policy.
On the question of race and its link to school choice support, Pennsylvania once
again provides an interesting case study. The November 1999 Philadelphia mayoral
race is one in which a black Democrat, John Street ran against a white Republican,
Sam Katz. Interestingly, Street has come out in opposition to vouchers while Katz
indicated his support for them. Street, following in the path of current mayor Edward
Rendell, argues that what the Philadelphia public schools need is more money.462
To make the race even more complicated, black leaders such as Democratic
State Representative Dwight Evans and State Senator Anthony Hardy Williams
supported Street, although both support vouchers. Black Democratic State
Represeritative John White, who ran against Street in the primary, and his supporters
are against vouchers. Yet they supported the Katz campaign. Most Jewish city
residents are Democrats and oppose vouchers, but supported Katz. Many Catholics,
another group that tends to vote for Democrats, may have voted for Katz based upon
his voucher position. Although John Street won the race by a narrow 50% to 49%
margin, the race was interesting in that it showed voucher politics at work.
POLLS INDICATE SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL CHOICE
Poll results should not be perceived as factual evidence of a certain fact, because
poll questions can easily be worded in ways that elicit desired responses. However, they
462 Nicholas, Peter. "Street speaks out on vouchers but leaves door open" The Philadelphia Inguirer 14
Sept. 1999: B6.
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do add another perspective to the school choice debate. The most consistent finding
among various polls is that support for choice is higher among minority and low-income
respondents than among the total population. While support and opposition tends to
be fairly evenly divided among the total population, minority and low-income support
for choice, especially for vouchers, is extremely high. For instance, a survey conducted
by the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies in 1997 found that 86.5 percent
of blacks between the ages of 26 and 35 favored vouchers to be used at any public,
private, or parochial schools. 463 The Joint Center also found that support for vouchers
among the total population was only 48 percent.464
The Center for Education Reform (CER) argues that the Joint Center's questions
are biased in that they ask whether respondents support "a voucher system where
parents would get money from the government to send their children to the public,
private, or parochial school of their choice."465 In using the term "voucher" and not
qualifying who would be eligible for the funds, the question is not acceptable to the
CER. CER criticizes the Phi Delta Kappa surveys for framing their questions with terms
such as "public expense" and "government expense." In 1996, the Phi Delta Kappa poll
found only a 36 percent level of support for choice. 466
CER conducted its own survey in 1997, finding that 54 percent of respondents
strongly supported school choice as a concept, while 28 percent somewhat supported,
seven percent were somewhat against, and six percent were strongly against. 467 In
terms of support for passage of school choice legislation, 67 percent favored and 26
percent opposed the idea. Finally, 32 percent strongly supported and 39 percent
463 Shokraii, Nina H. "School Choice 1998: A Progress Report" F.Y.L No. 172
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somewhat supported funding for poor parents to choose public, private, or parochial
schools for their children, while 14 percent were somewhat against and 11 percent were
strongly against. 468 Thes~ figures tend to be skewed in favor of choice, although the
questions are worded rather neutrally. Perhaps the selection of respondents was biased
in favor of choice advocates.
The 1999 Gallup Poll found that support for choice has grown over the last five
years. In 1994, Americans opposed allowing parents to use government money to send
their school-age children to any public, private, or church-related sCh60l they choose by
a margin of 54 percent to 45 percent.469 However, in 1999, 51 percent of respondents
favored and 47 percent opposed the idea.47o The 1994 Gallup Poll also found that
parents with children in public schools opposed the policy by a 51 percent to 48 percent
margin. In 1999, the poll showed support for the policy by a margin of 60 percent to 38
percent. The strongest levels of support came from nonwhites, urban parents, and
individuals that live in the western section of the United States. 471
WHEN ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
One of the primary arguments proffered by school choice opponents is that
choice programs benefit those who already have the means to choose the best schools
for their children. However, the results of the Milwaukee and Cleveland studies show
that this is not the case. Even the studies conducted by researchers opposed to school
choice cite increased access by low-income and disadvantaged students as the one, if
only, benefit of the policy. Yet, legislators and teachers unions continue to feel
threatened by such policies. Perhaps it is necessary to determine where their children
468 TheCenter for Education Reform, "1997 National Survey," 3.
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go to school to see whether actions speak louder than words.
Nina H. Shokraii, education policy analyst at the Heritage Foundation,
conducted a study in September, 1997 called "How Members of Congress Practice
School Choice." This study demonstrates that nationally, families who earn incomes of
over $50,000 per year are more likely than families who earn less than $15,000 per
year to utilize private schools. Interestingly, each member of Congress makes over
$50,000 per year. Furthermore, while only 14.1 percent of the total national school-
aged population, including eight percent of black students ~d eight percent of
Hispanic students, attend private schools, 34.4 percent of the representatives and 50
percent of the senators who responded to the Heritage survey acknowledged sending
their children to private schools.472
The response rate for the survey was 87.1 percent for members of the House and
77 percent for members of the Senate. 473 Members who did not return their surveys
were called at least three times to garner responses. Another significant finding of the
Heritage study is that congressmen with jurisdiction over educational issues are the
most likely to utilize private schools. Specifically, 70 percent of Senate Finance
Committee members, 63.6 percent of Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee .
members, 46 percent of House Ways and Means Committee members, and 37.9 percent
of House Education and Workforce Committee members choose private schools for their
own children. 474
Shokraii also found that members of the Congressional Black and Hispanic
Cau~uses enrolled their children in private schools in rates that paralleled their
congressional colleagues rather than at the rates of black and Hispanic voters. Over 32
percent of Black Caucus members and 44 percent of Hispanic Caucus members choose
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private schools for their families. 475 These startling figures have caused many parents
to ask their legislators why they utilize private schools if they believe so strongly in
public schools, as their rhetoric indicates. 476
These figures become even more alarming when they are compared with
congressional voting records on school choice measures. Fifty-seven point one percent
(57.1%) of the House members who did not respond to the survey, 33.8 percent of
members without school-aged children, and 22.1 percent of House members who .utilize
private schools voted against a 1996 voucher proposal forD. C. students sponsored by
Republican Representative Steve Gunderson of Wisconsin. 477 The bill died in the
Senate.
Republican Senator Paul Coverdell of Georgia proposed school choice legislation
in the 1997 tax bill that called for allowing parents to establish tax-free education
savings accounts to finance their children's educational expenses at any public, private,
or parochial school. The bill passed through the Senate, but when President Clinton
vowed to veto the bill upon passage in the House, it was dropped from the legislation.
Sixty point nine percent (60.9%) of Senate members who did not respond to the
Heritage survey, 38.5 percent of those without school-aged children, and 34.4 percent
of those who utilize private schools opposed the measure. 478
President Clinton also chose private schools for his daughter, while Vice
President Gore chose private institutions for his three daughters and continues to
utilize a private school for his son. Democratic State Representative Polly Williams, the
choice pioneer from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, refused to endorse either the Clinton or
Jesse Jackson candidacies in the 1992 election because of their hypocritical stance on
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vouchers. 479
This situation is not particular to legislative opponents of choice. Members of
teachers unions, the strongest organizational opposition to choice policy, also send their
own children to private schools in alarming numbers while they tout the excellence of
_public education. Center for Education Reform board member Denis Doyle conducted a
study in 1995 entitled "Where Connoisseurs Send Their Children to School: An Analysis
of 1990 Census Data to Determine WhereSchool Teachers Send Their Children to
Schoo1." This report demonstrates that urban public school teachers are more than
twice as likely to choose private schools for their children as the average American
population. 480
Doyle found that teachers from middle income families in 49 out of the 100
largest cities in the nation are even more likely to utilize private schools than higher
. income families. Furthermore, minority public schoolteachers are more likely to send
their children to private school than the typical minority family.481 Thus, while public
school teachers believe that public education is best for everyone else's children, it is
not good enough for their own. F. Howard Nelson, of the AFT, challenges Doyle's study,
arguing that private school teachers may not make individual incomes comparable to
public school teachers, but their family incomes are similar. Furthermore, he argues,
Doyle fails to mention the fact that private school teachers send their children to public
schools at a very high rate. 482
The Urban Research Center at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee also
supports this conclusion. The study, conducted in 1987, found that only 38 percent of
Milwaukee's public school teachers were willing to send their children to the schools in
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Likely to Send Their Children to Private School" http://edreform.comJpress/595doyle.htm,1.
481 The Center for Education Reform. "Study Indicates," 1.
482 Nelson, F. Howard, Ph.D. "Public School Teachers and Their Private School Choices: Getting the Facts
Right" http://www.aft.org/reseilfch/reports/private/doyle/doyle.htm Apr. 1996.
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which they taught. 483 The Doyle and Urban Research Center's studies make the
teachers' position very hard to defend.
483 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 113.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
CONCLUSION
School choice is a unique educational initiative for several reasons. Most
importantly, it affects the system in a way unlike any other educational reform. While
reforms such as outcome-based education, back to the basics initiatives, smaller class
sizes, more teachers and school counselors, and building repair constitute changes in
policy, school choice requires a fundamental structural change in the public school
system. It creates an entirely new system that is modeled after the market model in
economics.
Choice is a unique philosophical, constitutional, and political issue for other
reasons as well. First, it has the power to unite individuals and groups that
traditionally have little (if anything) in common, and at the same time to divide those
who typically agree on most issues. It is difficult to gauge an individual's position on
the issue merely by .learning his political affiliation, religion, race, or membership in
political organizations. Two different individuals may come to the same conclusion on
the issue for two very different reasons.
Second, it is an issue that calls the principle of federalism into question. Is
education primarily a federal, state, or local issue? This also raises the issue of the
importance of political parties in American politics. The fundamental difference
between the two major American political parties is based on the pririciple of federalism.
The Democratic party traditionally advocates an increased role of the national
government in public policy, while the Republican party feels that the national role
should be limited. The debate over the proper role of the national government is not
specific to the issue of school choice. Itis characteristic of welfare, health care,
environmental reform, and other discussions as well.
As noted previously, it is difficult to determine an individual's view on school
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choice by finding out his political affiliation. Therefore, the issue of national control of
the policy arena is even more complicated than usual. Two individuals who align
themselves in favor of school choice often disagree on how choice policy should be
implemented. A Republican choice advocate would typically support choice policy
emanating from the state and local levels of government. Conversely, a Democratic
choice supporter would support policy on the national level. This is not to say that all
individuals fall into these categories, only that individuals within a coalition may
disagree over the question of policy implementation. Support for an issue is not always
enough to lea<;l to results.
The question of federalism is sure to playa significant role in the 2000 election
campaign. Each of the Republican presidential candidates feels that education is a
state and local issue. Some of them go so far as to advocate the abolition of the United
States Department of Education. The two Republican candidates that are advocating a
federal role in education, Governor Bush and Senator McCain, are attracting a lot of
criticism from their peers. The Democratic candidates, on the other hand, have no
problem arguing that the national government should playa strong role in overseeing
state education policy.
The heated choice debate reaches all levels of the government. The 2000
presidential candidates are raising the issue in campaign speeches and federal
legislators have addressed the problem as well. In the 1980s, the House and Senate
first debated the voucher plan proposed by President Reagan, and later took up the
president's tax credit proposal. On several occasions, Congress has also debated
legislation that would create federal block grants for the states to use in implementing
choice programs in the manner they feel would best address the problems facing their
individual education systems. They also passed a pilot voucher program in 1998 for the
Washington, D. C. school district, but President Clinton vetoed the legislation.
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There are two major problems with national control of education reform.. First, a
one-size-fits-all approach to education is not adequate. The states have addressed the
issue in a variety of ways, demonstrating that what is best for one state may not be best
.\, ..' ..
for another. Existing choice programs came as the result of federalist experimentation.
Clearly, the small tuition towns in the Northeast face different problems than big cities
like Wisconsin and Cleveland. If a town does not even have local public schools, the
debate' ~ustbe .framed in a much different way.
Some states may choose to implement statewide plans, while others target only
specific communities. For instance, the Wisconsin and Ohio state legislatures have
instituted voucher plans in their Milwaukee and Cleveland school districts, while
Florida has passed the first statewide voucher program. Pennsylvania Governor Ridge
attempted to pass a statewide plan, but was willing to compromise in the final weeks
before the legislation was to be brought up during the spring, 1999 session. Under the
compromise legislation, state funds would be transmitted to local school districts to be
used in the way in which each district sees fit. The specific aspects of the plan would
not be designed by the. state.
The second major problem with national control is that it aggravates one of the
problems that school choice attempts to address-- the burgeoning bureaucracy and
excessive amount of paperwork that drives up education costs. The main point behind
school choiCe initiatives is to return power to parents and local administrators. Daniel
McGroarty describes the bureaucratic problem in Break These Chains: The Battle For
School Choice (1996). He explains that in 1949-1950, 70 percent of all public school
employe~swere teachers. 484 The figure dropped to 60 percent in 1969-70 and to 53
percept in 1991.485 The rest of the money is going toward administrators hired to fill
484 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 20-21.
~85 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 21. _
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out paperwork and maintain the links among the levels of government.
In a system where approximately 25.7 perce~t of all education allocations go
directly to the classroom,486 the problems are bound to get worse. Even during the
Reagan years, when critics such as Jonathan Kozol argue public education funding
"turned back almost one hundred years," spending rose from $13.9 billion in 1980 to
$20.1 billion in 1988.487 If the national government would release some control of
education, the educational bureaucracy would diminish and costs would decrease
dramatically.
Frederick Hess echoes these concerns in "Policy Churn and the Plight of Urban
School ReforIIl," He argues that the publication of A Nation At Risk (1983) resulted in
275 state task forces that were given responsibility for improving the public schools.
However, Hess argues that reforms were 25 percent more successful in less active
districts. 488 In fact, he found that abundant reform initiatives were a distraction and a
problem rather than a solution. Implementing a high percentage of reforms in a district
actually punishes good teachers who "throw themselves" into the reform efforts. The
ones who need to reform their classrooms do not care and extend no effort,489 Finally,
Hess argues that the best schools do not attempt innovative reforms; they merely do
what they know works. 490
An important question that can be raised from the discussion above is-- if choice
is a state and local issue and the presidential candidates who support choice
acknowledge that fact, why has it become a national issue and why are the opinions of
the national political actors important? Why would the Republican Party place a choice
plank in its 2000 platform, as it did in 1996? The answer is that national political
486 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 21.
487 McGroarty, Break These Chains, 16-17.
488 Hess, Frederick. "Policy Churn and the Plight ofUrban School Reform" Learning from School Choice
eds. PaulE. Peterson and Bryan C. Hassel. (Washington: Brookings Institute Press, 1998), 119.
489 Hess, "Policy Churn," 122.
490 Hess, "Policy Churn," 110.
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actors have a significant impact on state and local government. For example, state
governors did not get behind school choice until President Reagan first championed the
issue in the 1980s. The president started the debate and brought the issue to the
nation's attention. When the issue became a salient one among the constituents of the
respective states, the governors saw the need to attack the problem head on. Thus,.
they became the backbone of the school choice coalition.
If the Republican and Democratic presidential nominees make choice an
important part of the educational debate in the 2000 campaign, the intensity of the
debate is likely to spill over into the state elections. Since the media focus is largely on
the presidential race in an election year, a national debate on the issue is likely to get
more attention than state debates. This is not to diminish the importance of the state
debates, only to emphasize the importance of the national candidates in influencing
state and local politics. If a number of voters decide to back a candidate such as
Governor GeorgeW. Bush, they may come to champion views that he espouses which
were never before raised in their lives. It is not uncommon for an individual to change
his view on an issue in order to rally behind a convincing presidential candidate.
This paper has discussed a number of items of contention within the choice
debate. But what is also important is finding points on which a significant majority can
agree. Above all, there are three major elements in regard to choice, which Americans
accept to be true. First, the current education system is failing the children. Whether
an individual's answer to the problem involves more money or less money, more
teachers or less teachers, or more or less bureaucracy, one has to concede that a
problem, exists. The evidence is overwhelming-- consistently decreasing test scor~s,
~
graduation rates, attendance rates, and parental satisfaction along with increasing
bureaucracy and school violence. Something needs to be done..
The most discouraging part about the need for immediate and sweeping action is .
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that so much has already been done. We have decreased class sizes, we have fIxed a
>
number of school buildings, and we have experimented with outcome-based education,
among other things. While each of these reforms has led to an increased education
budget, not one has led to improved student performance or parental satisfaction. That
is why it is time for more than a minor change in policy. It is time for a dramatic
change in the structure of the system. The only way to enable the public schools to
improve is to give them an incentive to do so. If they are forced to compete for students,
they will in turn be forced to improve their systems. The Milwaukee Public School
system is a perfect example of this principle at work. To use Kevin J. Dougherty and
Lizabeth Sostre's terminology, it is time to ride in this "third wave" of educational reform
and fundamentally alter the existing structure.491
A second point on which Americans can agree is that the time has come for the
United States Supreme Court to address school choice. The constitutionality question
has invoked different responses from different courts, leading to varying interpretations
on the part of choice advocates and opponents. Both believe that the law is on their
side. Thus, it is clear that the question has not been answered positively'. The Supreme
Court must address the issue in the very near future in order to clarify the
contradictions among the' state court rulings. It is the only way in which a universal
ruling can take effect for every state.
Perhaps the test case will come out of the state of Florida. A legal battle is
beginning to brew over Governor Jeb Bush's "A-Plus Plan." Choice opponents,
including the state teachers unions, the American Civil Liberties Union, and Americans
United for Separation of Church and State, vow to make a federal case out of the
Florida plan. If the Supreme Court agrees to hear the case this time, the states will get
the answers they need before investing any more time developing choice proposals in
491 Dougherty and Sostre, "Minerva and the Market," 1992.
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their respective regions.
Although the highest court in the land has not heard oral arguments on a choice
case, its position on the issue does seem rather clear. The court allowed the Wisconsin
Supreme Court ruling in the case of Jackson et al v. Benson et al, 119 S. Ct. 466; 1998
U.S. LEXIS 7242; 142 L. Ed. 2d 419; 67 U.S.L. W. 3322, to stand by a vote of eight to one.
The court also declined to hear arguments in the case of Kotterman et al v. Killian,
1999 U.S. LEXIS 6553; 68 U.S.£. W.·3232, thus allowing the Arizona State Supreme
Court's ruling to stand. The justices' rulings indicate that even if they do not fully
support school choice, at least they condone it in certain circumstances.
Those circumstances also appear to be clear, as demonstrated through the .
anthology of court cases discussed in a previous section. As long as a particular
program does not directly aid a religious school, then it·should be ruled ·constitutional.
As Nathan Lewin argues, according to the court, how not what public aid is directed to
religious institutions has become the decisive issue."492 States that are careful to
design legislation to transmit payment to the families and not the schools should not
run into any legal troubles. The problem is that until the high court explicitly makes
that statement in a choice case, opponents of the programs will continue to stir up
controversy to avoid implementation of the programs they disdain. The Supreme
Court's recent refusal to hear arguments in Maine's Bagley et al v. Raymond School
Department et al case, 1999 U.S. LEXIS 6845, however, adds to the confusion
surrounding the issue. Clarification is more than necessary at this point.
Finally, the third point on which Americans can agree is that school choice will
be a major focus in the 2000 election. This will occur on both the natio~aland state
492 Lewin, Nathan. "Are Vouchers Constitutional? Yes, and here's how to design them" Policy Review
Jan.-Feb., 1999: 6.
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levels. Candidates for the state legislatures and governorships will be forced to address
the issue when the interest groups demand that they state their positions for the
public. The importance of the issue has already been demonstrated in the national
campaign in that a significant majority of the presidential candidates have discussed
the issue although they have almost a year and a half to go before election day.
An interesting debate over choice is sure to ensue over the selection of the vice-
presidential candidates in the summer of 2000. Pennsylvania Governor Ridge is a
current front-runner in the Republican bid for the vice-presidential spot. His action on
his proposed Pennsylvania voucher plan in the coming legislative session is sure to be a
talking point among the powers that be in the national Republican Party. His
leadership will come into question if he fails once again to incite his fellow party
members to vote in favor of his plan in the fall of 1999.
A final question that begs to be asked is what the chances are for the future of
school choice throughout the nation. Contentious debates are sure to arise in the near
future in state legislatures across the country. Heated-court battles and the
announcements of decisions currently pending, the implementation of plans that have
recently been adopted, and studies of programs that reach a sufficient maturity level to
sustain reliable research are all events to watch closely.
Among the states to watch in the coming year is New York. The New York
Senate Race is heating up, and First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton and New York City
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani are gearing up to become the respective Democratic and
Republican candidates. Mayor Giuliani supports school choice and has already _
proposed a pilot voucher plan for one of New York City's school districts. He may
increase his efforts to get the plan passed before his mayoral term comes to an end and
he enters the thick of the Senate campaign. Hillary Clinton enjoys a strong alliance
with the two major teachers unions and is vehemently ?pposed to choice.
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Pennsylvania, a test case discussed throughout this paper, is shaping up to be
an interesting front for the choice debate in the fall session of 1999. Governor Ridge's
vice-presidential hopes may be riding on this issue. The next year should prove to be
interesting as the governor's plan twists and turns until it becomes one on which the
majority of the legislature can vote without being confused about the details. The plan
may give a great deal of authority to local districts in implementation, it may target
specific districts throughout the state, or it may include a number of Pennsylvania's
children. Perhaps Governor Ridge will play it safe and the legislation will not even be
reintroduced. Newly-elected Mayor John Street's role in the debate willbe interesting to
witness.
In Texas, Governor George W. Bush may attempt to bring school choice to the
House and Senate floors in the coming year. While it is uncertain at this time, as he is
in the midst of a presidential campaign and is apprehensive to risk failure on such an
important issue, he may wish to demonstrate to American voters that he is willing to
take charge on the education front. If he is to be the "Education President," it may be
in his best interest to make a go for it. The Texas House will be an extremely difficult
sell, however, and the issue may not be raised.
Governor Jeb Bush shares his brother's passion for education issues. However,
he has already met success in getting a voucher plan approved by the state legislature.
It is possible that Florida may emerge as the. constitutional test case over the next few
years. But one thing is sure-- the statewill definitely emerge as a test case for those
interested in choice research. If the program yields positive results on both the
constitutional and academic levels, other states may follow Florida's lead in
implementing statewide choice programs.
There are two other incidents that may occur, if not over the next few years then
over the coming decades. First, the two prominent teachers unions, the American
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Fedeiati~n of Teachers (AFT) and the National Education Association (NEA), may merge
, '
to form one large and extremely powerful union. The two unions have joined together to
. .'. ~
oppose choice policy and have been extremely successful in blocking choice legislation
in several states. In Pennsylvania, the list of organizations that endorsed Governor
Ridge's plan i~. the spring of 1999 was very lengthy. However, the NEA joined the state
school boards' association to block passage of the plan and the legislation was never
brought to the floor. If the two unions share their resources, their power will be very
difficult to combat. They are sure to playa significant role in the 2000 Democratic
National Convention and in national and state campaigns. They will donate a great deal
of money to the Democratic Party, and will expect loyalty in return.
The second thing that could happen in the coming decades is that parochial
schools may continue on their current paths toward diminished enrollment levels. This
could change the entire structure of the choice debate. If parents are forced to send
·t~eir children to public schools due to increasing tuition costs at theirparochial schools
and parochial schools are forced to close due to decreasing enrollment figures, the
public schools will have to deal with a dramatic increase in their enrollment levels.
This, of course, would mean that the public school systems will have increased
education costs on their shoulders. Perhaps only then they will acknowledge the need
for alternative forms of education.
The moral of the story is that choice is an issue that demonstrates the principle
of federalism in action and illustrates the importance of political parties, academics,
and interest iroups in shaping policy debates. It also shows how different the political
environments are'in different regions of the United States. One-size-fits-all policy will
not work in ,regard to this particular issue. Any legislation that attempts to provide a
common cure for all students is destined to fail.
Per:h~ps the most important lesson in the school choice debate is that the issue
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is not black and white. When referring to choice, it is important to state explicitly what
is meant by the term. Pollsters often design their questions in a way that leads the
individuals being polled to a different answer than that which really represents their
views. It is not often that a question such as, "Are you for or against school choice?"
yields reliable results. One person's definition of choice may be different from others. It
is also not black and white in terms of the coalitions that form in support or opposition
to the issue. Organizations that normally disagree on issues come together on this
unique issue.
Most importantly, the issue calls for give and take on the part of individuals on
both sides. Daniel McGroarty is correct when he says that there are extremists on both
sides of the issue who refuse to acknowledge the facts. The facts are that educational
choice should be a fundamental right for all families, regardless of race or income level.
However, school choice will not constitute a quickflX for all of the problems that ail
American education. Other common-sense reforms are welcome within a competitive
system.
Many of the policies currently being introduced by anti-choice legislators and
teachers unions would be welcome. However, others constitute inefficient expenditures
of public money. Current trends in educational policy lean toward reforms involving
more bureaucracy, such as national achievement standards and more teacher testing,
and economic prosperity for teachers unions, such as more teachers, increased teacher
pay, universal preschool programs, and smaller class sizes.
Improving teacher training is an exercise in futility. The truth is that "teacher
education makes a negligible difference in teaching quality."493 The majority of
information a teacher learns in training goes out the window when he steps into a
493 Sartwell, Crispin. "Joy and reflections on the return to school" The Philadelphia Inquirer 9 Sept. 1999:
A21.
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classroom. Theories of education are constantly changing, and the best teachers just
ignore the theories and "engage the students at a human level. "494 Crispin Sartwell, of
The Philadelphia Inquirer, is correct in his assertion that "the present certification
process is simply an attempt on the part of education programs to monopolize the
teacher-training process and an attempt by school systems to have a consistent product
to put into the classroom."495 Teacher testing also makes the states a great deal of
money.
Diminishing class size is interesting in that although it does lead to positive
improvement in student achievement, the change appears to be minimal. A recent
RAND Corporation/American Institutes for Research study of the effects of smaller
class sizes in California demonstrates that the state's $4 billion experiment produced
only minimal improvement in the early grades. Thirty-four percent (34%) of students in
small classes scored above the national average in reading, as compared to 32 percent
of those in larger classes. In math and language arts, there were three percentage point
differentials. In order to achieve such a minor change, 23,500 new teachers were hired
to teach grades K-3. Furthermore, the researchers concluded that class size reduction
was not necessarily the only factor in the improvement.496
Another study, conducted by the Keystone Research Center in Pennsylvania and
funded partly by the state's teachers unions, yielded different results. The Center found
that class size reduction in Tennessee and Wisconsin led to substantial benefits. In
fourth grade, students who participated in small classes in grades K-3 performed at a
level six to nine months ahead of their classmates. Furthermore, more students from
the small classes graduated from high school on time and took college entrance tests at
494 Sartwell, "Joy and reflections," A21.
495 Sartwell, "Joy and reflections,' A21.
496 "California's $4 Billion Class Size Experiment Hires $23,500 Teachers and Yields Meager
Iinprovement for Students" News for School Reformers from the Commonwealth Foundation
(http://www.commonwealthfoundation.org) 24 June 1999: 1.
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a higher rate. The improvement was greatest among poor and minority students. 497
The U.S. Department of Education agrees that class size reduction improves·
student achievement. In analyzing states where class size has been reduced, the
Department concludes that children get more individual attention in smaller classes,
and that teachers get the opportunity to teach differently than they would in larger
classes. The Department argues, however, that class size reduction will not always be
beneficial. In many cases, additional teacher training must accompany such reduction.
This is because more teachers are needed when class sizes are reduced. Thus, once
again, teachers unions benefit from additional dues.
Another reform, building repair, is a necessity in many run-down, inner city
schools. U.S. Senator Frank Lautenberg, Democrat from New Jersey, has proposed a
tax credit plan, "The Public School Modernization Act of 1999," to modernize public
school buildings. His plan is beneficial in that it addresses a major problem in inner
city schools. However, its weakness is in the fact that it will cost $25 million. 498
Building repair should not take such an abundant amount of additional financing. In
fact, repair is most needed in cities that attract the highest levels of state and national
aid. Rather than increase funding, which may not be used for its intended purpose, the
school districts need to learn how to manage their money effectively. As long as they
know they are sure to get additional aid every year, they have no incentive to manage
their money wisely. The same argument goes for technological improvement. Schools
need to spend the money in their budgets more effectively rather than petition the state
and national government for more.
Three reforms have the potential to improve American education. The first,
497 Mezzacappa, Dale. "Smaller classes more useful than vouchers, researchers say" The Philadelphia
Inquirer 4 June 1999: B4.
498 Lautenberg, U.S. Senator Frank R. (D-NJ). "A Tax Credit is the Best Way to Modernize Local Public
Schools" Tax Features Vol. 43, No.5. May, 1999: 4-5.
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merit pay, forces teachers to perform well in order to receive pay raises. Denver,
Colorado is gaining national attention for its new merit pay system th~tholds teachers
accountable for student achievement. Surprisingly, the Denver teachers unions
support the measure. The second, ending social promotion in the schools, is geared
toward elirr:linating the practice of graduating failing students merely t~ keep them in
the same classes as those in their age brackets. This would go a long w'ay in decreasing
illiteracy rates and improving achievement lev~ls of American students; The third,
Educational Savings Accounts (ESAs), are designed to allow parents to start saving
early for educational expenses, including tuition at private and parochial schools. The
accounts would operate in a fashion similar to Individual RetirementAccounts (IRAs),
allowing parents to save money free of the negative impact of taxes.
Thus, as Peter Cookson argues, choice is a"tactic," not an "overall strategy."499
But additional money is not needed-- it is already there and needs'to be budgeted more
efficiently. The major problem with the moq.ern public school system is not lack of
.. '
money; it is the way that the money is being spent. Sensible legislation will always be
welcome on the local, state and federal levels of government. However, education
should remain primarily a state and local issue and federal regulations 'should be
minimal. In a crisis, the timecomes for dramatic action and we are in the midst of a
crisis right now. This is not a new crisis, but one that has been intensified for decades.
Policy changes, no matter how sensible, are not enough; this has been proven again
and again throughout the past two "waves" of reform. Sensible policy reforms only
within a new, improved educational structure will result in an American system that is
among the best in the world.
499 Cookson, The Struggle, 137.
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